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MODELS FOR EDUCATIONAL PLANNING
 

Introductory Note
 

This is a sampling of chapters in fairly close to final draft form from 

MODELS FOR EDUCATIC::ALa proposed volume for the BRIDGES Project. The working title is 

TO PROGRAM STRATEGIES WITH HEURISTIC AND ALGORITIHIIC MODELSPLANNING: FROM GOAL STRUCTURES 
notes the state of completionThe Table of Contents lists the chapters in this sample and 

of some of the other key chapters. Most of the chapters exist in some form of life,but in 

great deal of work will be needed to whip them into final shape. No final some cases a 

drafts are likely before September of 1987. The bulk of the material has been written

by
or in some cases selected and rewritten from existing material by Davis;or produced 

in Planning in Spring,1986. In addition to the students in tht
members of the A 822 Class 

a paper which may or may not 
course Noel McGinn also prepared a chapter;Jim Risan prepared 

on earlier work byfit;and Ernesto Cuadra is contributing a paper and model based 

Schiefelbein. Tom Cassidy also constributed. 
table and figure numbers may be inconsistent,because the materia"In this draft some 

Russell G Davis
 
taken from other chapters and drafts.
were 

~?/
 



Bridges Volume 1,Outline
 

Models for Educational Planning:
 
From Goal Structures to Program Strategies
 

by
 

The A-822 Group 
Harvard Graduate School of Education 

Cambridge 
Spring, 1986 

I Introduction: 

The Context of Educational Planning:Goals/Needs Structures 

Valllumsnues/Needs
 

Structures 

IA.Goal and Value Structures 

1.Models to Develop Goals/Needs Structures Int2 Policy & Planst 

Overview of Goal/Neds/Themes /Issues in Heuristic Models 

Davis(excerpts from chapters 3,20,21,22,New Volume) 

IB. Issue and Problem Structures 

2a. Identifying,sorting and structuring the problem field: 

goals/needs/issues and themes 

"K3 Method: Theory and Practice" 
by
 

Yumiko Yokozek*,Armando Loera-Varela,Tsige Tsegenu
 

future plans in terms of trends,2b.Huristics for framing 

values and goals 

"The AASCJ ParadigmsProjecting Out,Mapping Back" 
by Dunham Rowley and R.Davis 

*AASCU(American Association State Colleges&Universities) 

Bridges Note: 1,2a and 2b describe models relevant to all six 

Bridges project areas; but are most relelvant to Access and 

Effectiveness and Interna.Retention,Effective Schools,External 
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Teacher Training goals/needs;and forEfficiency.Also plans for 

strategies in Classroom Management & Instructional Technology. 

social values,3. Identifyingmapping(Relating) structures of 

perceptions of Isnuenproblems and needs in social planning 

and policy analysisaThe Galileo Model. 

"Balilec:Policy Planning Porspectives,Theoretical 
Backgroundand Implications for Planning Use" 

by
 
8ary Ewart and Carla Linton 

views and values,Notesalls heiuristic model which maps 

of Bridges.but particularly tois relevart to all six 	areas 

Internal Efficiency.
Access/Retention;Extarnal Effectiveneas; 


It alio can map attitudes and 	thoughts on Teacher Training
 

Objectives and Strategies;Classroom Management Approaches, 

and Learning Technologies. 

1I. Externally Derived System Requirements Targets 

II.A 	Social/Demographic Target Models 

shape most social,Population SizeStructure and Change will 


ecr;iomic and educational plans and policy frameworks;hence,
 

basic in planning:derographic and soial demand 	models are 

4a.03ocial and Demographic Models as a Basis for Planning" 
by 

R. 	 Davis(Excerpts from Chapter 11,Neg)Volume 

Population Projection at the4b.mfemographic Analysis and 

National LevelsThe Basic Components Model",
 

by 
R.Davie(Excrpts from Ch 14,Na Volme) 

Plan Forecasts5. mHotxA Co,,--ehensive Structure for 

and Analysis"(Population/Enrollment Modules) 

by 
Research Triangle Institute 

EnrollmentNoteuCurrent components are Population and School 

2 
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Modules,with small output and efficiency component,but plans 

are to build other components,e.g Efficiency,Required Inputs, 

Costs,Budget and Financial forecasts,Cost Effectiveness and 

Cost Efficiency...
 

6a."PopexsSpreadsheet Modeling for Population and Enrollment 
Forcasting:Potential and Limitations" 

by 
T.Cassidy and R. Davis 

&b."Mainframe Model Variants:A Note on 2 and EdModels 
by 

R.Davis and T.Cansidy 

Schoolbc. "Enrollment Analysis and Systems Flow In National 
Systems of LDC's:The Basic Markovian Process Model and 
a Note on Cohort Analysis" 

by
 
R. Davis (Excerpts from Ch 14,N Volume) 

Note: Models in 4,5 and 6 relate to Access and Retention; 

Effectiveness,EfficiencyTeacher Training;and are also 

relevant to Teacher Training(needs),Learning Technologies 

(neaeds 	 and effects),and Classroom Manageament(Naods/Effects) 

II B.Economic Demand:Manpower Roquiroents Models 

7."Models for Manpower Planning at the National Level: 
The Basic Method and Other Planning Schemas" 

by 
R. Davis(Excrpts from Ch 15,N Veluan 

Note'anpower models are mainly relevant to Effectiveness and 

toExternal Efficiency (Neids, Targmts,Ef fects) ; and Teacher 

Training(Program Soals/NeedsRequirement Targets, Objecti ves.. ) 

III A.Effectivenes,Efficincy,Inputs and Unit Costs 

8a."Modeling for EfficiencysSetting More for the Money" 

by 

Rosemary Belliw,Winoto Doeriat,Gwang Jo Kim 

Note: Introduction to Effectiveness,Efficincy,Cost Models
 



9."Schieelbein Model of System Flow,ThruputEfficiency 
and CostsaA Modified Spreadsheet Modelo 

by 
Ernesto Cuadra 

Models in 8 and 9 relevant to Effectiveness,Efficiency,Class

room Manageeent,Instructional TachnologyAccesE & Retention, 

and Teacher Training.Covers: 6oals,ObJectives,Output,Outrcomes, 

Effects aid Effectivenesu;Efficimncy and Thruput in terms of 

time and unit and marginal costs. 

III B.Effectivnes,Efficincy,Comt,Budget&Financial Planning 

Resource Allocation and Financial Planning Models 

lOa."Systes Simulation,Rsourcm Allocationand Financial 
Planning ModaIsuDeIvelopental Historyu 

by 
Paulina Gonzalez 

10b"Resource Allocation and Financial Planning Models: 
A Note on the State of the Artu 

by 
R.Davis(excerpts from Ch 20-22,p3~1M ) 

Financial Planning at Nutithal School Level 

11.wA Financial Planning Model for A National School System" 
by 

Mohamad Om Yousef 

(IFPS modeling system model of CosttOutputEfficiency and
 

Financial Implications of Growth and Structural REfnrms
 

in the national school system of the Kingdom of 3ordan)
 

Financial Planning at Institutional Level in LDC°s
 

12. 	 wComputer-Based Modeling Systems:A Case Study Using IFPS
 
At Birzeit University.West BankO
 

by 
Haifa Baraaki and Jameg A. Toronto 

NoteIThesi models are relevant tm Cost Effoctiveness,Eficiency 

Access and Retentionand include planning in institutiontR 

area
of higher education in LC's.Although this is not an 
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of main focus in Bridges it must be an area of concern in
 

planning,because allocations to higher education must be
 

included in the san goal and allocations structures and
 

processes as allocations to pri-ary,middlo and secondary 

in LDC's,schools.Bcaus rmsources and budgots are limited 

to ono lovl or typof 3schooling constrainallocations 

allocations to anothor.Basic education may be a priority 

can not ba an exclusiveconcern of Bridgeo ro oarch but it 


preoccupation of Bridgou codolo,plano or analysis.
 

IV Models of Toaching Loarning Dynamics
 

These models range froo tho coot gonoral poropective on the 

structure and process of education and schooling to close-in
 

models of teaching/learning procoss;and includes
 

A.Studies of Educational Effocts,Using Opcn-Systams,Black-Box,
 

Production Function models and approaches of the kind that 

filled the literature during the Colooan,Joncks,Smith,Levin, 

era of studios of offocts of schooling inHanushek,MayeskU 


of such studios &id reviews in
the US.Thare ware thousnd 

do them.
economics students stillAverch,Krlinger...Education 

I /Schi afelbei n,McGinn/Counterparts overseas ware Bow lnFarrel 

studiesDavisKlitgaard...and hundreds of those and similar 

reviewed by Alaander and Sir-mmns,Schiefelbein..(eg IEA) were 

The analysis worked off t^:@ baiclinoar codal,and used 

regression, variance explainadunique variance and path 

analysis,amomg other approches.Th-sm are not reviewed in this 

to all six Bridgesvolumegalthough they could be relevwat 

include excerpts fromareas of interest.1f needed Davis could 

chapters in Mm Voluothat cover them. 

5 
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B.Analysis at a similar level of aggregation ,but slightly less 

removed from process and social dynamics are typified by the 

work of Rutter et al in 15.000 Hourswhere the variables 

are non continuousand scales non ratioland non par&ametric
 

.)are used.These
statistical models(ChiSquare,Log Linear.. 


models are also relevant to Bridges,but not the focus of the
 

model implementation group at HOSE.
 

C.General models of instructionthe older entries of Carroll,
 

attempts to model
DenoRestl,,Schiefelbein/avisand newer 

the effects of time on task,now under review by Loora,are also 

relelvant to Bridgesbut not covered in inis cellection.Joyce 

and Wei11 provide comprehonsive coverage of some of those
 

teaching/instructinal models,which are very relevant for
 

Learning Technologies,Clasuroom Management and Teaching.
 

D.There has also been lively developoent of qualitative
 

approaches to instructional research and evaluation,
 

which include the so called qualitative methods of Murphy
 

and othersethnographic approachescase studies and portrait

but again not the approaches covered here.ure...Relevant ,yws, 

get closer to process dynamics
E.Systems dynamic models 

than the linear model and effects studies~but not perhaps to 

the same micro level of observation as casethnographic and 

participant observer approaches).SD models covered here,onare 

link the more aggregate level analysis,the
grounds that they can 

favormd by planners economists and quantitative analysts,level 

with researchers engaged in studying Learning Technologies,
 

Classroom Management,and close-in studies of effectiveness.
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planning at systems,institution and program/project levels in 

LDC systems. This activity has been separate from the model 

development activity,although it may in the future be joined, 

since information is the indispensable support of modeling;and 

model characteristics and needs should serve to guide and to 

limit infurmation collection,storage and retrieval. The two 

come together in what are called Decision Support Systems. 

-Evaluation and use of data base management systems5 in the 

design of planning model spcifications,in support of decision 

support systems,and for use in general development of the 

Bridge% project itself;for example to store and retrieve
 

reviews in three main areassa)conventional published review 

of educational research and evaluation;b)reviews of computer 

packagen useful for developing models applications,project
 

managemnt,and data base manageent;c)reviews of models that 

have been devvloped within modeling systamsvin the form of 

individualized,special purpose models or as modulwa of mor2 

general utructuressuch as RTI's HOST. 

The first area of work deals with the kinds of information
 

(content,th osubstance coverage) needed and available at a 

reasonable cost in =mney and effort far planning at ell level-a, 

and for research and development in the six major areas of 

Bridges project. Only a small piece of this work has gone 

forward at Harvard,and several major collections of reviews 

have been launched at Harvardand at cooperating institutions 

in the US and overseas.At Harvard the work coversamong 

other areasAccess and Ratention,Classroom Management and 

Instruction... 

11 
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The second major form of activity is ovaluation ,dasign, 

and development of management informaticm systems and decision 

support systems.Apart from reviewing literature ana exploring 

ing some major packages for Harvard/Bridges own in-house use, 

not much has been done in this area yet.Tho use of data bases
 

that are strong in text handling capacity,.Notebook on the PC
 

the Harvard reviews 

and SPIRES on the mainframe CHS systehave been invcmtigated 

by DavisCassidy and Naimi;and L an chosen,to manage 

collection.The da formta base %:orthe 

models section has boan designod,andreviews,packages and 

most entries are on discs(Annox A).Othor area work is 

mainly in documentary form based on published reviews.PC 

Bans,R Base and the data handling sectionssized systems(D 

of Lotus) have been covered with the planning groups;and work 

in mid-sized mainframe packagesFOCUS and RAMIS,have been used, 

overseas.but do not appear immediately useful for Bridges 

has been done on the first area ofAt this point more 

required,rather thanwork,studying the type of information 

amdols,although thedeveloping decision support systems and 

future will require some study o information system develop

ment. This may require come work with applications generators 

not be up at theand prototyping tools ,but will probably 

large systeIDMS levelusing Cullinane IDMS ADS/ONLINE 

systemsdialog generators and some advanced tools of large MIS 

needs and beyond the general ist
These seem beyond the BRIDGES 

staff's expertise. It was unfortunate that no student in 

of these
the A-822 planning courselthe group who produced most 

I',
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paperschose to work in information systems design.There is 

considerable work ahead in the development of information 

systems mdels,and thus we would proposo two more chapters in 

this volume:l)A general paper on the content and form of data 

and information needed in educational planning in LDC's. This 

could follow on from work for LDC's by Cheoswas,Davis,McGinn, 

and a recent review of US experience iv' information use in 

planning and management dons by Risan as part of Bridges work; 

2) A review of MIS models and data management systes for 

Decision Support systemg,with a plan for a prototyping 

development in MIS and DSS.These chapters should be part of 

this volume.It is important that Information and Data Base 

Management models and systems not be isolated from planning 

mdels;or from the other areas of research in Bridges. 

15."Irformation Needs and Information Systems to Support 

mManagement Decisions in Education (proposed) 

13
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INTRODCTION
 

1.0 An Tntroductorv Note on Dealina with Goals in Rational 

Planning 

The task at hand here is rationally based social planning.
 

The major assumption, based on many years of experience, is that
 

goals must be dealt with in mid-range and long-range planning of
 

complex education systems. Goals are difficult to deal with in
 

any rational way because they are grounded in values, often
 

deeply held, unarticulated, and tenaciously held. There is
 

still no system--Hbermao notithstandng--for dealing with
 

There is no
intersubjective conflicts in values and priorities. 


solution to this problem that will satisfy all people within the
 

systematic canons of an-y philosophical approachl much less will
 

the system travel between different ideological or cultural
 

systems. Yet for the rational planner, to attempt to plan
 

education without goals suggests aimless and purposeless action
 

with no other purpose than action itself. There is in truth
 

much aimless activity in education, but according to a rational
 

planner's biases this is useless at best and harmful at worst.
 

Even if social, economic, political, and cultural goals
 

could be developed fog education, there remain the problems of
 

relating social goals to objectives, within education, and
 

relating the objectives to activities, and the activities to
 

resources, costs, and budget constraints. Also, there is the
 

problem of evaluation of outputs and outcomes and the difficulty
 

of feeding this back to correct the course toward the goals; or
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to modify goals. There are no absolute goals for all times and
 

places, but there are always goals, according to the rational
 

planner who defines educational goals as: statements of broad
 

aim or fundamental purpose in education, referenced to
 

political, social, cultural, economic, physical survival
 

0 a .	 outcomes. Objectives define the learning output that is
 

sought within thr teaching/learning context. Goals address
 

broader outcomes. There are other ways of conceiving it, but
 

this pruqides a basis for attempting to deal with goals in
 

planning and planning models.
 

1.1 	QGls and Planlnia= Tntroductor
 

In rational planning, goals are the fundament on which the
 

plan structure is built and the planning proc is guided.
 

the ends or purposes of education in
Educational goals state 

broad cultural, social, economic, and political terms. Planning 

begins with a framework, or structure, of goalsi develops
 

alternative strategies in the fnm of policies, institutional
 

structures, and programsi specifies the obj2ctives, activities,
 

and inputs required for the programsi and assesses the effects
 

of the programs in terms of outputs and outcomes attained with
 

respect of the objectives and goals. The outline of this
 

idealized rational planning structure is shown in Schema 1.1.
 

A goal structure serves as the basis of rational planning,
 

and goals servi planning by: (i) clarifying the educational
 

ends 	and purposes to the planner himself and his constituency;
 



1. 

I. 


Ill. 

IV. 


V. 


VI. 


1.1SCIIEHA 

Outline of the Idealized 
Stages of Rational Planning
 

At Education Systems Level
 

Cotla
Broad Statements of social, political and ecoiomic ends and purposes,
 

Discuss. Debate, Validate. Order (Priorities), Dialectic to discuss - Why? 

(Answer to ys comes out of Needs/Values interaction) 

Broad Strategies for Attaining Coals 
Generally in Society 

(relates also to neads assessment)
1. Population (Client Targets) Who? 


Activity (Assets, Services, Processes) What? (Needs/Resources assesment, broad)

2. 


training. loll? (generally)

3. tman 7eaource development through education and 

lleans for Attaining Coals -- Discussed, debated, modified, adopted, etiad ... 
Alternative 

1. 	 Through human resource development through educationi / t inIn'n, 

means tn attain targets of iI -- 'actics, P~aw? Where? When? 
alteni: ve 

2. Through ,other 8ang? 

means of attainment (in lHI)
 
Alternative policies to nalce possible, feasible, practical, easier time 


Policies through Programs, Institutions ... How? (Specifics)
Alternative Programs to llv-lacnt 


Program Objectives (or Instituttonal Objectives)
 

Program Activities *&A (Specified and Scheduled)
 

Program hlodalities (Organization. Assets, Delivery Iodes ...)
 

Program Resources
 
ir 1)Program Outputs (Relate back to Goals 


Program Costs and Budgets
 

Effects (Outputs. Outco tes)
 

Trace back througi objectives to goals
 
evaluation, cost/benefit, cost/effectiveness

Criteria, objecklve finctions, assessment , 
from goals to effects,

Feedback and recircurilation through system 
basic goals, rethinking, restating)re-examination of(Somwtlmes, thiwgla not often, 

more often translated 	 Into Objectives (more focused purpose,
Project Level. Coals areAt Program or 

specific outcomes ani criterion levels, or objective 
functions specified). 

and usually more 

often specified, e.g. 	the three major
 
level (also Projet, sometimes) llissions are 


LA At Institution 

to discover and develop knowledge; to
 or teach;


Hissions of a university may be to instruct, 


through social outreaclh.provide service 

These mist be directly 
At all levels of planning, specflilcafton o( progTaw actAvities Is central. 

Analysis in some cases) and
 
derived from Coals and Heeds Analysis (supplmened 

by Role or Task 

from these Resource needs dedced.
Work Ireakdowi Stiructurea and Schedules cas be asp~cfled. and 

. Ie l.. later compared to Fffects and aeeis. 
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(i) clarifying ends and purposes to others, the chief "othersm
 

being those presumed to receive the benefits of education and
 

those who must payi (iii) linking ends to means, so as to
 

identify and test alternative strategies, policies and programs;
 

and (iv)linking ends te means in the relationship between
 

objectives, outputs and outcomes, and thus providing a focus for
 

evaluation, assessment of-efficiency, effectiveness, and
 

accountability. MBO (management by objectives) is a system for
 

explicitly establishing this linkage, but more importantly for
 

gaining agreement and mobilizing organizational purpose around
 

shared objectives.
 

Whether the rational model reflects reality is another
 

matter--no ideal form ever doesl but in a rational model, a goal
 

framework is essential. Goals are evaluated, first by tracing
 

them to their source values and establishing the worth and
 

validity of these values; and second by tracing them to their
 

effects and assessing the worth of outcomes that derive from
 

objectives and outputs. Both evaluations are based on the
 

criterion of relevance (Picker, 1969)p which is established
 

primarily by logic and deduction, and not by induction and
 

empirical test.
 

1.2 	The Source of Educational Goals
 

Schem
Educational planning goals derive from many sources ( 


2). Past or present statements of the ends and purposes of
 

These statements
education are part of any literate culture. 




of Goals of EducationSchea 21 A Context of Sources 

1. 	 The Pastt 

History and Traditions of the Immediate Surrpdnding 
Culture 

a. 


History,:And Traditions of Other Influencintl 
Cultures
 

b. 


2. The Prosents
 
A. Physical Environnent/Htmn 	Ecology
 

•. Physical Environment. Climate, Space
 

b. 	Physical Rsadurcoa. Lia te Preacures 
ial Contextc. Demography. Size. Growth, !a. 

Valuational
.eistemoloical-


a) socal-Psychological
 

i) Individual Values, Atti-
1) Cognitive.,Learning, Thought 

tudes, Hotivations. 

Ethics, Horality
 

i) Group Values. Attitudes.
1i) Positivism, Empiricism 

Theories. Soctial Ethics
 

14i) iermeneut ice 


iv) Universal Pragmatics 

b)" Culturan' 
Ars. Language. Letters. 	 Values/Belief. Religion, Lit-

erature. Language. Art. Horal
Science/Technology 


Codes, Theologies 

c) Political 
Paradigms
1) Rational System of Power/ 

compliance 
T ies
i) Participation 
Ideologies
iii) Communication 

Harxian
iv) Hobtligtaion 


d) Economic
 
Theories of Value, Utility
Paradigms 


Harket Rationality
 
Ideologies
Plan Rationality 


Theories
 
Heo-Claasical 

Human Capital
 

1-

Structural
 

Classes, Groups, Organizations, Hierar

chies. Structures. Function. Process
 

Tribal, Ethno-Cultural. Language.
 

Groups. Religious Sects
 

i) Nations. States.... 
ii) Party Structures 
ili) Government Structures (Organiza

tions. Bureaucracies)
 
iv) Law/Regulatory Structures
 

Structure 	of Economy
 

Functioning of Economy
 

Regulation of Economy 
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are amalgams of values, expectations, and beliefs about what the
 

ultimate, or end, purposes of education arel derived from the
 

immediate and current culture; from other cultures which
 

influence them; and from historical experience and tradition
 

passed on from earlier cultures. The goals, then, are derived
 

by comparative and historical analysis. Heuristic planning
 

models help order this analysis; alqorithmic models and
 

statistical methods are used for other planning tasks.
 

This collection of papers covers both heuristic and
 

algorithmic models for planning education.
 

2.0 	 Sources and Modalities for Develocina Goa-s
 

Goals for education derive from a variety of sources and
 

are developed into goal statements and structuras in a variety
 

of ways.
 

Goals from historical and traditional sources may simply be
 

accepted, as handed on through education itself; or slightly
 

modified to fit current circumstances, issues, and problems.
 

The goals are there. The planner, or his clients, accepts the
 

goals, as given or slightly modified, and gets on with the tasks
 

of developing strategies, policies, priorities, institutions,
 

and objectives: in short, the plan. The use of the Ponca Sila
 

(five 	traditional principles of Islam) is an example in the
 

Indonesian education plan (Beeby, 1979).
 

A second source is similar to the first, but in this case,
 

the goals have been more consciously and explicitly formulated
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by an individual, commentator, or social or political
 

commission. There are a number of such sources that have served 

to base plan goals, and some have been reviewed--Spencer's list 

from EdIcationi The Seven Cardinal Principlest The Ten 

.; the ASCD Goals; tbe Illinoin Goals . . .
 

In a third approach, similar to the second, a citizens'
 

commission, sometimes supported by a group of specialists and
 

analysts, develop the goal list and framework from analysis of
 

other goal/objective/plan frameworks and synthesize a new and
 

better statement. The work of the Khotari Commission in India 

iz one example; Christian Democrat groups developed plans for 

Chilean education before the Frei presidency began in the
 

sixties; in Ethiopia and a number of other countries, the
 

framework was a sector assessment with joint international and
 

nationa. participation.
 

A fourth approach, comparative study and analysis, is
 

similar.to the commission exercise, except the field for study
 

and analysis is broadened to include the goals and experience of
 

other countriCes. International agencies, particularly UNESCO,
 

have aided this process, but other technical assistance
 

agencies, USAID, the World and Regional Banks, have affected
 

goals and objectives in other countries indirectly and sometimes
 

Welsh (1980) offers a taxonomic structure for
unintentionally. 


tracing goals to mvitinational contexts.
 

A fifth and common source for goals in centralized national
 

systems is the base in constitutional or organic lawl and these
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laws in turn may have been developed from earlier social
 

history.
 

Yet a sixth source is the political platform or goal
 

framework of political partiest and the dominant political party
 

often imposes general goals for education. This is exemplified
 

in Cuba, Jamaica, the German Democratic Republic, China, and
 

Russia; and by earlier activity of the PRI in Mexico.
 

Within the centralized countries, where there are
 

ministries, agencies, and national planning offices, goals for
 

the educational sector may derive from these &gencies and their
 

plans, policies and regulations.
 

Heuristic models have been designed and developed precisely
 

to aid in framing system and institutional goals (objectives),
 

thus offering an eight source of models and methods for deriving
 

goals. The AASCU Futures Creating Paradigm, Galileo, and the KS
 

method, to be discussed later, offer frameworks for goal
 

analysis. The Delphi exercise and other futurist models are
 

examples.
 

A ninth and similar aid to developing goal structures,
 

where participatory planning and contribution of beneficiaries
 

are featured, is represented by the dialectical models and
 

social interaction approaches for planning. COMPASS and the
 

Policy Delphi are discussed in Davis, Ch. 9 (1987).
 

There are other sources and means for deriving goals, based
 

on epistemologies which underlie rational planner and the
 

application of deductive logic; and *based on derivation from
 

li 
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value premises (Frankena in Martin, 1979); or derived from
 

analysis of relevance of goal to need to program (Scheffler,
 

1971; Picker, 1980). Habermas attempted to synthesize rational
 

approaches, value approaches, and social interaction in the
 

evaluation of communicative competence in social discourse
 

(1973, 1979).
 

3.0 A General Type of Models and Modelina Aproaches
 

Mannheim (1951) wrote that the goals of society and
 

education could be deduced from the R media the broad
 

social trends, currents, or forces that were emerging in a
 

society and which would shape the future of that society. But
 

Mannheim never precisely defined D/lnc median, nor did he
 

provide clear examples of what they were. Planners need more
 

help and guidance in developing goal frameworks, and this is
 

were models serve:
 

(1) Reuristte models help in developing value/needs/goal 

frameworks. The AASCU Paradigm, as we will see, gives examples 

of trends (population, economic growth, energy), and planners 

can analyze and'project these trends in developing future goals 

for education systems. AASCU also provides examples of value 

shifts or discontinuities that impact on and change the 

direction of the trends. Examples are world harmony and peace, 

nationalism, localism . . . AASCU provides a systematic 

framework in which a comprehensive goal structure can be 

developed for institutional and systems planning. 
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(2) laorIithmiQ modeiM are used in planning to translate 

values and goals to objectives, activities, and outcomes, 

usually expressing targets, flow and results in quantitative 

terms. Algorithmic models can be in the form of systems
 

simulation models, programning and optimization models,
 

comprehensive systems state-space and forecasting models,
 

demographic or economic projection models, or comprehensive
 

packages of integrated modules9 as the a=st model to be
 

described in later chapters. The models can be built in
 

spreadsheet formats in modeling systems packages, for mainframe
 

computers ar PCsy in forecasting packages, project planning
 

packages, database management packages, or comprehensive
 

packages. Many different model forma, modeling systems,
 

applications generators, and modeling languages will be shown.
 

3.1 Models and AbntractLons. 

Models are representations, often symbolic in form, of
 

realityl models depict complex structures and processes, always
 

in a form that is simpler than the real world referencedi for if
 

models wore not simpler than reality, there would be no point in
 

having a model. Models are abstractions and serve well for
 

representing structures and regular processes. But social
 

processes are not often well structured or regular. Thus,
 

models do not serve as an adequate representation, much less
 

For this reason the social
substitute, for social processes. 


process must be brought into the modeling and planning process
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as it exists in reality, not as someone dreams or wishes that it
 

exists and functions. This means that the process in which
 

models and plans are developed and used must be almost exactly
 

like reality. The model can be symbolic, abstract, and a
 

caricature of the real world, but the process in which it is
 

used cannot be, at least in social planning models. The
 

modeling process must be exactly as reality LA; not simply like
 

or similar to reality. Models--the symbolic representation--can
 

be evaluated philosophically, checked for logic, checked
 

epistemologically, ethically, aesthetically; but the modeling
 

process can only be tested against reality experientially, in
 

order to determine how it will hold up, how it will serve. For
 

this test the model developer and user must look to what
 

experience suggests for modeling and planning.
 

Planning
4.0 	 What Exierience Teaches About Models and 


Experience in planning in developing countries suggests
 

that ten problems are of major importance, although not the only
 

major problems that planners and models must deal with. These
 

cover:
 

(1)Goals: the setting and ordering (priorities) of
 

goalsl not simply listing goals, but developing a coherent goal
 

structure based on priorities and relations among the goals, and
 

tracing objectives from the goals and program needs.
 

(2)Developing alternative strategies pursuant to the
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goals. Again, there is need for an ordered framework of
 

strategies that trace the general goals.
 

(3)Recognizing that problems, needs, program responses,
 

policies, and actions are linked and interactive, and when one
 

is changed others may changes, which means that models must be
 

comprehensive, dynamic and interactive.
 

(4)Realizing that there are always limits and constraints
 

on resources and possible responses, and these are linked.
 

(5)Realizing that program activities are related at
 

various levels, and to take one action may foreclose the
 

possibility of another because of constraints or conflicts in
 

the system. Again, a aeytem. view is fundamental in modeling.
 

(6)Dealing with the fact that the only constant is change,
 

and with the need to move toward some sort of equilibrium in a
 

situation of constant flux. Models must portray dynamic
 

process.
 

(7) Recognizing the dynamic between straight rational
 

analysis and the reality of street rationality may be different,
 

and elegant models and plans mean less than an open and
 

participative process in which planners and clients, modelers
 

and end-users, opinion leaders and followers understand and
 

participate fully in model development and planning.
 

(8) Recognizing that there are many costs and many prices,
 

and the cost and price often is a function of the viewpoint and
 

the viewer's values. This applies to benefits as well.
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(9)Dealing with the fact that information is needed for
 

planning, but the information must be relevant and manageable.
 

An overload of useless information obscures reality.
 

(10) Evaluation and feedback must be built into the
 

planning process from the outset and not jerry-built later to
 

justify unforeseen outcomes.
 

There are models and computer-based methods for dealing
 

Heuristic models-effectively with all of these problems. 


especially for developing goal frameworks and forecasting broad
 

trends into the future--help with goals. Spreadsheet-based
 

systems for model creation help the planner deal with the fact
 

that problems and program responses are linked and interactive.
 

Interactive programming models help deal with constraints.
 

Spreadsheet models and programming models help deal with the
 

impacts of one variable on another, or with sets of variables.
 

They also permit 'he testing of alternative strategies and
 

The

permit flexibility in dealing with continuing change. 


interogration commands built onto basic spreadsheet models such
 

as IPS help the planner trace back from goals to the prior 

changes and adjustments to variables in the system needed to
 

follow goal paths. Information bases and data systems help the
 

planner deal with information load and overloadl and economic
 

analysis, cost benefit, and cost efficiency help deal with
 

prices, cost, and benefits. Spreadsheet modeling also helps in
 

There are also models for
dealing with projected future states. 


evaluating both the educational and'economic consequences of
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program decisions and choices, and large simulation models to
 

guide allocations. Simple, interactive spreadsheet models can
 

also attract and sustain participatory learning and development
 

of plan., and sustain interest and support into the
 

implementation stage.
 

5.0 &iML . 

At this point we need not march through the other three
 

themes or additional educational planning themes that might be
 

added. The chapters that follow do this. Computer models can
 

help improve the technical analysis applied to forecasting
 

demand, need, and the balance between income and expenses; a
 

sounder basis for allocation and budgeting is providedl projects
 

can be better scheduled and monitored and information managed;
 

but the main interest should always be in how the tools of
 

planning are used in social process. Do they increase
 

participation quantitatively and qualitatively, enrich exchange,
 

improve understanding, and increase the likelihood of
 

acceptance, mobilization, and implementation? If yes, then they
 

clearly help. If they become only another mask, talisman, or
 

conjurer's legerdemain for a planning priesthood, then they will
 

surely hurt. Thus, the emphasis here is not on what is used,
 

but how it is ued, and what results from this. The focus is
 

social process because education is social process, and
 

educational planning must capture its social dynamics and value
 

nuances.
 



Chapter Two
 

Systems Models:An Overview of Development
 

1.0 	Introductort Note
 

Large scale systems models are used in planning for
 

national 	school systems and in institutional planning.These
 

o
 
modelsqvariously called s iiig!!, .Q ._ !' 

M2ge2...have been reviewed by Hopkins(1971),Woatharsby(19
70), 

McNamara(1971) Schiefelbein and Davis(197'),Hopkins and Massy 

(19e2),Uloomfield and Updegrove(1981).All reviewers have noted 

the rigidity and excessive aggregation of large modelsthe 

extensive data requirements and costsand the difficulties 

that general administrators and non technicians have in undei 

standing and using the models.Early systems models developed 

at Michigan State by Koenig and Keeney(1966) and Zemach's 

State-Space model(1968),were much admired and influentialbut
 

little used.Later comprehensive systemsJudy's CAMPUS model
 

(Comprehensive Analytical Method of Planning in the University
 

Sphere,1969);NCHEM's RRPM(Resource Requirements Prediction Model,
 

) and 	TUSS( ),Hussein,1971),and European variants MSAR( 

were used in the sense of having real institutional data input 

and yielding intelligiblc output;but planning models were not 

and management until theinstitutionalized for on-going planning 


spreadsheet models appeared--TRADES (prototypeStanford,
 

197e);EFPM(EDUCOM Financial Planning Model,191);IFPSInt*er



active Financial Planning SystemsEXECUCOM,l981).Almost
 

all of these models were developed for institutional planning,
 

and gpplied--if they were applied-- to university systems plan

ningmainly in the US.Thiz was circumstantial and not inherent
 

in the nature of the models which can be used in planning for
 

school systems or for institutions.
 

1.1 The General Structure of SZtesPaDigM_ l
 

Whether used in planning for national systems of schools, 

or for institutional planning(where sub-system components are 

facultiesschools or departments),sysv:?ms models can:i)assess 

or project external conditions(demographiceconomic or social 

goalsneeds,demands...) and map their effects onto thi system; 

and iii)using systems goa~s,missions,pollciestechnologies a.,d 

operating characteristicstrans)ate systems activity levels 

into;iv) input and resource requirements and costs;v)%ystem
 

flows;v)system outputs;and vi) outcomes resulting from systems
 

outputs and the conditions and effects of the environment.The
 

significant feature is that the structures and processes are
 

systematically connected--at least within the symbolically
 

represented world of the model--and thus a change anywhere in
 

the system process will translate into a changa elsewhere in
 

the system process.But again the changes are symbolic and
 

representational--feigned happenings in the world of symbol.
 

Not real.Simulated. Performed in the land of make believe and
 

let's pretend. That's what simulation models are.They are only
 

as good as the modeler's imagination,attention span and consis

tency.Sometimes this is very good indeed.Sometimes not.
 



all of these components:
Systems models may have any or 


or contextual
a)A forecasting component for projecting external 


in of goals or demands,i.e popinfluences on the system terms 


ulation growtheconomic growth...
 

entrants into the
b)A forecasting component for projectirg 


system in terms of demographic growth and social policies...
 

internal flows in the
c)A forecasting component for projecting 


interral
system(in terms of external goalstargets and trends and 


relationscosts and resources) using
 

matrices of flow rates or coefficients,e.g a markovian moadl of
 

...
 

politiesitechnological 


promotion),r(repetition) and d(drop-out) rates 


matrices for translatitig

d)A set of transformation functions or 


flows into resource requirements and costs,
activity levels or 


induced course load matrices...
 

e)A component for estimating and forecasting system output 


e.g. 


in
 

...
terms of the prior componentsi.e graduates of programs 


f)A component for tracing future outcomes based on forecasts
 

of systems outputs and external conditions,e.g graduates
 

employed by occupations and sectors of the economy.
 

In comprehensive modelsseveralor allof cumponents a)
 

through f) may be linked or joinedand the joining may appear
 

one model.
to be seamless and blended into 


Planners and especially practitioners may debate
 

using a unified aid

the relative merits of developing and 


in a later
comprehensive model--for example the HOST model 




paper-- as compared with a set of separate component models
 

represented by the spreadsheet projection models built in
 

Lotus(The Cassidy-Davis,the Schiefelbein-Cuadra or the
 

Nazareth models).Both approaches have virtues. HOST type
 

models and large systems simulation models and comprehensive
 

programming models(Schiefelbein/Davis,1977) are useful if
 

the data are available and if work is largely in the hands
 

of technicians charged with "producing" varying plans or
 

forecasts of policy alternatives.They are not necessarily
 

superior when the main object is training--it is easier for
 

trainees to understand the build up of simpler and separate
 

components. Nor do complex models encourage participation in
 

the development and design stagesalthough they are useful
 

for indicating the type of data and information that will be
 

needed to develop decisions support structures for plans.Btit
 

the data requirements are considerable and costlyand should
 

not be allowed to discourage or delay planning process. lit
 

some cases work can start on simpler component modelste.g when
 

there is good demographic data but not systems flow data,ov
 

good internal systems flow and output data but not external
 

economic data for forecasting manpower requirements.
 

The fact is that there has been no clear superiority
 

demonstrated for either total reliance on comprehensive models
 

or work limited to a component by component build up. In the
 

Bridges project both approaches are used at the same time,aid
 

this fits the different needs of different LDC situations.At
 

some point,howeverwhether the comprehensive or components
 

http:situations.At
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presents no problems;but in sub-national area projections for
 

pr-ovincesstates,or local districts~where internal migration
 

data are not registeredthis component requires a great deal
 

more effort and analysis.Davis(New Volume,forthcoming 1987),
 

covers national area population projection in Chapter 11 and
 

129where the difference is
sub-national projections in Chapter 


largely in procedures for *stimatingaccountinq formigration
 

effects in local populations that are statistically unstable
 

and open(to unknown migration effects).
because they are small 


2.P The Data Components and Methods for PoRu1 ation_ Forecasts
 

Population forecasts are based ontl) basic data oi, the
 

base year populationsand the birthsiduaths and migration com

ponents data;2)demographic procedures and methods for appl.,ing
 

the data according to;3)a systematic set of assumptions as to
 

the course of the projection.
how trends will evolve over 


The base year population is generally based on the current
 

national population census,either the decennial countor the
 

census brought forward to current date by counting
most recent 


in birthsdeathsmigration or intercensal estirrates of them.
 

data is structured in standard form:cross-classified by
Census 


and age(in single yearsor five year age groups) and
sex 


the age structure partly explains why projections are done in
 

year and five year increments.Table 2.1 shows the compornernt
one 


data for a typical projection:a)Base Year Population,in five
 

year age groups by sex;b)Mortality(from Model Life Tables);c)
 

Fertility Assumptions(not shown);d)Migration(none here).
 



Table 2.1 Basic Data for Components Projection
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2.3.2 Mortality Comp F Death and Survival Rateslife Tables
 

Deaths(the mortality component) are estimated for for the
 

period cf the forecast(one or five years).Crude death
 

data are registered by the department of vital statistics,in
 

ministries of health;crude death rates are estimated by health
 

or the national statistics officelthen converted into the
 

probabillty of dying(or surviving)at any age level for any
 

can
definable populztion groupand tabled in life tables which 


be used to estimate deaths or survivors from the original base

year population.Abridged life tables can be complied usinq the
 

area,or the
mortality(crude death rates)of any given country or 


mortality data of the country can be used to estimate the
 

1 _if.!R!- (expectatinTi
standard domographic statistic of E 


of life at birth) and this can be used to place the country
 

according to mortality levels in model life tables and apply
 

the corresponding survival rates by age,serace...The basP
 

year population by age and se is simply multiplied by the
 
1/
 

rate and the population is moved forcorresponding survival 


ward for the period(l or 5 yearswith deaths subtracted out).
 

a numb*r of different model life tables.POPEX sra
There arw 

the UN Tables. The Mortality Component in Table 2.1 refers to the UN Table 

ustually estimated by applying age-speciic
Births are 

fertitility rates to the numbers of women in the fertile age

groups,commonly between age 15- and 45+.The rates come from 

the same source of vital statistics as the death rates.It is 

also common demographic practice to do these things: 

1/ Table 2.2 illustrates how mortality rates are multipliedtard 
survivors are moved down the diagonaltand 0-4 are left open 
until births are estimated and put in for the lowest age group 

!7
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Births and Birth SurvivorsTable 2.3 
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i)when forecasting from one period to thr next the rates
 

are applied to the average number of women in the age groupsid
 

this means: if there were 1.2 million women in the age group 20
 

in the base periodand 1.4 million 20 year old females were
 

forecast in the next periodthe fertility rates would be
 

applied to the average of the two periodsli.e 1.3 million;
 

ii)when births are estimated as above.they are totaled
 

and put into the first age category(O-1 in a single year pro

jectionor 0-4 in a five year projectionNote that all the
 

other age groups are calculated on the basis of survival 
r.trs
 

applied to the base year population.) But first:
 

a)the number of births is reduced by deaths in the first year
 

of lifeor more positivelythe number of surviving births is
 

estimated by applying birth(O-1) survival rates in first yea, of
 

lifee
 

b)The survivors are classified into male and females by
 

applying a birth-sex ratio which is generally standard
 

the world over with slightly more than 50% of the births
 

4eing male(Note female survival is generally higher in older
 

ages).
 

is net *) or subtrarted
Migration is added in (if it 

out(if it is net -)J after the effects of births and deaths are 

accounted for.Migration is often .It is often put in, at a
 

minus.In the USqCensus projections have
constantseither plus or 


4'v AN ,4v..L OF 
until recently used Vft constant O+400000,which has been Ofttpn 

criticized-as an underestimate that ignores illegal immigrants. 

http:minus.In


Other estimates run to 1.5 million net plus a year.
 

2.4 	The Model Methods and Procedure
 

The model is applied iteratively and repetitively for
 

whatevPr the period of the forecast and according to whether
 

the forecast uses single age grours and forecasts for one year,
 

or 
five year age groups and forecasts in five-year bursts.1hp
 

base year populationclassified by age and sex(or othet
 

demographic variablesrace or region if relevant),is multiplied
 

by the age-sex survival rates,and the surviving population for
 

the next period(one year or five) is estimatid for all but +hV
 

lowest age grouP,eg 0-1 or 0-4.Usually this eP-aQaa on the
 

diagonal of tha tableland the surviving population simply rnnvorI
 

down to the next age group level.The population for the lowest
 

age group is estimated by applying age-specific fertility Tetps
 

to women in the age spacific fertile groups(averaqed);the
 

reduced 	by birth/age survival ratesdividced
total of 	births is 


into males and females by birth/sex ratio and entered into the
 

lowest age group of the population.The process then simply is
 

rapeated usinq this newly projected pupulation as the new base
 

year population.
 

If the population is projected in five year age grnups,
 

which is common practice by demographers~the results may have
 

to
 
to be broken down into single year age groups in order 


get totals for age groups of specific interest to planners,
 

for example school entrants at age 6;or the total in
 

primary 	school age,6-11...This is done by using Spraque
 



other multiplierse.g Beers),
Multiplier panels(there are 


which is simply a way of distributing Populations grouped
 

in five year totals into population classiile by single
 

ages.
 

2.& A Note on _emogra hlc Pr ocedures
 

any other model or method
The components method or 


for forecasting consists of basic data on birthsdeaths
 

into usuable ratps
and migration;conversion of these data 


life tables
 
or rate tablessuch as the survival rates used in 


to data
 
age specific fertility rates;applicatlon of rates 
or 


in a mechanical and iterative process for the period of the
 

forecast;appllcation of certain distribution rates 
or
 

procedurespsuch as the birth/sex ratio to estimate males and
 

females from total birthsand the Spraguv Mttltiplier 
Panels
 

to distribute qroupad ages into single ares.The 
entire method
 

in Davis(1980).It
and procedure is outlined in a few pages 


in the early panels of tni Cassidy-Davis
is explained again 


POPEX spreadsheet model.The simpliclity of the 
procedurrs
 

never mask the complexity and difficulty of making
should 


In the mechanical
accurate projectionswhich reside not 


procedures but in:
 

A)The acruracy and reliability of the basic demographic 
data arid
 

the methods applied to analye it.Anyone can run 
the mechanics
 

takes a skilled deogrphor to do the
 
of a projectionobut it 


oven with htqh skillethe demographer CaI

analysis roquirmdland 


fail to estimate future populationsprecisely because they 
arp
 

future and the future can be "estimated" but never 
known be

http:Davis(1980).It
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fIrtand%*part% ntwithataning. All demographers have done
 

nthe markand the smaller and more pr,,forecasts that were off 

the area the larger,relatively,the error can be.
 

B)The qttality of the assumptions and the consistency with which
 

they are applied in any given exercise determines the forecast.
 

A poptlation projection usually offers a set of alternative
 

(highmedium and low is a favorite) estimates based on differ

ent sets of assumptions.These 2 roI,tonscorrect by definiiin1i
 

except for minor computational errorsbecause they indicate
 

if the bavic data are correct
the population that would result 


and if the underlying assumptions guiding the projections
 

turn out to be right.Projections are almost always multiple
 

asserted to be
and alternative. A single forecast that is 


the correct forecast is a prediction. Demographers usually
 

do not do predictions;soothsayers and prophets do them.lhe
 

first step in soothsaying is to catch a chicken that appears
 

left
 
to have Interesting entrailsbut these procedures are best 


to other volumes and other times.
 

Demographic models and methods are the basis of the
 

forecasts of school-age population or the entrant age 
pool.
 

Once the entrant age pool (children age 5,or 6,or 7,or whatevav
 

the school entry age(s) with which planners are workinqlthe
 

number of entrantz into the system can be forerast by fixinq
 



an admission or coverage percent of the age-eligible children.
 

This target percent can be any portion of the ago eligibip
 

qroup, that is specified as a plan or policy goal.The goal
 

is usually politically inspiredbut constrained by systems
 

capacity,resource limitationsand limits on the target
 

populatiovi physically able to 
attend. A target amample: 

Forecast population 22 millionitarget coverage- 90% i 

Entrants - 2 X .9 - 1,800,000 

-.1.1ncaroratinq Plan and PolicYGoal£s
 

Any set of plan or policy goal% ca be, incorporatVa into 

the demographic targets. The percent of the age eligible 

entrant pool to be admitted can be raisad to a target percent, 

usually the physical limit(accessible or in capacity to attr71d) 

lies between 95 and 98%;or increased in annual increments of 

three or five percent.Groupsidentifiabl, by demographic 
or
 

goographical characteristics,can be !ingled out for special
 

attention and coveragee.g femalsor rural populationsor
 

females in rural areaswho are umually one of the most deprived
 

groups;or members of ethnic nr tribal or economic or 
social
 

groups.Age is the prime eligibility criterion,however.
 

3.2 Models for Estimatjig F lw hrutanraduatg
1
 

The flow through a school system to the final grade aon
 

graduation is determined by four parameters.
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a. The number entering the system, and in this case it
 

will be limited to the number enrolling in grade 1 for the first
 

time.
 

b. The number promoted from grade 1 to grade 2 and from
 

grade 2 to grade 3 and on to grade 6, the final grade in the
 

elementary level. (The same applies for flows from level to
 

level, as, for example, the number who go from grade 6 of
 

elementary to grade 7 of intermediate, and then to general
 

secondary school. The flow can then be traced by the proportion
 

who go from the final stage of schooling into the work force.
 

This rate is sometimes called a work-force entry rate.)
 

c. The number who repeat the grade.
 

d. The number who drop out of the system at a given grade
 

level.
 

The number who are gromat, who LIR=, and who droi±u 

can be converted to a proportion, or a rate, by dividing by the 

original number enrolled. If the original enrollment was 100, 

and 90 were promoted, 6 repeated, and 4 dropped out, the 

promotion rate would be .90, the repetition rate would be .06, 

and the dropout rato .04. These rates will be symbolized as I. 

(proportion), L (repetition), and d. (dropout). The rates always 

add to one, because they are proportions that cover all 

possibilities. Hence: p + r + d -1. In the example given: 

.90 + .06 + .04 - 1. 

Once the idea of flow rates, or transition proportions, is
 

understood it is easy to summarize the procedure briefly and
 

Al 
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understand the way even larger systera models work. The same
 

procedure is used over and over again. The computer simply
 

multiplies enrollment by promotion rates to take the enrollments
 

through the grades of the elementary level to graduation, and
 

then multiplies the number of graduates by rates for continuing
 

on to other school levels or for entry into the work force.
 

Before presenting the general, or mathematical, form of the flow
 

model, it is worth emphasizing a fundamental assumption. L
 

time. least over theassume. that the rates are stable over at 

period of the forecast. Or it is asnumed that the rates can be 

chanced as a r:ault of policy and rooraam interventions. These 

assumed or target rates then become stable enough to Droject
 

enrollMent. Hence, rateb may be thought of either as
 

historically determined, or as targets which are set. In
 

developing countries, rates are not stable, but change over
 

time. This puts a time limit on the validity of projections.
 

This section begins with flow rates already computed. The
 

next section will discuss models and methods for estimating the
 

rates in the first place. In countries where educational
 

statistics are based on machine tabulation of individual
 

promotion records, the estimates are usually readily available,
 

valid, and reliable. In these same countries where there is
 

social promotion (near-automatic promotion of all enrolled), the
 

Dropout and repetition rates
promotion rate may be almost 1. 


may be low, but there is always some dropout or repetition.
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The challenge for analysts comes in countries where
 

statistics are not based on individual records tabulated by
 

machine, but instead are based on analysis of aggregate data.
 

Only groups of students are followed through the grades by
 

years, and the flow rates are estimated. Models and methods for
 

making these estimates are covered in the next instructional
 

unit.
 

3.3 	 Eatbematical Form of the Flow Model 

To estimate enrollments by grades for the following year, 

we multiply the enrollment by grades in 0.'a present year by 

promotion, repetition, and dropout rates, and add in the new
 

enrollments coming into the grades during the year. This
 

statement can be symbolized in compact algebraic notation:
 

zt + 1 Atzt + at + 1 2) 

Enrollments by grades A (p, r, and d rates) multiplied
in the following year t + 1 by z (enroll), + a (entrants) 

The procedure is clearer if we examine the way it is
 

arrnged for the computer. Note that the ordering of terms is
 

changed slightly for the computer operation in Figure 2.1.
 

Figure 2.4
 
The Basic Flow Model for the Computer
 

Figur 5.2
 

The B&ac Flow Modaor the Copuar
 
At a 	 t, Lt1 

0 	 a •l'" t'. ' . ." 

i 0 1s * 0 s ?.I *
, I a 0 0 111 i.at. . L- .I41~!itIa LiEi.

0l 0I21 Pa ait 0 it I4- 8IG.tjist 
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This says that when we multiply the enrollments in grades 1
 

to 6 in year t by the repetition (r), promotion (p), and dropout
 

(d) rates, and add in new entrants, at + i' the rsult ts the 

enrollments by grades in the following year, zt + 1. The 

arrangement may appear difficult to understand at first glance 

for those not accustomed to looking at mathematical expressions,
 

but a simple numerical example, using actual country data, will
 

make it clear. It is worth understanding the flow model because
 

this is what the computer does hundreds of times in any model.
 

The same mcdel can be applied to all graded systems anywhere.
 

Appendix 5.1 gives a brief review of matrix algebra and applies
 

it to a simple example of enrollment projection.
 

3.4 an Arithmetical Example
 

Figure 2.5 shows the basic computer scheme illustrated with
 

a simple arithmetical example which traces the flow of enroll

ments for students from the base year 1985-86 to the following
 

year 1986-87 for the first six primary grades. At is the matrix
 

of repetition, promotion, and dropout rates for the six grades
 

of elementary schooling for this country. The repetition rates
 

are .206, .150, etc., along the main diagonal. The promotion
 

rates are .735, .840, to the left of the main diagonal. The
 

dropout rates are along the bottom row, .06, .01, etc. For
 

simplicity in this worked example we have excluded from
 

consideration the dropout rates in the bottom row, and the final
 

This means we are dealing
column of zeros in the matrix At. 
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only with the six rows and six columns within the inner lines of 

At, or, in other words, At is a six-row and six-column matrix. 

(Annex 21.A explains why this is done.)
 

The numbers shown in zt are the enrollments in grades 1 to 

6 in the year 1985-86. The number shown in at + 1 is the 

entering enrollment to grade 1 in 1985-86. (Note that this 

arrangement shows new enrollments entering only at grade 1, but 

in some situations new entrants in 1985-86 could come in at any 

grade.) The result zt + 1 is the enrollments in grades 1 to 6. 

Figure 2.5
 
Example of Enrollment Flows, Using the Computer Model
 

1 0l , . l 0 1 0 1 .0 0 U | 4 ,106 SII S 

z""a
735, 

'. 
. 

'a1 
,. 

0 
o 

0 
, 0 

0 
60 

rim 

0 a,o'm2,010 ,0 , 200 0 

Grade 1 - (.206) (84206) + 58551 * 75897 
Grade 2 - (.735) (84206) + (4150) (66433) = 71856 + 0 = 71856 

General Rules 	Multiply each entry in the Matrix At row by each 
entry in the zt column corresponding, and add in 
the at + 1 number. 

At the bottom of Figure 2.5 is a simple worked example for 

grades 1 and 2. For grade 1 the repetition rate (.206) is 

multiplied by the first-grade enrollment (84,206) and the result
 

added to the new entrants to grade 1 (58,551), giving a first

grade enrollment for the following year of 75,897. For grade 2
 

the promotion rate (.735) is multiplied by the first-grade
 

enrollment (84,206), and this result is added to the repetition 

rate (.150) multiplied by the second-grade enrollment (66,433). 

The result is the second-grade enrollment in the following year
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(71,856). If new entrants had been allowed at the second grade, 

these would have been added in, but the entry is 0 in this 

example. The same pr'ocedure is followed to yield the enroll

ments in the following grades: 3, 4, 5, and 6. If dropouts are 

being calculated, then each dropout rate in the bottom row is 

multiplied by each enrollment in the column zt. For example, 

the dropout for the first grade is (.06) x 84,206 - 5,052. 

4.0 Flow Analysis for Enrollment Projection in National Systems
 

Most LDC school systems are centrally organized at the
 

national level, governed from a Ministry, usually located in the
 

capital city, but more recently at least partially decentralized
 

through the location of governance and administative support in
 

provincial, state, or regional offices. India is a giant
 

exception with state systems as the major organizational form,
 

but these are so large and bureaucracy so entrenched that they
 

appear merely as a collection of country-sized, centralized
 

systems. 

The models and methods for projecting enrollments in all
 

systems, national and state, centralized and decentralized, are
 

not basically different: (a)entrants into the first level of
 

the system are forecast demographicallyi (b)flows of enroll

ments through the system are forecast, using flow models similar
 

to the Markovian model examined in Figure 2.1.
 

When there are good enrollment data reported by grade and
 

year, and when the flow parameters (promotion, repetition, and
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dropout rates) are available and accurate, Model 1 is no
 

problemy but often data are only available for using other,
 

cruder models, like 2, 3, and 4.
 

4.1 	 The Simplest Model and the Stm21ent Structural Rate
 

The simplest model treats time and grade as a simple
 

undifferentiated structure and uses a structural ration as a
 

simulated survival ratio for the entire system:
 

Model 2
 

V.:Ti 
Simple Structure Grade X Time 

-.-- Structural Rate (Simulated Survival) 

" ". P - Graduates/Entrants 

Couleterl (Graduates) 
4.2 Progression Model and ProgreRsion Rate
 

Model 3
 
Progression Grade and Time
 

C L: -aL GRADUATS'
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Rates are derived by diagonal analysis over time, usually
 

as a single rate of progression (as in Davis, 1987, Chapter
 

13). Progression rate is more accurate, if past enrollments are
 

divided foe analytic purposes into ONew Enrollments and
 

fRepeaters.9 With these data, and applying the assumptions and
 

method, in Davis (1987, Chapter 13), analysts sometimes estimate
 

promotion, repetition, and dropout rates, and these simulated
 

flow 	coefficients can be used as transition rates (parameter
 

values) in the Markovian-type model shown as Model 1. Or flow
 

parameters can be estimated based on multiyear and multigrade
 

Least-squares
enrollment data used to stimulate flow (Table 1). 


fit may then be applied in equations 3) and 4). The
 

Schiefelbein/Cuadra Model, to be described in paper 6, applies
 

least-squares analysis to two successive years' enrollment.
 

4.3 	 Flow Models! Cohorts and Simulated Cohorts 

In Model 4, flows are followed over grades and time periods 

to graduate or completer status or to some imposed cut-off point
 

The results of the
determined by time and grade status. 


analysis can be utilized in various computational formats, the
 

main 	ones being Markovian-type flow models, which will be
 

illustrated, and Ocohorts flow models, which will be described.
 

The difficulties of deriving true cohort data for estimating the
 

flow 	parameters, for either type of model, are often under

played, and subjective estimates and approximations slipped
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into the computational models without due notice. A section
 

will illustrate these data problems.
 

Model 4
 
The Basis Model for Analyzing Flows
 

and Estimating Parameter Values
 

Par-meter Values
 

TD-

4.4 EstImating the Ploy Parameters in a Sstem odf Averaae 

Model 1 is easy to work. If the flow parameters are
 

available, a simple computer program can be written which 

multiplies the coefficients in Matrix A by the base year
 

enrollments in vector zt; and adding new entrants from at + 1 to 

give the projected enrollments in zt + 1. The process can be 

cycled through as many years as the promotion rates (p), the 

repetition rates (r), and the dropout rates (d), which add to 1 

and cover all transition states, can be assumed to hold for 

forecasting purposes. Rates can also be updated over the course 
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of a forecast, and control corrections can be added in for
 

future years. Sample calculations were shown for systems
 

flows. The major problem, apart from the assumptions of param

eter stability or change, which underlie all forecasts, is in
 

estimating the flow rates in a practical and economic fashion.
 

For systems with a limited and stable number of entrants
 

over the years, a regular flow within the system, with few
 

dropouts and repetition-and with minimum numbers of the student
 

type that puts anxiety into the hearts and minds of parents and
 

planners alike# the stop-out-stop-in-kids--flow analysis is
 

simple enough. This is not a characteristic of school systems
 

or institutions in many countries outside the United States, or
 

In stable situations, the
in some institutions within the U.S. 


only sound basis for deriving flow rates is the same as the
 

author described it, many years ago: *Cohort analysis, in which
 

a group of students is followed through the systems from
 

entrance to final status (dropout, graduate, death, migration)
 

is the only certain way to determine flow, output, and
 

efficiency in a systems (Davis, 1966).
 

However, since most planners cannot afford to do follow-up
 

and longitudinal analysis, various approximations are used. A
 

simple cross-sectional analysis is performed on one year of data
 

(Model 1). Or, with multiyear, multigrade data, a simulated
 

cohort is constructed by diagonal analysis (Models 2 and 3).
 

Historical flows are projected forward to the present time. Or
 

a partial cohort analysis is formed, after applying rules (cut
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off after a set number of years) to make the tracking burden
 

reasonable. Or cohorts are constructed out of a mixture of
 

follow-up data and subjective estimates of dropout and average
 

time in qr7 i estimates (Oliver, Hopkins and Armacost, 1970; and
 

Hopkins and Massy, 1982). Rarely is a true cohort tracked
 

through the system, and one of the reasons is illustrated in
 

Figure l, where students' actual enrollment behavior was tracked
 

through four clans levels over a six-year period. Even extend

ing the number of years by two beyond the number of levels, is,
 

in a sense, arbitrary and misses some of the cohort who came
 

back into the system. To the author's knowledge a true cohort
 

follow-through has never been used in an actual enrollment
 

projection. The simulated cohort data in Figure 2.6 was
 

constructed retrospectively by asking students and parents (and
 

checking one against the other) whether the student (i)enrolled
 

and successfully completed the year; (ii)enrolled but did not
 

successfully complete the year: (iii) did not enroll (ineffect,
 

dropped out between years).
 

4.5 Checking Cohort Analvss apnd Plow Rates
 

The numbers in Figure 2.6 can be used to estimate 

continuance rates, or to estimate promotion, repetition, and 

dropout for a diagonal array like Model 5. The rates in Model 

5, however, are based only on the pass, repeat, dropout rates of 

the cohort followed down the main diagonal (inother words, 

year-to-year survival based on one year). That this is an 

I)
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Figure 2.6
 

Four Grade Historical Reconstruction of Flow
 

in Six-Year Period
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40 


more years.*
Academic history of child in Guayana schools six or 


* Based on a sample of eighty-one children weighted. 

Source: McGinn and Davis, Venezuela Data Modified 
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overestimate of promotion and an underestimate of repetition and
 

dropout can be seen by comparing the year-to-year promotion of
 

that noncohort (at least, it is not the original cohort) with
 

the original data in Figure 1. In the last year for which the
 

diagonal is traced, the estimate of fourth grade to graduate
 

status is 325/402 or .81. If the 325 were expressed as a ratio
 

to the original 962 entrants, it would be 325/962 - .34, which
 

is too low because it expresses the flow only in terms of the
 

survivors from the original who made it through without any
 

delay. What really happens is that students are coming in and
 

out of the system, as Figure 3 shows. In fact, after six years,
 

734 of the original 962 have graduated, and the rate is 734/962
 

or .76, somewhat near the other figure.
 

Model 5
 
Using Diagonal Rates as Flow Parameters (1 Year)
 

1 2 3 4 G Status 

1 r- .23 

2 p a .72 * .11 

3 pu.83 r -.24 

4 p . 70 .17 

.81  graduate 

d.o. d .05 d .06 d a .07 .02 

General flow models (Figure 2.1) do not reflect the
 

complexity of tracking an actual cohort through four-years of
 

undergraduate studies to degree statusg reach final year; reach
 

other than final year; drop out (or otherwise disappear from
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count, which includes 'couldn't locate). In actual systems
 

there is contitnuous entry, dropout, and reentry, as Figure 3
 

data suggests.
 

4.6 Enrollment Tracking in the stabl. System 

Oliver and Sopkins (1970) and Hopkinn and Massy (1982)
 

discuss a flow analysis procedure and a flow model which they
 

refer to as 'a cohort flow model.0 They identify eight
 

Scohortsu defined on the basis of students who enter at the same
 

time, and proceed to final status, dropout or graduate. The
 

eight cohorts defined in both versions of the analysis include 

such categories as hl, students who enter as freshmen and gradu

ate . . . They then estimate from data, or set subjectively, 

the average lifetime of a cohort iii years, e.g., from entrance 

as a freshman to completing undergraduate degree. They also 

estimate dropout rates. Enrollment then can be expressed as: 

E - Vh where V is average cohort lifetime and 3) 
h is number coming into cohort 

Given a stable system they can set up an equation showing the 

total enrollments as equal to the enrollments of the various 

cohorts: 

vlhl + v2h2 + v3h 3 + " vk h k  a El...k cohorts 4) 

They can also add input/output equations, expressing units of
 

resource to enrollment, and by stating resource constraints
 

solve the system in terms of enrollment flows, given input
 

constraints and final demand targets, just as in linear 

programming models shown in Davis (1987), Chapters 7 and 8. 
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The analysis approach and the models work well when the
 

data on cohorts (lifetime averages) are obtainable and accurate#
 

and when the system is stable and the estimates of the total
 

enrollment are known. The results of using various approxima

tions have been tested and hold up well over reasonable time.
 

Approximations are the rule and rarely are flow data derived
 

from extensive tracking of cohorts over time. Even when this is
 

done, the flow coefficients may not hold long in the future.
 

4.7 Least-Souare Pit to Enrollment Data in LDC
 

Least-square fit to existing enrollment data can be
 

applied, when data for several years are available and differ

entiated by New (new entrants), Repeaters (kept in same grade
 

from previous year), and the Total of New and Repeaters. Table
 

2.1 (abridged from actual LDC data) shows data in this form, 

where enrollments divided into UX entrants into gradel and 

Meateisain the same grade from the prior year (N - new 

entrantsi R - repeateral T - Total). 

Using k to index the grade (k - grgde 1 and k + 1 - grade 

2) and t to index the year, the least-squares equation is: 

Nk+l (5 + 2) b Tk (t + 1) + C Tk (t) 5) 

where: 

new students in a grade Nk(t+2) is a function of total
 

enrollments (Tk) in the previous (lower) grade in two
 

previous years (t+l, and t).
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Table 2.1 

Enrmemb in VeeuM n Primay Sacwas (1957-8 throe 1963-4) 
229.955 j12J38 102J86 75.M9 55.373 O 
242=23 133,325 111.314 83,882 61,751 44,691 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1957-58 
'"ML a= tjfL , jgim,2 034%.. q8,j76 '8,26
 

Repemei 75,200 24.374 20.980 17.213 10.933 4.770
 
New 186.872 119,588 98.049 75,983 57,643 43.506
 

Termiinal - (260,981)

1958-59
 

Total 371.062 163.367 132.540 102383 76,706 54,155
 
Fepeatern 36A-14' Z3V IiS'ZiAV AW88 aG'.56 AM
 
New 284.588 138.128 112,759 87,397 68,250 51,562 

T - (366094)
1959-60 

ToWta 431.907 215.352 156.472 119.175 87,635 63,693 
Reuatars 116.918 26.483 23.192 18875 10.949 3.738 
New 314.989 188..M., 133.280 100300 76686 59.95
 

T - (428,763)
 
1960-61
 

Total 463.711 259,467 192.869 136,316 99.294 71,321 
Repates 137,844 32.534 26.364 20,963 12,420 4,599 
New 325.867 226.933 16640 115,353 86.874 66,722 

T W= (463.063) 
1961-62 

Total 422.593 270.840 226.974 161,911 113,725 80.979 
Repters 134.177 38,033 30.082 22470 13,588 5.276 
New 28.h416 232.807. 196,892 139,441 100,137 75,703 

T - (424,877
1962-63 

Total 409.535 259,768 241.716 183,249 132.099 91,A20
15,510 5.700Reeatens 123.496 40.82 37,459 27,281 

New 286.039 218.946 204.257 15.968 116,589 85,720
 
T - (409,249)


1963-44 
Total 400.350 262.041 237.262 196.854 147,493 105 .119
 
Repeatm 114.269 37.871 38.481 5.164 16,673 5.938
 
New 286.81 224.163 198,781 167,690 130.820 99,181 

As, in the usual least-squares analysis, the function 

stated in equation 1) is differentiated partially, first with 

respect to the parameter b, and then with respect to the 

parameter c, set equal to 0 in two simultaneous linear equations 

and solved simultaneously for the two parameters b and c, which 

are expressed in terms of the raw data (T - Total; N - New, R -

Repeat) reported in series data tables as in Table 1 abridged 

from Davis (1966). 
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The equations that express x enrollments as a function of
 

Total enrollments in the prior grade for the prior two years
 

are:
 

t%-j(t+2) T,(7A jtk(t+1) TO(] 6 

IsTk(t+1) Tk(tiJ2 

b - .4Nk+l(t+Z) Tk (t+11l k +k 

L9T2k(t+1TI,2k(ti) 

[; T2kt Itl (t+2) ti(j Tk(ta .lik+l(t+2) Tk(t] 7)-[t~1 


ST2k(t+1]j5I 1T2k(t]j - 1,9Tk(t+1) Tk( t] 2 

Once the parameters b and c are solved for using equations
 

6) and 7), which state the values in terms of the values of
 

Totals and New enrollments for various years shown in Table 1,
 

enrollments for future years can be forecast, starting with the
 

base year (present year) of the forecast and using Formula 1.
 

The problem is that the parameters do not hold up for more than
 

a few years (five or six at the most), and new seriez have to be 

computed based in the actual data of each new year of enrollment 

data, an in the Schiefelbein Model. Flow analysis for 

enrollment projection is covered by Davis (1987, Chapter 14). 
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5.1 Forecastina External Economic Conditions! Prolection 

The economic forecasts that directly concern education
 

planners in their broader role of human resource development
 

planners are:
 

a) Forecasts of economic activity and growth in product,
 

value added, or income. This covers the sum total of the goods
 

and services produced by the national economy as measured in GNP
 

(Gross National Product), GDP (Gross Domestic Product), and
 

National Income, with the total broken down by main sectors of
 

the economy.
 

b) Forecasts of EAP (Economically Active Population),
 

Labor Force or Work Force, Employment, classified by sectors of
 

the economy, and for manpower demand forecasts, by occupation
 

and education levels.
 

c) Productivity, or product per head, derived from product
 

and employment forecasts, and estimated by forecasts of growth, 

technological change, and organization for production. 

d) Other forecasts detailed by industries or occupations 

of special interest, or by groups in the population; earnings; 

income levels . . . 

Educational planners use economic forecasts primarily in 

setting goals for the education/training system in terms of
 

product changes in the economy: for setting targets in terms
 

of manpower demand, and requirements for educated and trained 

manpower estimated on the basis of demand and forecast supply
 

r9A
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(output) of education/training systems. The economic forecasts
 

are usually accomplished by economic analysts in the national
 

planning office, rather than planners in a ministry of educa

tion, but educational planners must be familiar enough with the
 

economic forecasts to evaluate their general credibility and to
 

incorporate them into human resource development forecasts and
 

plans.
 

5.1.1 manpower Plannina Approaches and the Basic Forecasting
 

Schema 2.1 outlines the simple models, methods, and basic 

information required to forecast manpower requirements and the 

output, or supply, of education/training systems. The term 

Mannower Demand refers to the forecasts of manpower require

ments, and Educational SutIV refers to the forecasts of enroll

ment flows and graduates of schools and training institutions. 

Demand is not a true labor market demand estimate, but simply 

projected expectations of labor force growth derived from
 

projected growth of product. 

This section will explain the basic methodology outlined in
 

points L through r of I in Schema 2.1, where employment is 

projected by sectors of the economy. The Chilean instructional 

case that follows will illustrate this basic methodology. When 

the methodology is applied in actual planning, there are slight
 

variations as steps are combined, or the ordering of steps may 

be different. Models and methods are never slavishly followed,
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SchemL 2.1
 
Outline for Manpower Planning
 

(page 1 of 2)
 

U. DISAGGREGATED Ill.DEMAND/SUPPLY EFFECTS
AGGREGATE LEVEL 
 ON FORECASTS(PIECEMEAL)FORECASTS 

REQUIREMENTS 
BASIC Mt nOO (TO SUPPLEMENT 1. General Government 

AGGREGATE FORECASTS) Goals/Policies AnalysisSteps 
A Growth Rates economy

a) Product forecast by sectors A) investment.1. ServeSector/Governmet(plan targets) monetaryA. Population based service(p__0. fiscalnorms/ratiosb) Productivity f b) Employment plans.a) Education(linktosupply)
Pp.w. - product per worker I) Socials Policy (covsrago. policies 

B. National Educction:demographic)C) Ed t y Demographic/SocialtargesEPploymLbyctI ) cmi: 
Pbogr m staffing. a) fccss

d) E distributed sectors b) flowe.g. t/p ratiosby occupations 
e) Occupation distributed b) Health Services c) output. pro

grams/inuesby education (levels i) Coverap needs, demand 
11) Delivery systems/norms/ C. Education Sector Policies

and programs). input norms) Education"demand.. staffing I.e. Beds/Doc- a)
b) costs

f geatod tors/Nutses/Pareaeds c resource constraintsc) Other Government Ser-
revenuevicesAlternate Method poleies/fIlunceDefens (number.(Growth in Occupationi) H.R.lsgs(e.g.trainedorgaftstioU

manning tables) staff)Xl =numlber inocco (i): 
iU)Polce. fire sanitation d) Admisector (J) Inthe base yesr sio/schoiarshlp(state. municipal)D futu requirements in policies. subven-D1 occupation (I). sector (j) 

systems & lnatltu
2. CoreIndustry Arrays aonsStaec input/Output. Forward/ l) Influence accessa) ProJectDij Backward iLinksiles 

& flow 
a lr + a) Scale/Technology/manling 

i) Influence Incen-
Dkm ' l I=i pi t tables 

tives choicesL Ji (prsent ad future) 
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Schema 2.1
 
Outline for Manpower Planning
(page 2 of 2)
 

D - (continued from previous page,vith equation for bij parameter) 

bij - rate of change of workers in b) Establishment surveys 2.Demand/Supply/Price Interac
occupation (i) as product-	 Employment (Present & tions 
ivity in sector (j) changes 	 Future Estimates Wages and Econ. 

Salaries) A. Labor Market Information 
X occupation. given market a) jobopportunityshare. 0)openngs. pro

rpj - National data historicaltrend productivity rat) 5hapreen5.scale,l. technolo 	 II onU)motionearnngs (wages. 
3. Small Industries and Pvt.Servces saiaries)" 

Y ,- Growthinnumbersof Linkedtootherindustries&ser- lii) other returns 
workers trend vice needs 	 (phychic)

Linked to population served ratios b) Guidance Informs
e - Form of the growth &technology ion 

curve is exponential Linked to income &effective 	 Voc/Ca rear choice
market 	 Educ/Career choLceb) 	 Distribute by Education B. Rate of Return Studles"

levels and Programs 4. Agriculture a) Earnings profiles 
c) Aggregate Education "De- Crops/Acreage b) Employment pro

mand" 	 Land Tenure Patterns babdityCultivation Patterns3. 	 Apply aggregate level ratios as Export. World Demand. Export 3. Social/Cultural Values
checks. e.g., Policies, 	 a) National 

a) 	 Participation rates Prices Domestic. Numbers. Diet. b) Communityb) p Income 	 c) Familymograpc 	 d) Individual 
S. 	 FM details in cells and check with 

Aggregates from I. Final iteration Valueof Education 
deficit Phase . 

@Effects on Demand &Supply
Demand: Bame stock + wastage Choices (Elasticities if 

supply = Deficit possible) 
Interaction in subse
qunt iteration phases 

http:preen5.sc
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the work depending on the information available, the pressure
 

which deadlines impose on the planner, the competence and
 

working style of analysts, and the level of precision required
 

in the results.
 

Schema 2.1 outlines other information which may be
 

available to the planner, information that will permit him to
 

deepen and enrich the analysis and improve the result. The
 

basic method for forecasting manpower requirements is primarily
 

useful in providing a structure into which much more detailed
 

and precise information can be incorporated, and results refined
 

in subsequent iterations.
 

The sections that follow will run through the steps
 

required to project manpower requirements using the basic
 

method. The object of the projection in to irovide an estimate
 

of the reauirementa for educated and trained maneover durina the
 

future vears of a iplan. The projected manpower recuirements can
 

be expressed in terms of education and trainina reauirementa.
 

which can then be compared to projections of auDpl. J= th
 

The suroluss
education/trainina yUstem. renultina deficits or 


can then be used to auide the 21annina of education and
 

trainZ~
 

Basic Tables and Formats
5.1.2 The Base-Year Work Porcet 


The first requirement is the base-year work force by
 

economic sector (Agriculture, Industry, etc.), occupation
 

(Manager, Engineer, etc.), and educaC.on level. Sector and
 

http:educaC.on
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occupation classification are discussed in the final sections of
 

this 	unit.
 

Schema 2.2 shows the format for the distribution of the
 

work 	force by occupation (in the rows of the table), and sectors
 

of the economy in the columns of the table. Schema 2.2 has the 

work 	force distributed for the base year, X# and the target 

year, zL. At this point we will fill in only the entries in
 

column X# for the base year.
 

Schema 2.3 shows the format for the distribution of the
 

work force by occupation and educational attainment for the base
 

year. We now have the basic information required for starting
 

the manpower projection. Note that the occupational classifi

cation is the common link between the sector classification
 

(Schema 2.2) and the educational classification (Schema 2.3).
 

Schema 2.2
 
Distribution of Work Force by Occupation and Sector
 
(Base Year x and Target Year n) of Economic Activity
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Schema 2.3
 
Educational Attainment by Occupation in Base Year x
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5.2 	 Tnforgation Sources for the Basig Tables and Fora ts
 

This example sketches the basic methodology for national

level projections. National projections are done by educational 

planners working in systems outside the United States where the 

information is based on national-level aggregated data. In the 

U.S., most HP forecasts are for subnational levels, regional, 

state, or metropolitan area labor markets.
 

The prime source of information is the national census,
 

which collects information on the work force and tables it by
 

sectors, occupations, and sometimes by educational attainment.
 

There may be a number of limitations on the information as
 

commonly presented in census tables. The information may not be
 

arrayed in the form of occupations by sectors, as in S,.hema 2.2,
 

or in occupations by educational attainment levels, as in Schema
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2,3. The information can be refined or further processed in
 

special runs to meet the planner's specific needs.
 

A common problem is that the data may be i:oo highly
 

aggregated for use. Only single-digit classifications of
 

occupation and sector (as in Schema 2.2) may be available, and
 

special runs may be necessary to get the data into finer
 

occupational or sectoral categories. The same may be true of
 

educational categories.
 

Also, census information may not be in the appropriate 

format; different cross-tabulations may be required, or the 

information may need to be updated. The first plan year may be 

1985 and the most recent census 1980. In this case, the census 

must be brought forward five years to current date, or to the 

bat; year of the planning exercise. The planner may use survey 

data from special work-force studies, e.g., skill surveys or 

establishment surveys. There may also be detailed occupational 

information for a specific large industry or enterprise. The 

baric census data can be updated, supplemented, and made more 

detailed with results from other studies and surveys of the work 

force. 

5.3.0 	 The BAzic Projection Methodolaav 

The basic methodology proceeds in a series of steps which 

may be modified when applied. We will run through a simple set
 

of steps and illustrate them with Chilean Manpower Planning
 

Case 	data.
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5.3.1 	 Rm1oyment Projected to the Taroet Year
 

Employment Projection (Step One)
 

a. 	Product has been projected from base year to target
 

year by sector in overall development plan.
 

b. 	Prdc
 
Workers m productivity, derived from analysis of
 

trend years. On the basis of past trends or future
 

expectations of increase or decrease in sectors,
 

productivity rates are projected from base to target
 

year.
 

c. 	Employment is then projected by sectors for target
 

years, by division of a/b.
 

The projections of product and productivity may be taken 

dirtly from development plan estimates. Or the projections 

may be based on past or historical trends of product growth 

extrapolated to future years. Or the projection may rest on a 

combination of the two things, with trends modified by informa

tion 	on plant Capacity, tachnology, and investment plans for 

expansion. Comparative experience, the growth experienced in 

other countries or economies, may also be used to guide the 

projectionM. 

The simplicity of the first step is shown in the following 

symbols. The aim is t, project AM210=0tL from year L to year 

tL. Employment, symbolized L equals E (product) divided by 

!p.w. (product per worker). 

P 	 - (Product (Projectedfl a Projected employmeant, 8)
nEx 	  Pp.w. a (Product Per Worker) x...a 
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Product and product per worker are projected for each year 

L to CL. Employment is projected separately each year for each 

sector. Sector product b and product per worker P.w. may be 

taken directly from the national. development plan or estimated
 

on the basis of performance of the economy, or assumed on 
the
 

basis of informed judgments about development potential 
in
 

sectors or specific industries. The growth experienced in other 

similar situations in other countries, or in other regions or 

industries in the same country, may also be used to guide 
the 

projections. 

From the outset the results may depend on how well the 

national development planners have estimated product in 
sectors 

for the future year. This is a crucial estimate, and it 

the employment projection, as it underlies almost allunderlies 

The

other attempts to derive manpower demand from the economy. 


adequacy of any employment projection depends on the adequacy 
of
 

the basic projection of growth in product.
 

Base-year estimates of product and productivity can be 
in
 

If product and productivity are projected on the 
basis
 

error. 


of a trend extrapolated from past years, the adequacy 
or
 

If the

representativeness of the base years is in question. 


product/productivity ratio is projected on the basis of what has 

changes,the sectors and assumptions about probablehappened in 


The units

the adequacy of these assumptions must be examined. 


in which the product is expressed can also be troublesome.
 

Monetary values may have to be adjusted to a base year, 
and when
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this is difficult and no indexes are available, the product may
 

have to be expressed in units of physical output.
 

Census data usually furnish the basic numbers in the work

force employed and unemployed. The census data may have to be 

updated to the base year by an establishment survey which covers 

new employment. The establishment survey may also be designed 

to get management's best estimate of likely expansion and future 

employment. Hence, it may furnish one basis of work-force
 

estimates for future years.
 

When countries or industries are growing and changing, the
 

establishment survey will have shortcomings as a basis for
 

future year estimates. The survey covers only existing
 

industries. Industries that may not yet exist or be identified
 

as possibilities early in a plan period may come into existence
 

and grow rapidly during the plan period. In some areas,
 

planning may have reached the stage where most major industrial
 

possibilities have been studied. Employment for these future
 

industries may have been estimated through feasibility studies 

which also cover sources of raw material, investment and
 

financinge production problems, and market and sales forecasts.
 

On the basis of these studies, employment can be directly
 

estimated for future years.
 

5.3.2 Other Methods for Estimatina Employment<
 

Planners may use a general sectoral employment estimate as
 

a first approximation, but usually they go beyond this and work
 

t\A
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on estimates for individual industries or groups of industries
 

within the sector. A general ratio of product to product-per

worker may be used to derive a first estimate of employment for
 

an entire heavy industry group. Then, deftailed employment
 

estimates may be prepared for each individual industry, and the
 

results adjusted and compared with the totals.
 

Product or productivity may be derived from investment
 

ratios, or estimated on the basis of market demand, minimal
 

effective size of the plant, and assumptions about the
 

percentage of capacity at which it will operate. Product for
 

one industry may be derived from another, e.g., oxygen from
 

steel. Detailed input-output relationships may be built up to
 

derive product for one industry, group of industries, or sector,
 

from another. (See Table 2.1.)
 

One sectoral grouping may be major industries, a second
 

group made up of industries supplying goods and services to the
 

major industries, and a third group made up of industries
 

supplying goods and services to households. The product and
 

employment of the group of industries that supply goods and
 

services to the major industries could be related to growth in
 

the major industries. The product and employment of the
 

induatries supplying goods and services to households could be
 

related to growth in population, households, household income:
 

and expenditure.
 

For light industries, and in the service and commerce
 

sectors, employment may be derived from a ratio to the total
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From the size of the
population projected for the area. 


population and the effective market, an estimate of the required
 

output can be mader and from output, the number of workers
 

required. Industry fact sheets or Manning Tables 	(detailed
 

can provide
estimates of number and kinds of workers by jobs) 


employment estimates and occupational distributions according to
 

This detailed information
scale and technology of the industry. 


may be summed into the general employment estimates for target
 

years.
 

The result of the first step is employment in the target
 

year by sector of economic activity.
 

5.3.3 Input/Qutnnt Tables and Models
 

Input/output tables which show the input of one industry to
 

another industry and to final demand can be converted to coeffi

cients and solved as a system of linear equations to yield the
 

output of the industries required to meet some projected final
 

demand target.
 

Tables for Estimating Product ana

5.3.4 A Note on In1ut/Out1;ut 


Table 2.2 sketches one form of an input/output table
 

simplified. The sectors originating the product are listed
 

along the row, and the sectors utilizing the product and thus
 

reflecting intermediate demand are cross-tabbed across the
 

columns, with the final column showing the sector output of the
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row that goes into final demand. The relationships between
 

sectors can be expressed in physical units of input/output, and
 

these converted into proportion coefficients along the rows, by
 

dividing cell total by row total down each column as in Table
 

2.2.
 

Table 2.2
 
Input/Outputs in Product-Service Units
 

Dividing the cell totals down the column by the industry
 

(row) totals, we get the inputs to each industry expressed as
 

input/output coefficients in Table 2.3, e.g., 50/600 - .08;
 

40/350 - .11.
 

Table 2.3
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The matrix in Table 2.2 can be written as equations
1 and 

the system can be solved, as in a linear program format (Davis, 

1987, Ch. 8) and inputs from one industry derived from another 

(with changes over time)l and labor demand or employment derived
 

from given levels of final demand, technology (intermediate
 

The coeffidemand coefficients), and total demand targets. 


cients (relationships) can also reflect changes over time, and
 

thus represent shifts or elasticities. The significant point is
 

1. Using D as final consumption, X1 as total product of Industry
 

1, and x12 as input of Industry 1 to Industry 2, the system of
 

balance equations can be written as:
 

X1l + x12 + '13 + D1 <X 1
 

<-z2 9)
121 + x22 + '23 + D2 

X31 + x32 + x33 + D3 . 3 

The system can be solved as a linear programming system (Davis,
 

and total output can be espressed as a
1987, Cha. 7 and 8), 


function of final demand and the technological (input/output)
 

coefficients:
 

1Dl + A,2D2 , where the As are defined 
10)
w Al
X1 


technological (input/output)
 

coefficients.
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that this is an alternative way to derive employment by industry
 

sectors, and employment by sectors is the refiult of the first
 

step of the basic method. The first step yields employment for
 

each sector. Input/output tables can be used to estimate
 

Rrodut, productivi=Y and gm 1g-Ment. 

Methods for Checkina Emi1ovment Estimates
5.3.5 


When the data are put into the tables, several check ratios
 

can be applied. Employment can be expanded to population
 

economically active by estimating unemployment and adding 
it
 

in. The economically active population as a percentage of 
the
 

control check. This
total population can serve as a 


participation rate can be further broken down for age groups,
 

education levels, and sex, and compared with experience 
in the
 

past and with data from other similar countries. The percentage
 

distribution of employment by sectors can also serve as 
a check,
 

e.g., the percentage in services as compared to the percentage
 

Gross overestimates and underestimates will show
in industry. 


up. The percentage of the work force found in broad 
sectors of
 

the economy-for example, in the primary sector 
of agriculture-

is also a check.
 

Setoral and Occuational
 5.3.6 Sup1ementary Readina on 


To work with manpower data requires the systematic
 

tabulating of sectoral and occupational data. 
The sectoral and
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occupational data are tabulated according to standard systems
 

for classifying sectors and occupations. One-digit sectoral and
 

occupational classification schemes were illustrated in Schema
 

2.2. In the Chilean case# one-digit classifications will be
 

used, although the sectors and occupations are slightly differ

ent. In manpower analysis the planner may attampt to work with
 

three digits
more 	refined classification schemes that use two or 


and break industries and occupations into more detailed
 

groupings. The classification of the work force by sectors and
 

occupations is central to aggregate-level manpower forecasting
 

and requires some additional explanation.
 

5.4 	Sectoral or Industrv Clasification
 

The United Nations (UN, ST/STAT/Ser.,/27) defines what it
 

refers to as industZX (which is also called branch of economic 

a or as when a one-digit, lazge group is referred to) 

as follows:
 

Industry refers to the kind of establishment in which 

the person workm (or worked if unemployed). For 
purposes of international comparability, it is 
recommended that countries adopt the International 
Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic 
Activities (ISIC) most r,cently approved by the 
United Nations, or that they tabulate their statis

tical data so that the categories can be regrouped in 

accordance with the Standard Classification or at 

least with the divisions (one digit) of this 
classification. 

The ISIC (United Nations Statistical Office) provides a
 

taxonomy for classifying economically active civil populations.
 

1 Mining: 2-3 Manufactur-The major divisions or sectors are: 


iy 
7 
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ing; 4 Construction; 5 Public Utilities; 6 Commerce; 7 Transpor

tation/Communications; 8 Services; 9 Not Specified. The eight 

divisions are divided into major groups (two-digit code) and 

subgroups (three-digit). The standard classification is uiually 

modified for any given country. Government may be added am one 

of the main divisions. Services may be separated into more than 

one main division, 

The basic scheme used in manpower planning in many 

countries is the one developed and used in the national census 

and statistics office, as in the Chilean case. Other government 

agencies, for example, the Ministry of Industry or the Ministry 

of Economics, may have salightly different schemes. In the 

United States, the Bureau of the Budget has developed the
 

Standard Industrial Classification, and the industrial classifi

cation system developed by the Bureau of the Census is also
 

used. There are systematic procedures for translating from one
 

system to another (Dictionary of OccuDational Titles, 1977).
 

The NOICC System uses several classifications.
 

One cf the standard classification systems may be used as a
 

model, with appropriate modifications, according to the economy
 

of the particular country. In any given country application
 

there are usually modifications made, but there are disadvan

tages when a country departs too widely from one of the standard
 

classifications. Comparability is difficult, and retabulation
 

may require going back to the original census schedules, a
 

difficult and expensive task. Still, simplification of the
 

,,/l 
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categories may be necessary because of deficient data. A simple
 

three-sector breakdown (industry, agriculture, and services) may
 

be all that is possible.
 

5.5 Occupational Classification
 

On occupations the United Nations' Princioles and
 

Recomendations for National grlation Census states:
 

Occupation refers to the kind of work done by the
 
person employed (or performed previously by the
 
unemployed) irrespective of the branch of economic
 
activity, or the status (as employer, employee,
 
etc.) in which the person should be classified. For
 
purposes of international comparisons, each country
 
should provide for the necessary subdivisions of its
 
occupational classifications to make possible the
 
classifying or reclassifying of the data in conformity
 
with the latest education of the International
 
Standard Classification of Occupation (ISCO).
 

ISCO classes civil populations economically active into
 

nine major occupational groups (shown at the end of this
 

unit). The major groups are subdivided into 70 minor groups
 

(two-digit level) which are subdivided into 200 unit groups
 

(three-digit level). Unit groups can be broken down further.
 

Other systems of occupational classification are used. The
 

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics has used a classification system
 

based on the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (1977). The 

Inter-American Statistical Institute, on the basis of the 1950
 

Census of America and ISCO, worked out a classification scheme
 

for the 1960 Census of America (COTA-1975). This system has
 

been developed in various ways over the years, and it is the one
 

used in the case on manpower planning in Paraguay. In an actual
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country situation, the basic system is modified according to the
 

prevailing occupational structure. Some country systems tend to
 

follow the original model too blindly.
 

5.5.1 Uidating Occupational Data
 

Occupational classifications tend to become dated rather
 

quickly, as now technologies and administrative hierarchies
 

develop and new job classifications and occupational titles are
 

created to fit the situation. Not only does the nature of the
 

work change, but the educational requirements--and these are the
 

two main bases for occupational classification-also change.
 

The change is almost always upward, e.g., more training and
 

education are required. In the United States, the QcatignAl
 

outlook Handbok2 is designed to keep new workers and guidance
 

counselors informed about recent and possible changes in demand
 

for workers, new work patterns, and new education and training 

requirements. The compilers state that some of the information 

will be out-of-date before the edition appears in print. -ihe 

Dictionary of Occupational Titles is the best reference for
 

complete coverage and, like the Occuptional Outlook Handbook, 

has been revised in recent editions. The most recent og2u2a
 

tional Outlook Handbook is the 1978-79 edition (Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor).
 

The Dictionary of Occunational Titles, fourth edition (DOL,
 

1977) relates the classification system in the DOT to other 

government gccuDatIonal 1anaaae systems. The other 
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occupational language systems are those of the Bureau of the
 

Census, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the U.S. Office of
 

Education# and the Office of Management and Budget Standard
 

Occupational Classification (SOC) program.
 

The need for constant reclassification updating and editing
 

requires a modern data bane management system. The NOICC (1984)
 

occupational information system has a demonstration package in
 

D-Base which can be easily updated. In the LDCs the decennial
 

census is almost the sole source of manpower data. Often
 

detailed sector/occupation tables do not appear until midway
 

through the censal period. Even an advancing country like
 

Mexico did not have detailed tables until five years after the
 

1980 census (Mexico# 1985). In the United States, the heart of
 

the system is the OES 1-0 Matrix of industries.
 

5.6 	 Summary Comment at the End of SteD One
 

The first step in the basic method of manpower forecasting
 

is to project employment on the basis of product and product

per-worker. There was nothing special in the projection model
 

or processr in that it followed the same basic methodologies of
 

population projaction or enrollment projection. The aspect of
 

manpower forecasting that is distinctive is the classification
 

of workers by occupation, sector, and educational levels.
 

Systems for classifying workers have been discussed. A follow

ing section on references and further reading will provide
 

additional information.
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In the first step of the basic method employment was
 

projected by sectors of the economy. The remaining steps of the
 

basic method will be presented, beginning with the distribution
 

of employment by occupations within sectors for the target year
 

and the base year. The distribution of employment by
 

occupations for the base year is generally taken from census
 

data, as in the Chilean case. Step two distributes employment
 

by occupations within sectors, and relates education attainment
 

levels to occupations.
 

To summarize the steps:
 

Employment is distributed by occupations within the 

sectors for the target year. 

-- Educational attainment is related to occupations for 

the target year. This yields the educational 

requirements for the targout year. 

- The outflow of educated workers from the base-year 

stock is estimated for the period from base year to 

target year. (This outflow is caused by death and 

retirement of workers durihg the projection period. In 

some areas, emigration is a major cause of outflow.) 

- The base-year stock, minus the outflow, is subtracted 

from the target-year projection of requirements to 

yield the number of educated workers required during 

the leriod. 
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The &upply of educated and trained workers entering the
 

work force during the period is projected and compared
 

with the numbers of educated workers required (step
 

five). The deficit or surplus can be used as a target
 

to plan education and manpower development programs
 

according to the so-called demand of the economy.
 

6.2 Dinstribution of Employment by OccupAtions Within Sectors
 

Step two of the basic method distributes the employment
 

(projected in step one) by occupations within sectors. The
 

base-year distribution of employment by occupations within
 

sectors in provided by census tables supplemented by survey and
 

specific sectoral or industry employment data. This
 

distribution is used as a guide for distributing employment by
 

occupations in the target year. Rowever, for the years of the
 

projection, the occupational distribution will change. The
 

task is to analyze the factors which will affect this
 

occupational distribution, and to make assumptions as to how it
 

will change. There will always be growth in occupations
 

requiring more employment and training, but the challenge is to
 

develop a systematic method for projecting th62e changes. The
 

basic method is systematic, but it is not free of subjectivity.
 

The changes are based on the analyst's judgment. The issue,
 

then, as in any projection method, is how adequate are the
 

assumptions on which these changes are based.
 

A/ 
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The U.S. National Projections (15.3) begin frim a basis of 

assumptions that the basic structure of the economy, technology, 

and employment will not change. In the Chilean case the state

ment is made: The 1970 distribution is a modification of the 

1960 pattern, based upon international comparative information 

from countries more economically advanced than Chile. In Chile, 

occupational distributions were based on those found in European 

countries, and the assumption is that Chile will follow the 

European experience closely enough so that the projections will 

serve. This comparative assumption will be discussed. It is 

often used and misused. 

6.2,1 Retting Occuqational Distribution
 

In step two, the percentage of workers in each occupation
 

within each sector is set for the future year. This setting can
 

be based on experience, opinion, and percentage distributions in
 

the work forces of other countries. The simplest procedure is
 

to assume that the same base-year percentages will hold in the
 

target year. Usually, however, the planner takes into account
 

the growth projected for the different sectors and industries
 

from base to target year, the expectations of changes of inputs
 

in labor and capital, and the experience of other countries, in
 

order to set a reasonable distribution for the target year. The
 

planner may also take into account the change in occupational
 

structure in past years in the country and its influence on
 

output. The major guidelines come from expected growth in
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certain key sectors, as assumed or projected in the overall
 

plan. If growth is planned for the zanufacturing industry, the
 

percentages of professionals (0), administrators (1), artisan

craftsmen (7), and operators (8)might be 'ised in the 

How much would they be raised? There ismanufacturing sector. 


no analytic answer to this. It would depend on how high the
 

existing percentages are for the country in the base year, and
 

how high they are in other countries thAt have similar outputs
 

or industrial structures. It is sometimes possible to select a
 

more developed country and to move the percentages up toward
 

this target.
 

Distributions of percentages in occupations have been 

published for various countries. OED, Occupational and 

Labor Force and Levels of EconomicEducational Structures of t he 

nznlg2M2= (1970) is also a soelrce of guidance. 

The study by Horowitz, Zymelman, and Herrnstadt, Manpower 

ReauirementM for Plannina. Statintical Tables (1966) is old, 

but still useful methodologically, as is Zymelman's sProductiv

ity, Skills and Education in Manufacturing Industries* (in 

and Technoloaieft 
United Nations,
Plannina for Advanced Skills 


New York* 1969). (These sources also provide the basis for 

setting educational attainment levels by occupations, which is
 

the next step of the basic method.)
 

In step two, the occupational percentages set for the
 

target year are multiplied by the employment for a specific
 

A few cells from
sector or industry projected in step one. 
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Schema 2.4 will suffice as an example. This part of the step is
 

purely mechanical. The setting of the percentage distribution
 

requires experience, judgment, and sometimes luck.
 

Schema 2.4
 
Number in a Given Sector, by Occupation, in Target Year n
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Occupational totals can then be summed for sectors, and the
 

result is a table showing the numbers of workerp tn each
 

occupation for the target year. In Schema 2.4 the occupational
 

distribution for the target year is set. The occupational
 

percentages are multiplied by employment projected for the
 

sector in step one, and the result shows the number of workers
 

in each occupation for the various sectors. This is shown more
 

completely in the Chile case as described in Davis (1980).
 

As in any projection exercise, alternative occupational
 

settings may be hypothesized. This will yield alternative
 

projection series. For example, one projection might show
 

occupational distributions unchanged from base year to target
 

yearl and a second projection may assume a large increase in
 

occupations requiring more education and training.
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6.3 Educational Reauirementn of the Work Force 

The aim in the next step is to estimate the educational
 

requirements of the work force in the target year. Educational
 

classifications are arbitrary. (See Schema 2.5.)
 

Schema 2.5
 
Educational Attainment by Occupation in Target Year n
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6.3.1 Distribution of Education by Occupations (Step Three)
 

The educational attainment percentages for the target year
 

are then set for the various occupations. The general strategy
 

may be to raise university and college attainments in the first
 

two occupational categories, and to raise technical secondary

school training attainments for craftsmen and operators. For
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example, if the professional group having university-level
 

preparation in the base year is 65 percent, the strategy might
 

be to raise this to 90 percent for the target year. This is a 

substantial raise and will create a large demand on the 

educational system, inasmuch as the professional work fcrce in 

the target year will be a much larger base number on which to 

levy the increase. This im so because the total population,
 

including the work force, will almost certainly be growing
 

during the plan period, and the percentage of professionals in
 

the work force will have been raised in step two.
 

The same sources used for guiding the setting of 

occupational distributions, which were cited in the previous 

step, can also be used for setting educational attainment levels 

by occupations (see OECD, Occupational and Eduz.UiAal 

Structures of the Labour Porce, and United Nations, Planrinsgor 

Advanced Skills and Tncgnggij.). Care must be exercisod in 

choosing comparative models. There is no standard educational 

attainment unit, although years completed is most often used. 

One country may require much more formal education than another 

country for a comparable occupation. 

6.3.2 Etimating Education-Occuiation Distributions 

Alternate education-occupational settings may be used for
 

the target year. In one set, the educational attainment
 

coefficients of the base year may be maintained into the target
 

year. Sets of educational attainment coefficients can be
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applied to yield different sets of alternative projections.
 

Before coefficients are raised the consequences must be checked
 

against the capacity and likely revenues available for expanding
 

the educational and training facilities. Demand and supply
 

projectionv are not independet. Ono can be used to check the
 

other. The xJnal operation in step three would appear aa in
 

Schema 2.6.
 

Step three yields the target-year estimate of educated
 

people required in the work force. This comes from summing each
 

educational level down the list of occupations.
 

6.3.3 A Note on Alternative Steps in A2Dlvina the Basic
 

Hanpoer Reuiremant 

Mfthgd: Beyond step three, there are alternative ways of 

arriving at a final demand and supply estimate for educated 

manpower:
 

Reduce the base-year stock of educated workers by 

applying wastage rates. Wastage is loss from death and
 

retirement over the year% of the forecast. The
 

original stock, reduced by wastage, would then be added 

to the new supply coming in from educational/training 

programs during the years of the forecast, and the
 

result subtracted from projected rQquirements to 

estimate the final deficits and surpluses. This is
 

essentially the procedure followed in a Dominican
 

manpower case (see Schema 2.7).
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Schema 2.6
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Application of Outflow Rates to an Age-Stratified Occupational
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Alternatively, the planner can project the output of
 

education and training institutions over the plan
 

years, compare this to the projected requirements, and
 

then add in additional requirements to allow for
 

wastage from the original stock. There will also be
 

some loss among new graduates who enter as workers over
 

the course of the plan. This is thz method followed in
 

this text, and it is similar to the Chile case.
 

6.4 Aggreaating Reauirements bv Education Levels (Step FivIL 

Schema 2.8 shows the requirements by occupations for each 

education level. The requirements for target-year education by 

occupation levels were taken from step three; outflow is added 

from step four; and step five is simple arithmetic. The number 

in the stock in the base year in subtracted from the
 

the target year. To this differencerequirements projected in 

the outflow over the intervening years (calculated foris added 

occupations vithin the education levels), and the final total is
 

the requirements or demand for workers at given education
 

levels, shown in Schema 2.8.
 

Schema 2.8 
Demand for Education and Training 
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Step five ends the manpower requirements projection. These 

estimates may then be used as targets for the education-training
 

system. The output of the education-training system, or supply, 

can be compared to this demand estimate.
 

7.0 ComRarison of SUI21v with Demand
 

To compare the requirements, or demand, with the supply or
 

output of educational and training institutions requires a
 

projection of the output of the education-training system.
 

Supply is projected by applying enrollment flow models to the
 

education and training system, as discussed in previous
 

sections. The projected output, or supply, of the system is
 

compared to the projected requirements to yield an estimate of
 

deficits or surpluses in the supply of educated or trained
 

people, as shown in Schema 2.9. 

Schema 2.9 
Comparison of Economic Demand and Educational Supply 

in Chilean Manpower Forecast 
I- les. 1140-1970 
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8.0 mnlovment Porecasting bv the Alternate Method shown in
 

Alternate methods of manpower requirements forecasting make
 

use of the same essential methodologies in which a curve is 
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fitted to past series data and a trend extrapolated to the
 

future. In the Dominican case, the fit is to an exponential
 

form:
 
D."= I Xq ,(burpj + V14P11 

whorw 

D,- rquirements in occupation i, tttue yet t; 
xfJ- number of workers in occupation i, sector i; 

(Bansof Natural Log System):this shows curve form 
2.71828 ...* -
change (inrem or deems.) in number of workers (employment'

Yu 
in the sectorji; 

rw - change in productivity in mactorJ; 
a elasticity coeffkient which relaws change in proiuctVity in eW 

j to change in the numbers of workes in occupation i. 

See Schema 2.10 for sample calculations.
 

methods for projectingIn the Dominican case, different 

occupation and employment were used for different sectors:
 

i) For construction, transport, electricity/gas/water, the
 

product for the sectors was first projected to the
 

target year 1985, on the basis of a curve fit to past
 

growth trends and a modification to reflect present and
 

future expanaion projects and plans.
 

Schema 2.10
 
Dominican Examples: Manufacturing Sector 
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ii) 	 For the government services of education and health,
 

employment and occupational distributions were based on
 

population forecasts and service norms and on staffing
 

ratios.
 

For mining, where the sector is dominated by a few
iii) 


large modern enterprises, the expansion plans,
 

including detailed manpower requirement forecasts, were
 

incorporated directly into the general sectoral
 

manpower requirements forecasts. Manning table data
 

were also directly used.
 

8.1 	Othev MethodoloOjeB
 

Thete are as many other different methods or modifications 

as are and analyuts atof the basic methodology there planners 

work on macro-level manpower forecasting. 

8.2 	 Curve itting and Extra~nolatio
 

At the base of most alternative methods, e.g., formula 1) 

models and methods for curveused in the Dominican case, are 

fitting and extrapolation of one or more of the major 
components 

i) Product, ii) Productivity, or used 	in manpower forecasting: 


iii) 	Employment.
 12)Pn " P. (I + o~t 

Here product in year n is extrapolated on the assumption 
that it
 

will increase at rate L compounded annually. An exponential
 

in the Dominican formula, is simply the continuous
 curve, as 
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function version of the compound interest formula. The same
 

curve functions can be assumed, or fitted, in order to show
 

increase in productivity, employment, employment in any given
 

sector, or employment in any given occupation.
 

Estimates are also made on the basis of regression
 

analysit, simple (single independent or 9predictor' variable) or
 

multiple (more than one independent):
 

a + bX 13)
P -


A common practice is to fit the output or dependent variable
 

(say, product) to a series of annual outputs in past years
 

(where X stands for the year). With the constant ILestimated,
 

and with the parameter t coefficient, the analyst can substitute
 

a future year X and extrapolate the product estimate.
 

P 0 a + biX 1 + b2X2 + ... bnxn 14) 

Here the Xl, X2 , etc., independent variables are other variables
 

that are related to the dependent variable product, for example#
 

investment in capital, capital/output ratios . . . and can be 

used to estimate the parameters for future year forecasts.
 

e.3 Beyond Curve Fttina and ExtraDolation 

Kany economic forecasts use regzession analysis b&sed on 

single equations models, and basically on one stage least 

squares. Curve fits or extrapolations from serial data have a 

similar underlying mathematical logic and similar limitations in 

the matter of dealing with aimultaneity among variables, where 

the solution of one variable affects the values of another 
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in single-stagevariable, and this is not accounted for 

analysis. The package Forecast Master offers the analyst a wide
 

variety of curve fits and tests for applying to serial data used
 

in economic projections for plal:1Lng.
 

Planning has also been based on sets of linear difference
 

equations where the solution or assignment of value to one
 

variable leads successively to the solution of other variables
 

over time. Tinbergen pioneered in the development of this form
 

of econometric modeling (1958)1 Tinbergen and Boa (1965) 

developed linear difference equation models for estimating and 

projecting manpower requirements and educational outputs in 

The path was simple:terms of economic growth. 


i) Manpower with a given level of education was expressed
 

as a linear function (by a coefficient of proportion

ality) of growth in product (as set in ecornomic plan
 

targets).
 

ii) The numbers in manpower/ducaton-level categories were
 

traced from step i) back to required levels of flow and
 

output in the education, given: the numbers in the
 

work force with a given level of educatidn in a
 

the numbers required to enter the work
previous period; 

force to replace educated workers dying or retiring: 

workers needed for teachersand the numbers of educated 

(based on teacher/pupil ratios).
 

iii) Once base-period values of educated people in the work
 

force wero set, plan targets in economic growth set,
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staffing and technological ratios set (teacher/pupil
 

ratios), and wastage rates estimated Zrom past data,
 

the analyst could substitute values and solve his way
 

through the equation system in terms of prior period
 

values.
 

One problem is that there were interaction and simultaneity
 

in the system that wore not adequately reflected in any single
 

equation or single-stage analytic models, and planners moved to
 

get around this with econometric models and dynamic programming
 

models. The dynamic zodels will be discussed in later papers.
 

Davis (1987, Ch. 10) explains and illustrates the other models.
 

8.4 ' Note on EeanmeicHQdeA 

Econometric models are sets of linked linear equations that
 

are solved simultaneously in order to obtain the value of an
 

endogenous variable (solved within the model system) from the
 

value of an exogenous variable(s) that has been previously
 

estimated or assigned a value on the basis of other knowledge.
 

For example, enrollment can be estimate6 on the basis of 

economic demand (taken from plan growth targets), and social 

demand estimated on the basin of a regression equation where the 

indeptndent variables are 11 (population in school age), X2 

The model is stated(literacy level), X3 (income level) . . . 

in terms of ltru.gzal. equations which represent the real world 

system modeled. The equations are solved so that the result is 

a rgdunad form equation in whi-h the endogenous variable (vai
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able of interest to be solved for) are stated as a function of
 

exogenous variables that can be estimated from real-world data
 

by regression. The regression analysis is performed in the 

first stage of the model solution, and the values substituted
 

into the reduced form equations and a second-stage least-squares
 

run to estimate the value of the endogenous variable. The
 

endogenous variable value can then be used in a projection of
 

future values in termvt of changes in independent variables or
 

estimators. There are some statistical problems in using the
 

estimates, the main ones being multico11inearitv (variables in
 

the predictor set are highly correlated with each other), hc_
 

eroscedastlcitv (error terms correlated), and autocorrelation
 

(corrlation in one variable value over time series). The
 

magnitude and effect of these errors in time series data on
 

which econometric models are based can be estimated using
 

Forecas.Master which has Durbin-Watson, A/C, and other tests. 

8.5 atems Dynamic Models
 

Systems dynamic models, the name, is associated with Jay 

Forester (1965, 1968, 1971) who applied the models and concepts 

to industrial engineering (where the level of the variables over 

time was the point of interest). He attempted to qet around the 

problem of simultaneity in equation sets by modeling the system 

as a set of integral equations in continuous time, where the 

interval dt was taken so small as to approach simultaneity anJ 

the values are solved for serially but with simultaneity 
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simulated, using numerical approximations (Euler's method) from
 

calculus to evaluate the series values. Systems dynamic models
 

were programmed for large computers, using Dynamo (Pugh, 1981), 

and more recently for PCs using Stella (Richmond, 1985). The 

uses of Stel!A will be explored in later papers. 

9.0 	 Cloning Comment on Forecastina CompoNent Models
 

Econometric models and systems dynamic models applied to
 

both macro- and micro-level analysis in educational planning are
 

also covered more comprehensively in Davis (1987# Ch. 10). The
 

Bridges Project will require models for linking macro-level
 

models and methods of planning and policy analysis to the micro

level research and evaluation of teaching/learning required for 

program-level design and planning. Thus, an extensive review of 

systems dynamic modeling at macro level will be included in the
 

following chapters.
 

Models
9.1 	CoMorehenaive 


Comprehensive models may link all demographic, economic,
 

and school component forecasts within a single systematically 

related structure or system in which process in one part of the 

system affects process in another. At any given time the 

forecastplanner may be interested mainly in only one components 

In theory, synoptic planning favors comprehensive modelsmodel. 


in which all major components are assembled and linkedy but
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practice may favor forecasts of one component at a time, either
 

because of limited interest or need, or limited data and time.
 

q~6'
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Chapter Four
 

State Of The Art Models 

Models and Modeling Packages For Institution 
And Systems
 

Planning
 

its main purpose--to
A model must be simple to serve 


depict a more complex reality in a simpler and more 
represent and 

models of complex socioeconomic
graphic form. The graphic 


uncluttered but comprehensive,
they are
systems serve best when 


as Figure 4.1, v":ich Fox is (1868) and Tinbergen's (1952,1956)
 

of a large and complex socioeconomic system.
representat.ion 

Figure 4.1 Socioeconomic Systems Model 
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Kyklos v 21, p 665-695
Models for Planning Educational Sys tems", 
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The model is a system of structural relationships which
 

connect all variables; exogenous variables that can be controlled
 

by policy and program instruments, and factors that cannot be
 

controlled; outcome or endogenous variables, including intended,
 

target or goal variables; and variables that take on values side

effects, unintended, or irrelevant consequences.
 

The simple model of a complex socioeconomic system in Figure
 

1, has several features to note: i)the model is very general and
 

can represent an institutional system or a school system; ii)to
 

be general, the model must also be abstract and show few specific
 

and shows
and situational details; iii)the model is graphic 


antecedents and consequences clearly; iv)the model is simple.
 

Because simplicity is a characteristic of useful systems models
 

in graphic form, simplicity became a major characteristic of the
 

for social systems planning. In
systems for developing models 


the case of educational planning, simplicity became the mark of
 

models for both institutional and school systems planning. To
 

accomplish this, an approach of breathtaking simplicity came to
 

dominate the state-of-the-art in the development and use of
 

educational planning models. This was embodied in the
 

rows and columns, an approach to modeling,
spreadsheet matrix of 


that will bestop covered here.
 

Alas, simpler models and simpler modeling systems did not
 

the richness of life.
always lead to models that are truer to 

Something had to be sacrificed to cram the world into a matrix of 
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rows and columns. Weatheisby's model (1971, 1974) suggests two
 

main faturei that were left out of simplified deterministic,
 

systems modeling--the value system from which the modeler views
 

the system he is modeling, and the uncertainty structure which is
 

kind and information the
conditioned by the amount, quality of 


modeler has about the system. The Weathersby model,
 

incorporating this more comprehensive and subjective view of
 

modeling, has been banished to Annex A of this chapter, in
 

model is, it
recognition of the fact that however attractive the 


was never implemented with data, much less appled in policy
 

analysis and planning. Simple spreadsheet models were and are
 

used; and it is to these we turn
 

1. The Transition to Simple and Flexible Spreadsheet Models
 

The large models described variously as systems models,
 

cost simulation models (large), allocation models, financial
 

planning models, or insitutional planning models evolved toward
 

simpler rather than more complicated structures; as use in
 

planning practice indicated the need for simpler model
 

structures, more flexible and locally adaptive modeling process,
 

more realistic data input demands, and less formidable technical
 

demands on designers, planners and decision makers. Techaology
 

also played its part, through development of computer hardware
 

and simpler and more user friendly software. A central
 

development was in overlaying the model on a matrix (rows and
 

columns) in a spreadsheet modeling package. From this, two lines
 

of model developments branched: i)to large, elaborated systems
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(installed on mainframes for interactive use); and ii)to PC
 

spreadsheet program packages, offering maximum simplicity and
 

accessibility.
 

1.1 Spreadsheet Based Modeling System Developments
 

The two major branches of development are at base 	the
 

out
same--the model represents the real world system by 	laying it 


in rows and columns. When the model is applied to planning, the
 

most convenient and powerfully simple notion is:
 

Variables in the Row3;
 

Time Perinds in the Columns.
 

The Variables that characterize the status of the system and the
 

in variables are named and
variables that show growth these 


wrItten in the rows; and changes in the status variables over
 

time result when change rates are multiplied by status variables.
 

These appear in the columns opposite the rows. Schema 4.1 is a
 

typical spreadsheet model array. The simple structure is:
 

Columns/Time Periods
 

Year 1985 Year 1986 Year 1987.. Year n
 

Rows/Variables
 

1.FTE (student enrollment)
 

2.Taition Xate
 

3.Tuition Income
 

4.GFTE (growth Rate FTE)
 
etc.
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The model designer builds by linking variables to each other
 

(within periods); for example in Schema 4.1, Variable 1 -

Variable 3 X Variable 10; and Variable 10 is the sum of Variable 

1 + Variable 2. Tuition Income derives from multiplying the 

total number of students by the tuition per student. Growth rate 

variables drive status variable values over time; e.g. base Year 

Freshman enrollment is 100. Enrollment projections or plan 

targets indicate that Freshmen enrollment will increase by 10% 

annually. Thus, the 1986 FTE enrollment will be 100 X 1.1 or 

110. If the tuition rate is likely to increase, a variable GTUIT
 

is introduced. The model is built up by identifying variables,
 

linking them among themselves within time periods, and linking
 

them across the time periods with growth rates.
 

The main branches of spreadsheet model development were:
 

a)Large matrix-based, spreadsheet types of interactive modeling
 

systems that began with TRADES at Stanford, and were developed
 

for more general planning use (GENTRA) in other institutions,
 

culminating in general modeling systems. These were basically
 

spreadsheet type, but with elaborated analytic and decision
 

support structures and report and graphics generation systems
 

added on. EFPM (EDUCOM Financial Planning Model) and IFPS
 

(Interactive Financial Planning Systems) are examples of later
 

developments.
 

EFPM was developed and sponsored by EDUCOM an inter.
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University computer and electronic communication consortium, that
 

opted to mount its modeling system on large manframe computers
 

(Cornell and Rice universities were two centers) that were
 

accessible by phone links (Tymnet and Telenet). IFPS, developed
 

systems that could be installed and accessed locally and
 

interactively in institution-based CMS systems (e.g. VMS 370 at
 

Harvard); and recently IFPS Personal, for use on PC's, has been
 

marketed. Thus the two development streams merge in the PC.
 

b)Developments based on PC spreadsheet models, which began with
 

the pioneering VisiCalc program, spawned a host of more
 

elaborated spreadsheet programs, such as MultiPlan, Report
 

Manager, Super-Calc; and the int-grated systems (spreadsheet

Database-graphics...) LOTUS 123, and succeeding improvements.
 

At this time, LOTUS 123 is the most widely used by planners;
 

but the fashion and state of the art change constantly.
 

Three main modeling package features go beyond the basic
 

spreadsheet matrix structure:
 

1)LOTUS 123, Symphony, later versions of MultiPlan and other
 

packages introduced and developed integration, i.e.incorporating
 

data base management capability and graphivs with the basic
 

spreadsheet feature. In the case of Symphony, export and import
 

of data is facilitated by having a communications package for
 

managing MODEM exchange with external computers and networks.
 

These integrated packages interface with wordprocessing problems
 

and all the THESAURUS anrA search features these bring.
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to come break out of the spreadsheet
2)Javelin and packages 


structure by offering multiple alternative formulations of
 

and views. The probing
relationships and multiplt perspectives 


and investigating of an expert observer are simulated, the
 

approach moves towards an expert system.
 

MAINFRAME
3)The decision support features of the large, 


spreadsheet models; goal seeking and traceback; sensitivity and
 

impact analysis and more systematic formulation of structured
 

hypotheses sets and series of what-ifs, are now thought to PC
 

a prime example being IFPS Personal.
packages, 


4)The trend is to incorporate more of the flexible, rich and
 

subtle, but at the same time, systematic, repertoire of 'expert
 

systems' approaches to modeling. Where this will stop or indeed,
 

whether it will stop, is difficult to predict.
 

1.2.0 The Main Features of the Spreadsheet Models
 

Apart from the general matrix structure, Variables
 

(Rows) I Time Periods (Columns), most spreadsheet models share
 

these characteristics, when used by educational planners:
 

easier for the non technician
a)simpler model structures that are 


to understand and work with; b)simpler models that require less
 

elaborate data as input; c)interactive process that attempts to
 

bring model designers, users, decision makers and client
 

beneficiaries into the modeling process.
 



1.2.1 Simplicity and Parsimony in Systems Description
 

By dealing with fewer and more central variables, the
 

models became more open and easier to understand, and also
 

the model. In developing these
required less data as input to 


models, system analyst/planners must make an explicit effort at
 

the outset, not merely to list all possible systems descriptor
 

main, or primarv
variables down the rows, but to identify the 


planning variables that characterize and drive the system over
 

time. In early Stanford models (TRADES and GENTRA) and in EFPM,
 

the term Primary Planning Variables (PPV's) was used and this is
 

are identified, listed and manipulated.
and shakers) 


a good term to concentrate on, in understanding, what drives a 

system. Parsimony means that only main system variables (systems 

This movers 


is a fundamental requirement in modeling, insures clarity and
 

focus and aids designers, users and clients. It also reduces the
 

size of computer models and makes the models easier to manipulate
 

in hands-on interactive use. Thus, another "BIG" feature of
 

spreadsheet model is: interactive (Hands-On) Use.
 

1.2.2 Interactive Character of Modeling Systems
 

An early objective in model development was to make the
 

modeling process interactive: first through direct interface of
 

the designer/user in manipulating model values, directly
 

system, and adjusting objectives and
observing changes in the 


system variable values and parameters accordingly; secondly, by
 

bringing decision makers and clients affected by the system into
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own
direct interaction with the model, when they set their 


objectives, or changed variable values and parameters to achieve
 

objectives within realistic system constraints (time, cost).
 

More recently concepts central to the notion of PROTOTYPING
 

the values and technics PROTOTYPING brings to systems design and
 

decision support systems, puts end-user participation into the
 

very first steps of the process. This last feature, full client
 

participation, first-to-last, top-to-bottom, has never been
 

achieved, but it remains a prime goal.
 

Early model developments, CAP:SC (Computer Assisted
 

Planning: Small Colleges), SEARCH (System for Exploring
 

Alternative Resource Commitments in Higher Education), and
 

Thompson's model (Washington, 1970) were attempts to open up and
 

enhance participation in planning by making models simpler and
 

more accessible to non technicians. HELP/PLAN TRAN (Midwest
 

Research Institute, 1972) was both a simple and adaptable earlier
 

format to aid in simplifying planning, and a format for 

generalized institutional use, i.e. a format or system for 

creating a tailor-made model to fit a given institution. With 

this feature, the early systems were moving toward later
 

spreadsheet systems, but either they lacked the size and capacity
 

of EFPM and the spreadsheets, or they were not as fully
 

CAMPUS CONNECT, a later development of
interactive in process. 


CAMPUS (cf previous chapter) attempted to keep size and
 

disaggregation (specificity by programs and levels) and introduce
 

some interactive flexibility, but the data requirements for sucY
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models were still burdensome; and for this they were criticized
 

by Hopkins (1982), and others. Practitioners did not use the
 

models when the press of daily work made it difficult to gather
 

data that was not in a form for immediate input use. Mashand
 

(1984), Lewis (1972), Risan's survey (1986) indicates little use
 

of information systems in school district management in the US
 

(1986). Facts and the conventional wisdom of practice gleaned on
 

the second bounce, in direct exchanges of opinion among educator
 

colleagues, topical fads, and fashions of the day in
 

"professional" educational circles, external political and
 

community pressures and budget constrints, all shaped school
 

practice and management more than did survey research results,
 

systematic evaluation of programs, or policy analysis. Data from
 

research was little used in practice.
 

1.2.3. Changed Information Requirements
 

In the newer simpler models, data and system
 

information requirements were reduced, simplified, and
 

In the models, less data is needed; and simpler,
individualized. 


institutionally specific information can be used. This results
 

from greater simplicity in structure (fewer variables and
 

relationships), which made the models more flexible and adaptible
 

increased openness and interactive
to local institutions, and 


process in modeling.
 

For all these reasons, "spreadsheet time" had arrived.
 

Powerful hypothesis testing could be done, simply by changing one
 



key variable value, growth rate or coefficient; and the effects 

observed throughout the system, and over time. This is the 

central key to the power of the spreadsheet model. 

1.3.0 Development at Stanford
 

A series of models developed at Stanford by Hopkins, Massey
 

in the actual practice of

and Dickmeyer were developed 


While this field of model
management, planning and budgeting. 


in university management,
development was going forward 


and applications were being
spreadsheet modeling Visicalc 


explored in business planning.
 

1.3.1 Models Developed at Stanford Prior to TRADEOFF Model
 

1)The Budget Adjustment 	Program (BAPO adjusted to achieve an
 

plan period, by reducing expenditures
operating balance over a 


incresing income; 2)The Long-Range Financial Forecasting
and 


Model forecast over a five year period--expenses, income and the
 

difference or balance between them (deficit/surplus). This
 

forecast feature was central to 	 later models; 3)The TRANS
 

combined forecasting and the
(transition toward balance) models 


Run Financial

tracing of equilibrium paths over time; 4)The Long 


the condition of balance (equilibrium)
Equilibrium (LRFE) used 


a binding constriant to solve
between expenditure and income as 


in income and expense necessary to
 rates increase
for the of 


This constraint feature,
achieve balance over the plan period. 


in EFPM, allowed analysts to study TRADEOFFS
developed later 
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rate necessary
among key income and expenditure values, and the 


to achieve balance.
 

1.3.2 The Basic Features of Modeling the new forms of model
 

key variables, the
development required planners to identify the 


time the income
variables that determined over
primary planning 


or institution being
and expenditures of the educational system 


(Primary Planning Variables)
modeled. Some variables are PPV's 


in any institution: FTE enrollments, tuition rates, state
 

subsidies cr endowment income on the income side; faculty types, 

numbers and average salaries on the expenditure side. In 

identifying the 10-20 PPV's, analysts study the essential 

structural characteristics and dynamics of the institution. The
 

to each other in

Primary Planning Variables are related 


parameter values are
technological equations. The variables or 


set on the basis of system targets or norms (input ratios, e.g. 

derived from research or evaluation carried on
staff/students) or 


in linked sub routines.
 

The essentials of newer planning were:
 

drive income/expenditures in
i)Primary Planning Variables (that 


the system) are first identified. 

i.e. student
ii)The variables are linked through equations 


a three year program add up to total enrollments;
enrollments in 

through coefficients (33 students/teachers - .33)or 
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values of the Primary Planning Variables will change overiii)The 

time, and the estimated or projected changes are shown in the
 

The way the
 
form of growth rates that are estimated or set. 


system develops over the plan path is determined by the base year
 

value of the key variables, the relationships among variables,
 

and the growth or change in variables over the plan period.
 

1.3.3 Forecasts
 

Planners and analysts could put in policy hypotheses in
 

year variable values, increased or
 the form of a changed base 


or changed technological cioefficients.
decreased growth rates 


key variables in
 The model could then forecast future values in 


terms of changes in other related variables. Using a constraint

-the need for balance between income and expenditures--the 

impacte of one variable(s) on another could be analyzed, and the 

sensitivity of one variable to changes in another variable 

at4died, e.g. the increased need for student aid related to 

increase in tuition.
 

1.3.4 Tradeoff
 

a feature of the analysis. The models
Tradeoff was 


in income and expenditure and studied impacts,
forecast changes 


primary planning variables,
tradeoffs among
sensitivities aind 


how much faculty salary must increase (fall), if tuition
 
e.g. 


ruises (falls), when the system is constrained to show a positive
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budget balance over the time period. Or the models tracked 

chains of related changes: If tuition rises and income increases, 

student need rises and student aid must increase; How will this 

tradeoff? TRADES first developed for Stanford evolved into a 

more general form, GENTRA, and in 1981 the general modeling 

system EFPM was being distributed through EDUCOM, the Inter

university Communications Council based in Princeton, New Jersey. 

2.0 University Financial Planning Model: Spreadsheet
 

Systems and EFPM 

A university financial planning model is a coherent set
 

of statements linking the variables which affect income and
 

expenditures in the institutional system, so that variables and
 

parameter values can be manipulated to forecast future states of
 

the system and to make choice and tradeoff decisions between
 

alternatives. EFPM is a system for creating university financial
 

planning models.
 

2.1 	 Spreadsheet Models for Financial Planning: The Simple
 

Structure
 

Models and modeling systems for financial planning are
 

based on a simple spreadsheet structure, with variables in the
 

rows and time periods in the columns. The values of the key
 

variables are forecast over the time periods. The basic EDUCOM 

model was shown in figure 4.1. Schema 4.2 shows a spreadsheet 

model in EFPM language and format. 
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Schema 4.1 Spread Sheet Structure of Financial Planning Model Systems
 

Time Periods (Years)
 

Base Year Year 1 Year 2 Yeaz 3 Year 4 Year 5.... 

Xey Planning 

Variables: Independent 

Enrollment by 
level or grades 

1. Freshmen 100 110 123 etc. 

2. Sophomores 95 

3. Tuition Rate $5000 

4. Number of Faculty 43 

etc. 

Dependent Variables (examples)
 

These values are calculated from independent
10. 	FTE Enrollment 

(= 1+2+ ... ) variable values, (e.g. 100 + 95 - 195) 

11. Tuition Income Or calculated on the basis of other dependent
 

variable values, calculated originally from
(- 3 X 10) 

etc. independent variables, e.g. 

-(Tuition income - variable 10 X variable 3 

195 X $5000) 

Growth Variables 

(These growth rates are applied to independent
10%
12. 	Growth rate 


variable values over period of forecast, e.g.
Freshmen 


etc/ Freshmen in period 2 - 100 X 1.1 - 110)
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4.2: EFPM Model Structure: Small, Illustrative Model
Schema 


0 FRESHMEN1 FROSH 100.0 
0 SOPHMORES2 SOPH 90.0 
0 JUNIORS3 JUN 85.0 
0 SENIORS
4 SENIORS 80.0 
0 TO AL ENROLLED (FTE)

6 TFTE 

3 TUITIONRATE
7 TUITRA 8.0000 

0 TUITIONINCOME
8 TUINC 

0 FTEFACULTY
9 FACFTE 38.0 

3 AVERAGEFACULTY SALARY10 AVFASAL 30.0000 
0 SALARYCOST11 SALCOST 

0 OTHEREXPEUSE12 OTHEX 732.0 
0 TOTALEXPENSE13 TOEXP 
0 FUNDBALA 1CE

14 BALANCE 
P RETENTION SOPHMORES

15 RETSO 90.000% 

P RETENTION JUNIORS
16 RETJR 90.000% 


P RETENTION SENIORS17 RETSR 92.000% 

3 OTHER INCOME
18 OTHEIN 760.0001 

P GROWTHTUITIONRATE19 GTUIRA 7.000% 

P GROWTHFACULTY
20 GFACFTE 10.000% 

P GROWTHFACULTYSALARY21 GFACSAL 12.000% 


0 TOTAL INCOME
22 TOINC 

P GROWTHFRESHMEN23 GFRESH 10.000% 

0 Other variables continue 

BUDGET FUNCTIONS 

4 Seniors (Total EArolle')
6 TFTE + 1. Frosh 2 Sophs 3 Juniors 

8 TUINC * 6 TFTE 7 TUITRA (Tuitiun Incom 
(Total Income)
22 TOINC + 8 TuINC 18 OTHEIN 


GROWTH FUNCTIONS
 

1 G G Fresh (Growth of Freshmen)
 
7 G G TuiRa (Growth Tuition Rate)
 

Notes Budget functions being dependent variables(result from operation! 0 
period(above)other independent variables) have 0 value in base 

In TFTE the sum function is wVrittens + foowed by variables adde -

In TUINCtha product is written: * followed by variables multipl 4 
Growth functions are vritteng Variable(that increases,eag. FRESH) 6 
Gthe sign of the growth funt ionand GFRESH,the growth rate 

2.1.1 Building the Model
 

The Model is built by writing Variables and Equation Formulas
 
and Growth Formulas.
 



BRIEF METHODOLOGICAL NOTE ON GALILEO
 

R. G. Davis
 

Galileo is simpler to understand when it is first described
 

To determine the
in nontechnical terms in a problem situation. 


values, goals, and attitudes oc views of one or more relevant
 

social groups, the Galileo method proceeds thiough several
 

stages:
 

1. Explores the topical or thematic struc r.f te
 

situation with a zuestioanaire:
 

(a) A representative (random or stratified-random)
 

sample is drawn from a population defined on the basis of its
 

relevance to the issue under inquiry.
 

(b) An open-ended questionnaire, interview, or issue
 

discussion is conducted with the group(s) identified and
 

sa.mpled.
 

(c)An analysis, called a wcontent analysism in the
 

usual imprecise manner of use of this term, is performed on the
 

results of the interview (actually, the response recori is
 

scanned in a semi-systematic way to identify the basic list of
 

concepts, themes, issues, and values that run through the
 

interviews). This list of concept terms is then the basia for
 

the questionnaire applied in the second stage.
 

o
2. A second survey is made. based on a random sample 


subiects relevant to the inguiry, and in this survey the
 

respondent grOUDS are asked to make Raired comarisons of the
 

from the hase:
Conceots in the lst derived first 
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(a) The list of concept terms from the first analysis,
 

and sometimes some additional concepts felt to be relevant
 

the study, are presented to one or more groups whose opinions,
 

attitudes, or values are relevant to the study.
 

(b) The group(s) are asked to judge pairs of concepts
 

on the basis of perceived difference or distance from each
 

other.
 

(c) To provide a metric framework for judgment, the
 

groups are given a reference pair distance, e.g., if the dis

tance between a minimum performance and a maximum was 100, how
 

would you judge the distance between X concept and Y concept?
 

(d)Galileo translates the (criterion-referenced)
 

distances between pairs of concepts drawn from the list into
 

physical distances. Each concept is paired against every other
 

concept and the distance between all pairs judged.
 

(e) Galileo computes the average distance for each 

concept pair and arrays them in a triangular matrix, with O's 

on the diagonal (no distance, since the same concept is on the 

row and column for the diagonal, and Xll distance is )), and the 

pair distance averages on the off diagonals. 

(f) As an interesting first step, average distances
 

between the pairs can be compared as a basis for judging how
 

disparate or similar the concepts are judged to be. This
 

provides some basis for judging the importance of each value
 

when compared with some basic criterion-referenced value
 

included in the list. An important example, the person
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judging--Oselfe or 'you"--can be put in as one member of the
 

pair fo: comparison with other objects, topics, or pair members;
 

and distance between self and other objects compared. These can
 

then be compared for different relevant reference groups, i.e., 

. . . The same comparisons canplanners or parents, or public 


be made using a basic value preference and other objects or
 

preferences represented in the list.
 

3. Analyzing the underlvina value structure by factor
 

(a)The average distance matrix can be transformed into
 

a scalar products matrix (with 0 on diagonals) and principal
 

components (a more basic set of composite variables) obtained.
 

(b) Principal components of the matrix result, just as
 

in factor analysis, by reducing the number of observed distances
 

in the original set of paired concepts into a smaller number of
 

basic component dimensions, chosen as "fitting" on the basis of
 

orthogonality (they lie in a reference framework that Js
 

maximally different in terms of reference axes at right angles),
 

and the chosen set explains the maximal amount of distance.
 

(c) The new components, constructed variables, can then
 

be used as coordinate reference frameworks to map concepts in
 

the closer they lie, the more similar they are
space, i.e., 


judgedl and conversely for distance and difference. Concepts
 

are then mapped for similarity or difference in terms of
 

physical proximity or distance. These can be used to frame and
 

identify goal structures; to separate goal frameworks according
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to defined groups and their differences in judging distance and
 

proximity among concepts, i.e., different groups may have an
 

entirely different world of values mapped. The differences can
 

also be monitored and assessed over time, and changes referenced
 

to external events that affect them. When values differ
 

significantly in distance for different groups, this difference
 

will have significant affects in social plan implementation.
 

Group goals that are very different bode ill for social coopera

tion and portend goal deflection in social plans, as when
 

bureaucrats, politicians, and the public differ. When a value
 

lies outside or distant from other clusters or structures of
 

values, this may suggest that the isolated concept or value has
 

little resonance at all for the group judging.
 

Galileo serves planning by:
 

1. Clarifying social issues and identifying agreement or
 

disagreement on key issues that affect plans.
 

2. Clarifying social needs and perceptions of needs.
 

3. Clarifying social values.
 

4. Clarifying goals in terms of needs and values and
 

perceived priorities for solutions.
 

5. Identifying social trade-offs when resource constraints
 

do not permit full accomplishment of desired goals. This means
 

providing a basis for satisfying when optimization is
 

unrealistic.
 

6. All of the above, which apply mainly to goals, apply
 

also to strategies, policies, and programs, and to assessing
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consensus in evaluating the outcomes of plans and programs and
 

the order of priority of next steps.
 

7. Galileo permits status assessment of attitudes, assess

ed cross-sectionally, and changes in grcup attitudes over time.
 

OPERTION Of T93 GALLBO SYSTEM
 

Woolfel (1985) describes the computerized operation of the
 

system:
 

1. The first step in the process is to identify the words
 

or symbols which mark off the *neighborhood" where the object to
 

This is done by a series of in-depth
be defined can be found. 


In the interviews,
interviews which can be conducted by phone. 


as much
respondents are encouraged to discuss the object in 


detail as they wish.
 

2. Complete verbatim transcripts of interviews are entered
 

into the computer where a series of programs (Galileo*CATPAC
 

[tmi) parses the text, strips away structural words, and counts
 

the remaining substantives which are searched for clusters using
 

a diameter-method clustering algorithm; and dendograms describ

ing the structures are produced. These clusters are the
 

'markersO which define the neighborhood of the object to be
 

defined.
 

3. The next step is to measure the relations of each of
 

the marker concepts to the object in.question and to each
 

other. This is done by ratio-scaled paired comparisons of each
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object with all others, using the format produced by a sequence
 

of programs, Galileo*AQM.
 

4. Interviewers again present the paired comparisons to a
 

sample of respondents and enter the answers directly into the
 

system, using another series of programs, Galileo*SPED.
 

5. The system then produces spatial representations of the
 

objects so that the distance between any pair of objects in the
 

space is identical to its average measured dissimilarity.
 

Simple tabular arrays of the distances are also produced with
 

.tatistical information on precision of estimates. Interaction
 

with the mainframe components of the Galileo system in by means
 

of a menu-drive computer interface called Galileo*TELEGAL(tm).
 

K= 

1 Instructions 8 Develop Message Strategies 

2 Enter Interview Data 9 Plot 

3 CATPAC(tm) 10 Display Concept Sizes 

4 Galileo(tm) Questionnaire 11 Display Standard Errors 

5 Enter Galileo(tm) Data 12 Estimate Cost of Job 

6 Runstream for Galileo(tm) v5.2 13 Leave a Message 

7 Run the Job 14 Goodby2 

Reports are delivered to users through telephone or
 

computer system with Galileo software. A typical system is the
 

CATS (Community Attitudes Toward SUNY) developed to monitor
 

perceptions of STATE University of New York.
 



THE GALILEO MNEL 

A REVI AD COMUmT 

Gary Ewert
 
Carla Linton
 

This theoretical model, often called the "Galileou
 
model, defines cognitive and cultural processes as
 
changes in the relations among sets of cultural
 
*objects" or concepts. The interrelationships among
 
these objects are themselves measured by magnitude
 
estimation pair comparisons, and the resulting
 
dissimilarities matrices are entered into metric
 

The result of this
multidimensional scaling programs. 

work is that arch of the cultural objects is then
 
represented as a point in a multidimensional Riemann
 
space. Cognitive and cultural processes may be
 
defined within this framework as motions of these
 
objects relative to the other objects within the
 
space.
 

J. Woelfel* and E. L. Fink, The
 
Measurement of Communication
 
Processese Galileo-lb..jrfl
 
Method (New York: Academic
 
Press, 1980, p. x).
 

* We wish to express our gratitude to Joe Woelfel and his many 

colleagues for generously sharing their insights and time. 
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1.0 INTROUCTION TO GALILEO
 

The Galileo Model is a multivariate technique for
 

developing mathematical and graphical representations of social
 

consensus about group attitudes on a specified topic of
 

interest. It is the application of metric multidimensional
 

scaling technique in which the variables relevant to a chosen
 

topic of interest are judged pairwise for distance from each
 

other, in order to construct an underlying structure of
 

difference/similarity. All variables are criterion variables.
 

The metric multidimensional scajing capitalizes on spatial
 

separations and provides an analogy of physical mechanics in the
 

social sciences.
 

Fundamental to the use of multidimensional scaling
 

techniques is the development of distances, which in the Galileo
 

Model is accomplished by asking people to estimate the amount of
 

difference, in a unit-referenced manner, between each possible
 

pair of concepts in a topic set. The concepts usually number
 

about fifteen in a topic set, and the differences between and
 

among all concepts are averaged across all respondents to
 

develop the social meaning of each concept in reference to each
 

other concept. The self" as a concept is typically included to
 

provide a reference point for the closeness of concepts to the
 

individual which is often taken as desirdbility. The aggregated
 

differences are used to develop a coordinate system in multi

dimensional space so that the distances among the concepts in
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the space equal the differences among them as perceived by the
 

average person in the sample (Craig, 1983).
 

The topic is simply the specific area of interest, and the
 

topic set of concepts is developed from open-ended interviews
 

with sample respondents. The use of the social group as the
 

basis for developing the topic concepts is to ensure that the
 

topic set includes all relevant concepts around that specific
 

topic. The resultant "map* therefore reflects the social
 

consensus about the meaning of all concepts in the topic set in
 

relation to all other concepts.
 

Galileo is both a theory and a measurement model. The
 

theory deals with the structure and development of social
 

cognitive space, the assumption of meaning being relational and
 

situational. The measurement deals with the "mappingm of this
 

socially meaningful reality. While the emphasis in this paper
 

is on the measurement aspect of Galileo, Section 4 does deal
 

with some aspects of the theory as it relates to the measurement
 

component.
 

2.0 	 POLIC AN PIA NG PESPECTIVE 

2.1 	 ntroduction
 

A review of the literature in the area of policy will lead
 

the reader into policy formation and analysis, policy
 

It will lead into social
implementation, and policy evaluation. 


indicator models, through political sciencev into ethical
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philosophy, communication theories, and social/cultural models
 

of change. At times the reader will be exposed to broad social
 

policies being squeezed into narrow econometric analyses in the
 

name of rationality and at other times see narrow rules referred
 

to as policies which are not subjected to appropriately rigorous
 

cost/benefit analysis. There is little consistency in the use
 

of the term policy, even in the context of education. This
 

overview section provides a conceptual context for mapping
 

social reality in policy, as policy is understood in the
 

framework of this paper.
 

2-2 Pers~ectives on Policy
 

An individual working on policy matters--education policy,
 

for example--develops a working definition of what policy is,
 

based on his experiences. These experiences have typically
 

occurred at a particular level of involvement, such as the
 

national, sectoral, system, or institutional levels of education
 

policy development. The experiences may often prove frustrat

ing. Well-planned policies, designed to assist others, may be
 

mistrusted by the intended recipients or subverted by petty
 

bureaucrats. This is too facile an analysis of why policies
 

fail. The reasons lie deeper in the types of assumptions made
 

by those seeking to formulate and design the policies. What do
 

they believe is important? What is real for the people
 

affected? What do both want, and what are their priorities?
 

These questions point toward many of the assumptions that are
 



often implicit and unarticulated in the early stages of
 

development of policy issues.
 

Many of the articles on educational policy, referenced in
 

ERIC, refer to school systems or post-secondary institutions and
 

their operation, and do not deal with the implicit values that
 

share the problem definitions of policy workers and decision
 

maker. The treatment of the policy process refers to detailed
 

prescription and techniques rather than issues that nctional
 

education policy workers recognize as pertinent to policy
 

statements or policy development models. National-level policy
 

workers would view much of what is presented as policy more as
 

specific guidelines and procedures. Policy workers at school
 

levels would view national policies more as statements of
 

While this discussion focuses on
principle than of policy. 


national-level policy, it recognizes the need for planning,
 

implementing, and evaluating policy effcctiveness at all levels
 

of policy activity. The methodological approach of Galileo is
 

applicablm to any level of policy activity.
 

2.3 Xd= Q 2la 

one sector of social policy which gives
Education policy is 


But total social policy
broad direction to educational goals. 


is broader and reprevents the main goals to which society
 

aspires (Hayes, 1979). Davis (1980) emphasizes the linkages of
 

education policy with the economic and social needs of society,
 

This linkage includes
particularly at the level of goals. 
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political and ideological factors and ultimately emerges as an
 

expression of a society's aspirations, needs, and judgments as
 

to where they are going. These expressions of social goals for
 

education include implicit or explicit assumptions about cause
 

and effect in terms of using educational resources to achieve
 

their cultural values expressed as social goals. Education must
 

deal with both the developing child and the training of adults
 

for skilled labor. The disadvantage is that education is viewed
 

as a Equick fixO in short training programs to reduce
 

unemployment, and as a long-term solution to social and economic
 

problems, as in the education and development of the child. The
 

educator feels frustrated that society expects immediate results
 

from any investment in education, particularly if resources are
 

scarce, and yet the development of the child into an adult takes
 

time, and payoff may be long deferred.
 

Education policy is usually expressed through legislation
 

and associated regulations, laws, and governance structures. In
 

these instances, cultural sanctions overlay the larger social
 

goals on education policy, and delimit the range of acceptable
 

options by setting discretionary guidelines within which schools
 

mount programs to achieve the ideals that society has estab

lished for them. These restrictions may reflect a societal
 

attempt to deal with the role of the whole society as the
 

ultimate arbiter of education policy, while recognizing that
 

only a few individuals actually articulate and attempt to
 

institutionalize the essential social values in education
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Another view is that these restrictions 
constrain the
 

policy. 


pursuit of *anesocial goal at the expense 
of others, such as
 

achieving energy :elf-sufficiency at the expense of 
quality of
 

life goals. In any educational context, even in wealthy
 

nations, to provide equal education 
to each person would be
 

Arbitrary guidelines for government
impossibly expensive. 


funding may even constrain the achievement 
of educational goals
 

oriented to achieving equality of opportunity.
 

The ebb and flow of educational goals, 
as the
 

conservative-liberal or economic boom-bust cycles dominate
 

In good economic times
 
social priorities, requires attention. 


more concern for equity ;%nd equality, 
and there are
 

there is 


In poor economic times, conservative
 funds to match concerns. 


more stress on excellence (Tyack,
 
concerns arise and there is 


1983). Federal retrenchment in support and 
lean times in
 

an example
 
education in the United States during 

recent years is 


Tyack points out
 
of conservative priorities for the 

lean years. 


that both cycles are hailed as education 
'reform." Education is
 

Since it is not
 
conceptualized as separate from society. 


possible to admit that society needs 
reform, education must be
 

It becomes a surrogate for dealing 
with the real,
 

reformed. 


perhaps unknown cr perhaps simply 
uncontrollable externalp
 

causes of economic and social problems.
 

an attempt to achieve an
 In effect, education policy is 


idealized future sicial reality, 
particular to the cultural
 

notion of the idea, and particular 
to the perceived current
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social reality. Whether this future is three months, twelve
 

years, or a generation away, the assumption of fundamental cause
 

and 	effect relationships between education policies and socio
economic goals determines that education policies will tend to
 

change in response to changing social, economic, and techno

logical conditions. Although the perceived linkage between
 

education and broad socioeconomic goals changes through time- and
 

by level and type of education, it is clear that the linkage
 

reflects either a societal hope that education will make the
 

future better, or bitterness because education has not yet
 

opened the doors to prosperity for all. The challenge tor those
 

involved in education is to be the recipient of both the hoper
 

of the people and also to bear the brunt of public 6isenchant

ment in periods of economic slump. Schools are ever emerging,
 

phoenix-like, to become the hope for future promise that is
 

always receding. The inexhaustible faith in education as the
 

path to a better society is a continning source of wonder, given
 

the continuing inability of education to Osolvew the problems of
 

any society.
 

2.4 	 Current Education Poli-c/Plannina Difficulties
 

Laying aside for the moment the tremendous practical
 

impediments inherent in using education aa a preventative of
 

social pathology, a major policy and planning bar that prevents
 

education from solving the problems of society is that education
 

is not planned on the basis of an empirically established social
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The lack of an empirical basis for 
understanding the
 

reality. 


condition (social problem) or the 
treatment (education) has led
 

Universal and compulsory school
 to ritualized behavior. 


attendance is ritualistically supported 
by a belief that,
 

perhaps magically, each individual 
will somehow be socially
 

Almost all modern societies
 
freed and economically empowered. 


do seem to believe that education 
is an emancipating activity.
 

One question is,why has education 
failed to live up to expecta-


Another question is, how has such an oft-disappointed
tions? 


expectation endured?
 

One critical necessity for achieving 
social goals is first
 

to establish them empirically, 
and then to monitor the current
 

and idealized social realities 
of a culture as a basis for
 

policy setting. For the education sector, the approach 
should
 

resemble grocery shopping: (1) Review the facts of the
 

situation--review your family's 
needs and available resources
 

in order to determine what to buy 
and where to go to buy it;
 

to go now means less
 
(2)Review the means and consequences: 


crowded stores; to go to one store is easier than 
a trip to
 

to buy steak now means macaroni 
the rest of the week;
 

another; 

one store means missing bargains 

in
 
to get some items on sale in 


other stores--there are tradeoffs; 
(3) Integrate general known
 

causal relationships with specific 
situational knowledge of
 

available means and estimates 
of effectiveness and efficiency-

walking takes additional time 
and limits how much you can
 

transport, which means shopping 
again soon; driving will take
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less time, but parking and traffic are a nuisance; (4) Select
 
the most appropriate means of getting there based on some value
 
criteria--waling saves nonrenewable energy, but increases the
 
number of trips; driving saves nonrenewable time and reduces the
 
number of trips to the store; 
etc. (Kurtz, 1965).
 

In education it is rare to analyze where to go, when to go,
 
and why as a basis for choosing alternative ways of achieving
 
objectives. The planning of a trip to the grocery store often
 
receives more analysis. Most educational planning approaches
 
focus on the ahow," the mix of resource inputs, far more than on
 
the Owhy," the aspirations of the society. 
Part of the
 
difficulty may be with the type of information required. 
 Social
 
goals, needs, and realities are not easily translated into clear
 
decision language. 
The major criticism of using perceptions of
 
social goals, which are inherently value-based, is that it
 
confuses facts with values. 
 However, as Dunn, Dallmayr, and
 
others point out (inSpecial Issue #2 of the Policy Studies
 
Journal 1980-81), traditional policy and planning "facts' are
 
based on value assumptions that should be, but usually are not,
 

explicit.
 

Woelfel and Fink (1980) present the argument that all facts
 
are confounded by the very act of measurement. 
What is required
 
is 
not to despair, but to develop more sophisticated measuring
 
methods for all types of evidence, including social values. 
To
 
have education begin to realize the hopes all have for it 
means
 
developing clearer understandings about: 
 (1)what is the social
 



ideal of education held by the people who are the presumed bene

ficiaries of schooling; (2)what is their perception of their
 

current situation; (3)what do they perceive as the cause/effect
 

relationships in the situation; and (4) what would/should an
 

acceptable educational program do? Points (1) and (2)deal with
 

the perceptions about the quality of life in a society or commu

nity, while points (3)and (4)deal with social impact concerns.
 

As Olsen et aL. (1985) argue, both quality of life and 

social impact studies have split into subjective value and 

objective data views of society. These are two essential and 

complementary sides of the same question. A similar argument 

can be made for educational policy and planning approaches,
 

although to this point economic data# analysis, and criteria
 

have been dominant. Value-based data is not proposed as a
 

substitute for the traditional econometric analyses, forecasts,
 

and program planning approaches, but rather as an enhancement.
 

The objective social conditions, which econometric and systems
 

forecasting models are based on, have consequences for people,
 

whether or not the people see the relationships these analyses
 

However, if people are expected to act rationally
are based on. 


in response to changing social conditions, the social conditions 

being modeled must have meaning for the people within their 

existing framework of values (Canan and Hennessy, 1985). 

Alinsky ( ) makes a similar point more succinctly by stating 

that social programs must start with people where they art at
 

and not where leaders want them to be. He goes on further to
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qualify this by advocating that meaningful communication can
 

only occur within the framework of the people's experience.
 

While Canan and Hennessy and Alinsky come at this issue from
 

different perspectives, it is clear that planners and policy
 

developers, to be effective, cannot rely only on their own.
 

values and frames of reference to determine the value or
 

desirability of any future condition--especially for other
 

people (Olsen et Al., 1985). The objective data used in
 

modeling must be grounded in the meaningful context of the local
 

value structures. While an econometric model can identify
 

possibilities and the value-based model can identify desirabil

ity, both are required for the complete identification of what
 

can and should be done.
 

The challenge of policy developers in the future will be
 

the extent to which both the qualitative value base and quanti

tative data currently in use can be integrated into a comprehen

sive planning base for policy formation. Improved measurement
 

techniques no longer permit the off-hand dismissal of value data
 

from inclusion in policy analysis, and policy workers must be
 

aware of opportunities for a more complete representation of the
 

social context in which needs arise and policies for meeting
 

those needs are addressed.
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3.0 GALIT O AND POLICY PROCESS 

3,1 Int.rougti.o
 

The Galileo Model provides a methodology with which to map 

the structure of social reality as a critical input into the 

planning, implementation, and evaluation of education policy. 

Integration of this methodology with existing techniques in 

policy and planning provides the means to have a complete (qual

itative and impact analysis) answar to each policy question. 

Before discussing the integration of the Galileu
 

methodology with the policy/planning framework outlined, it may
 

be useful to review the process of the Galileo Model. The first
 

step in the process is the identification of the topic or issue
 

to be examined. This can be as general or as abstract as
 

desired, but the specification of a topic is required. The next
 

step is to formulate an open-ended question which will be used
 

to gather information from societal members about how they
 

define the topic. For example, if our interest is in identify

ing how people define the current educational reality, we could
 

ask them: 0How would you describe schools today?w This
 

question is then asked of individuals selected at random from
 

the society, and their responses are recorded verbatim. The
 

verbatim text records are stripped of articles, prepositions,
 

and other minor words and a count of the remaining words is
 

made. Clusters of words are examined to identify the major
 

concept terms, which are then included in a survey with ratio
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scaled pair comparison of each term with each other term. This
 

survey is administered to a randomly selected sample. The
 

sample depends on the usual statistical procedures, and whether
 

it helps the analysis to stratify the data by subgroup. The
 

results are then analyzed with metric multidimensional scaling
 

techniques which produces the coordinate structures use-d as the
 

basis for computing distances between concepts. It is possible
 

to develop graphs and/or tables to present the data (Woelfel,
 

1985).
 

This description should serve to highlight the simplicity
 

and ease of implementation of Galileo. A useful framework to
 

introduce the application of Galileo to the policy area is the
 

PIE model which represents the three general policy process
 

phases of Planning, Iplementation, and &valuation. Although
 

the specific emphasis in this paper is on the planning phase of
 

the policy process, implementation and evaluation are briefly
 

discussed as they relate to planning.
 

To highlight applications of the Galileo methodology, the
 

Moloka'i community values and energy development project will be
 

used (Canan and Hennessy, 198?). In this project, the planner/
 

researchers developed a community value map as the basis for
 

attempting to "address responsibly the challenges of planning
 

for an energy future that is socially desirable--one in which
 

technological options are matched with community goals" (page
 

Iv
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The Moloka'i project was part of a graduate practicum in
1).1 


social impact assessment in the Department of Urban and Regional
 

It won the
Planning at the University of Hawaii in early 1981. 


1982 national award from the American Planning Association 
as
 

The project
the best student project in the United States. 


iabodology based the social impact assessment on the structure
 

ol community values. The opportunity to use this approach
 

occurred because a technological solution had not been 
deter

mined for energy self-sufficiency, although the community, 
the
 

This provided the opporisland of Moloka'ip had been selected. 


tunity to fix the community planning objective as the 
selection
 

of 'a best mix of alternate energy options' (Canan and Hennessy,
 

1985) consonant with community values.
 

3.2 	Plnnng
 

Policy planning typically starts with preconceptions about
 

what social real-,., should be like and a vague sense of 
what
 

social reality currently is like. This preconception of a
 

difference between 'what isw and Owhat is desiredO lies at the
 

basis of all policy. Definition of the type and severity of
 

this difference determines what remedial responses 
will be con

sidered as feasible based, of course, on the implicit 
cultural
 

notions of cause and effect among available policy 
options. The
 

Galileo Model will be discussed with reference to 
these three
 

1. All quotes with respect to Moloka'i are taken from 
the
 

Executive Summary of the final report on the project.
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activities, which can be rephrased as: 
 (1)social goal clarifi

cation, (2)needs assessment, and (3) selection of means.
 

3.2.1 Social Goal Clarification: The ideological
 

underpinnings, or ontological, epistemological, and axiological
 

beliefs, of a culture outline the image of the good future
 

society and indicate the type of means appropriate for achieving
 

that end (Holstein, 1974; Brameld, 1971). These ideological
 

positions are often systematized beliefs used as theories of
 

reality which are used as a substitute for empirically mapping
 

social reality. Often experts will be consulted with respect to
 

the current and anticipated future situations, but rarely, if
 

ever, will the social aspirations of a s ciety be determined by
 

asking the people themselves. This may not be so much of a lack
 

of respect for the individual members of the society as a lack
 

of an appropriate methodology for mapping social values and
 

goals. Lack of consultation with the intended recipients of
 

policy benefits can create a cycle of dependency that leads to
 

passive acceptance of authority, or confrontation in search of
 

legitimizing ignored socially meaningful aspirations. In
 

Tocqueville's terms, as paraphrased by Alinsky, munless
 

individual citizens are regularly involved in the action of
 

governing themselves, self-government would pass from the scene*
 

(page xxv).
 

The Galileo Model provides a methodology for going directly
 

to the people, whether defined as a national or local society,
 

K
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to determine what the salient social goals and/or 
values are.
 

ideological beliefs,

The model does not impose a set of goals or 


but rather derives the framework of the mapping 
from the people
 

The mapping exercise provides a graphic and mathethemselves. 


matical representation of the goal structures which 
can be used
 

as the empirical base for need assessments, as well 
as for
 

monitoring changes in the structure of social goals 
through time
 

in response to changing social, economic, and technological
 

The question as to: OWho's goals are to be
conditions. 


can be made more pluralistic and participative
achieved?O 


This reduces the reliance on political
through this approach. 


or other leaders as exclusive representatives 
of societal goals
 

and values.
 

The Galileo process can also assist in the clarification
 

process by identifying what people say the goals 
are as a
 

starting point for discussion about what the goals 
really should
 

be. Another feature is that subgroups in the society, who may
 

be in goal conflict with each other, will have the means 
to
 

communicate to each other the goal basis for the 
conflict. This
 

could lead towards negotiation and resolution of 
potential
 

political conflicts.
 

In the Moloka'i example, the purpose of the project 
was "to
 

develop a community energy management plan that 
fits the
 

lifestyles of Moloka'i residents and is in harmony 
with their
 

an
 
values. Thus, researching the Molokali value system is 


integral part of planning and managing the energy 
future of the
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island' (page 2). 
 On the basis of the Galileo methodology they
 
were able to develop maps of different groups with respec 
 to
 
their value clusters and with respect to the goal of energy
 

self-sufficien%.y. Interestingly, "the values survey of decision
 

makers throughout the State produced basically the same
 

structure of values as 
found among the residents of Moloka'il
 

(page 5). This indicates that there was no need to use the
 

clarification of goals or values as a basis for negotiating
 

among conflicting goals by different groups.
 

3.2.2 Needs Assessment: 
 The process of needs assessment
 

is determining what the problem is, how it is to be measured,
 

and how it can be responded to. More specifically, it
 
determines, by defining the problem, how and what the range of
 

alternative responses is going to be. 
If a needs assessment is
 
based upon (1)a definition of social goals structured to fit
 

within the framework of an ideology, and (2)an ideologically
 

defined set of social indicators which are used to measure goal
 
achievement, then the definition of needs is prescribed by the
 

extent to which the observed social reality, as measured by 
carefully selected indicators, is at variance with the imposed 
definition of the social goals. 
The definition of indicators,
 

which lies at the root of determining needs and social problems,
 

is critical.
 

As Canan and Hennessey (1985) point out: 'But on what
 

bases are such 'simple statistics' of social conditions
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evaluated as positive or negative? While occasionally there are
 

for health care
'objective profcssional standards' (i.e., 


delivezy servicez or educational spending), note that these
 

evaluations also depend on an implicit value placed on the
 

These values are
social conditions which are being profiled. 


typically those of a planner, bureaucrat, or politician usually
 

removed from the actual social reality and from outside the
 

communityO (page 157t Journal of Planning, Education and
 

This type of bias may be avoided by
Rosearch, Vol. 4, No. 3). 


mapping the existing social reality, as seen by the members 
of
 

This

the society, against their definition of the social goals. 


can reduce reliance on a preconceived prescribed set of 
neeis or
 

In fact, with the Galileo model, it would be a
indicatgs. 


relatively simple matter to determine empirically which 
areas to
 

address in accord with the seriousness of the need as perceived
 

by the members of the society. In contrast to traditional
 

methods, it is not necessary to define the area of need before
 

assessing needs because the Galileo model approach 
could include
 

the identification of tht areas of need as part of, not
 

exogenous to, the needs assessment study. The selection of
 

measurement criteria, in the form of social indicators, 
should
 

then be based upon a direct relationship with the particular
 

goals and priorities identified through the Galileo model.
 

Through this approach the model has the potential to 
make needs
 

assessment reflective of existing social reality and less
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subject to preconceptions of social needs based on an
 

ideological framework.
 

In Moloka'i the need for energy self-sufficiency had been
 

predetermined, and the Galileo model was used as a means to
 

evaluate alternative technological options for meeting this
 

need. This begs the question as to whether or not the energy
 

issue was thl issue for the people of Moloka'i, or whether there
 

were other, more immediate concerns from the residents'
 

perspective. However, the results of the values survey
 

identified values around which traditional planning approaches
 

were built. Around each of the values, specific socioeconomic
 

indicators were gathered to form an objective basis upon which
 

to develop projections and to do impact analysis. For example,
 

around values such as *Family Together,' the number of divorces,
 

marriages, and .iirths per year were established as indicators;
 

around OSlow Pace,' indicators such as number of registered
 

vehicles, cases of drunken driving, traffic accidents, traffic
 

violations, and airline passenger departures were used.
 

For all of the values identified, administrative data was
 

used to develop objective indicators which may be used to
 

monitor the impact on the community of changes in any of these
 

specific objective indicators. Having the indicators fit the
 

people's values, rather than the other way aroundv appears to
 

insure more relevance and interest; and the process furnishes
 

more objective criteria for selecting indicators.
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3.2.3 selection of Means: Dunn (1981) and Dallmayr (1981)
 

criticize the dominance of a cost/benefit orientation in the
 

selection of policy alternatives, at the expense of a critical
 

evaluation of the ethical and value implications implicit in
 

each alternative course of action. Dunn's concern is that
 

discussions about alternative policy actions are dominated by
 

forms of instrumental reasoning, where the sole purpose of the
 

analysis is to identify the most efficient means to achieve ends
 

whose value is taken for granted. Dallmayr is concerned that
 

there is a primary concern with "outputs," pragmatic problem

solving, and applied knowledge, without a clear a.R 

explicit specification of the criteria to be ustJ in developing 

or selecting among options. 

These concerns highlight where the Galileo model can
 

effectively be used to address criticisms of traditional
 

approaches to planning policy. Cost/benefit analy7es per se are
 

not the problem; the problem has been the tendency to rely on
 

them exclusively in the development and evaluation of policy
 

options, without the prior investigation of the value context
 

and goal framework that Galileo accomplishes as an early move in
 

social planning.
 

The Galileo model provides a way to involve members of the
 

society affected by a social plan, in the identification of
 

options and selection of the means to address their needs, as
 

identified during the needs-assessment phase. Rather than have
 

planners and policymakers rely only on their own values, goal
 

\ I
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frameworks, and assumptions as to the central issues and the
 

needs of the client groups, Galileo derives a socially
 

meaningful structure of values and beliefs about the desired and
 

This can then be used as a framework
current social realities. 


within which to identify and select options. This approach can
 

be used in conjunction with other methods to develop what the
 

society sees as the critical cause-and-effect relationships of
 

needs and issues. As such, it is a precondition to the
 

development of program alterantives. Those to be affected by
 

the policy have a direct input into the establishment of
 

criteria for the selection of alternative means. It does nu
 

preclude cost/benefit; it inludes it, but as one of several
 

approaches.
 

The Moloka'i project focused on the selection of a
 

context of preserving
technological solution, but within the 


community values. In effect, this established the community as
 

the source of the framework used in the specification of the
 

criteria for the development and selection of the alternatives.
 

3.3 TmDlementation
 

Policy is implemented according to program plans developed
 

for the achievement of the policy intent, which is defined in
 

social goals. Implementation of policy is assigned to
 

administrative-bureaucratic structures which simplify the
 

process of implementation by routinizing activities and using
 

Activities
standardized procedures and criteria (Carley, 1981). 
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are routinized in order to simplify the decision environments
 

and avoid conflicts by using rules and regulations as the basis
 

for dealing with policy questions. In a bureaucracy, it may be
 

more important that everyone is treated the same (equally)
 

rather then fairly (equitably) with respect to needs addressed
 

in the policy. The process of routinizing activities is not
 

purposeful in the same way that policy development is; instead,
 

Many single actions and small
it is incremental and cumulative. 


resource allocation as a
decisione accumulate to result in 


result of the routinized bureaucratic process (Carley, 1981;
 

While the policy may be intended to make life
Lipsky, 1980). 


better for society as a whole, the routinization of activities
 

is designed to make life easier for the bureaucracy.
 

The Galileo model provides a means to map the bureaucratic
 

reality within which a policy is to be translated into action
 

through the allocation of resources. Galileo provides
 

information for anticipating the impact of the bureaucracy 
on
 

The model
the articulation of the policy at the delivery point. 


e the basis for resolving the ongoing problem of
 cannot provJ 


goal deflection, in which an organization redefines the 
policy
 

can measure and
goal in terms of organizational goals which it 


In goal

achieve, without really dealing with the policy intent. 


,ur2Ur
is subject to
 
deflection, the Qwhy8 of the policy, itLn 


the showO of implementation, which in turn controls the behavior
 

of the individuals delivering the policy, so that 
the success or
 

failure of a policy, within the confines of the organization,
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may be determined more by having followed the rules rather than
 

accomplishing the intent of the policy.
 

In the Moloka'i project, the people were so actively
 

involved, they were aware of what was to be expected and stood
 

as on-site monitors of action. The survey process itself
 

empowered them, but more potent was the capacity to objectify
 

their values as known or mapped territory that could be
 

idenuified and identified with. It may be that to monitor
 

program implementation requires prior empowerment (energizing,
 

mobilization) of the people receiving the service. With an
 

objectified standard to judge the program, goal deflection means
 

the people served are learning, growing, and changing.
 

iLoU 


Evaluation of a policy depends on the social indicators
 

selected to indicate need during the planning phase of the
 

policy. Social indicators, whether measures of input, through

put, or output, are surrogates of abstract or unmeasurable
 

social concepts operationalized for use as measures in analysis
 

and evaluation (Carley, 1981).
 

Inputs are the resources available to the process, while
 

throughput is based on workload. Both involve quantities which
 

can be counted. Output is subjective and difficult to measure,
 

because each recipient of a policy effect has a different
 

concept of the policy output. Aggregate output measures are
 

typically proxies of policy effect. From an administrative/
 

3.4 Eu n
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bureaucratic perspective, focusing 
on the quantifiable aspects
 

of the process is easier to do and tends to support 
the goal
 

In goal
 
occurs during policy implementation.
deflection, if it 


deflection, the organization redefines 
policy goals in terms of
 

can measure and achieve, without
 
organizational goals which it 


The Owhy" of
 
necessarily dealing with the policy 

intent. 


policy, purpose, is subordinated 
to the *howu of implementa-


The policy planning process requires 
defining performance
 

tion. 


indicators to detekmine policy 
effectiveness and to control the
 

Sinco goal deflection is
 
amount of goal deflection permitted. 


such a central problem in bureaucracies, policy indicators 
must
 

be established during the policy-planning 
phase to monitor later
 

implementation.
 
indicators
 

organizations use input and throughput 
as 


because they are,quantifiable, 
though they may bear no real
 

Measures of input include
 
relationship to the policy intent. 


the fiscal, human, and capital 
resources allocated to the
 

a measure of workload or aggregate
 program. Throughput is 


The argument, from the organization 
perspec

program effort. 


we spent X dollars and invested 
Y effort, then
 

tive, is: If 

What is that something?
 

something clearly has been achieved. 

This
 

That something is X dollars spent 
and Y effort achieved. 


leaves output. However, if output is the effect of the 
policy
 

on individual recipients, it 
is subjective and difficult 

to
 

measure individually, and 
abstract and inferential when 

measured
 

in the aggregate.
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Frohock (1979) argues that since there is 
no common
 

cardinal scale for all individuals to assign a value to benefits
 
and costs, this type of evaluation is suspect. Also, policy
 

actions have diffused consequences, and people not directly
 

involved are affected by the distribution of costs and benefits.
 

Galileo can deal with these two problems: (1) adequate
 
subjective measures of policy effect, and (2) lack of a common
 

criteria for cost/benefit assessment. 
In terms of Frohock's
 

concerns, the model is based upon the establishment of a common
 

measurement scale which has meaning to each individual in the
 
society. 
Since the survey and social mapping are based on
 

random sampling techniques, all members of a society affected
 

either directly or indirectly are represented. In terms of
 

identifying policy effectiveness, if the model is used during
 
the planning phase, it can establish the base social reality map
 
for the policy for a limited time frame. 
Ongoing monitoring can
 
be done, using randomly drawn independent samples, to monitor
 

the progress and direction of change in the social map as the
 
policy is implemented. The original social goals are monitored
 

periodically, because both social goals and social reality
 

change through time. 
The model makes ongoing formative evalua
tion feajible and effective during the implementation of the
 

policy. It provides a cross-check on the amount of goal
 

deflection occurring in the bureaucracy. It evaluates the
 
quality and validity of shifts in social goals. 
Shifts are as
 

inevitable as change, which is the whole purpose of social 
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). The point is to
 
development and human learning 

(Dunn, 


track and evaluate the shifts 
and to fine-tune the system 

and
 

Here Galileo's continuous
 
correct course to accommodate 

them. 


monitoring and mapping serves 
plan implementation well.
 

3.5 u = 

The Galileo model enhances traditional 
policy techniques by 

the development of maps of social 
goals and social reality
 

The Galileo process is dynamic and
 
around a policy purpose. 


serves policy planning from 
the initial design process through
 

implementation and evaluation.
 

-EL THEORY
am
4. 0 ASSUMONS/GALILEo Y 

Compliance with five fundamental 
principles from physical
 

science will result in "decisive 
improvement in the quality of
 

()

social scientific knowledge 


*PRINCIPLE OF RELATIVIZATION 
states that no concept has
 

absolute significance, but rather 
each concept can only be
 

defined by comparison with 
some other arbitrarily designated
 

concepts.
 

*PRINCIPLE OF OBJECTIVIZATIONU 
according to Born (1965),
 

independent of the individual
 
'aims at making observations 

as 


observer as possible (p. 
2].,' requiring that observers
 

'formulate an agreement' 
about standards of comparison 

and
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observational procedures such that the results of Performing
 

observations do not depend on who made them.
 
*PRINCIPLE OF EMPIRICAL VERIFICATION states that 'concepts
 

and statement which are not empirically verifiable should have
 
no place in a physical theory [Born, 1965, p. 3].' 
 This
 
principle should not be confused with positivism 
. . . but
 
Wshould be taken to refer to observations made within and
 
contingent upon the arbitrary and consensual framework of
 
reference standards and observational rules established under
 

the first two principles.
 

*PRINCIPLE OF MAXIMUM INFORMATION suggests that all
 
components of the (arbitrary) science, such as the initial
 
standards, measurement rules, and communication gode
 
0 . . should be chosen such that the potential amount of
 
information which can be carried by the system is 
a maximum.
 

OPRINCIPLE OF MINIMUM INFORMATION (Inertial Principle),
 
which is closely related to the principle of maximum
 
information, requires that the components of the science be
 
established such that the 'actual' amount of information
 
required to specify the state of the system of observations
 
along any interval of time be at a minimum.0
 

Three solutions described below involve the establishment
 
of measurement conventions for the social sciences:
 

1. Establish functional relationship between alternative
 
scales so relative sizes of the smallest discriminable interval
 
may be assessed.
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2e Determine absolute amount of reliable 
variance which
 

can be generated by each scale.
 

3. 	Transform all scales to be compared 
into standard units
 

The logical unit of information is 
the
 

(metric, not z scores). 


The aim is to determine absolute amount 
of reliable
 

bit. 


information produced by scaling operation.
 

Comparison of Likert scales or semantic 
differential scales
 

interval scales
 
commonly used by social scientists 

with ratio or 


reveals that Likert scales have 
a very small capacity to carry
 

Ratio-type scales, like
 
information, 2.32-3.46 bits per scale. 


that used in Galileo, yield 9.97 bits 
per pair comparison.
 

Scaling methods suggested here would 
yield 30 timen as much
 

information per case as standard social 
science and marketing
 

scales (PP. 201-202).
 

The utility of the ratio scale derives 
from the fact that
 

it is formally infinite and may take 
on any numerical value.
 

TE ASSUMPTIONS 
5.0 	IMPLICATIONS FOR USE RESULTING 

FROK 


UNWERMING GALILEO
 

The Galileo theory and model can be 
used to expand the 

planning base for public policy 
by providing a more empirical*
 

The use
 
objective means for taking social 

values into account. 


of Galileo for social impact assessment 
on Moloka'i demonstrated
 

the usefulness, effectiveness, and 
potential power of the model
 

for community-based social impact 
assessment.
 

http:2.32-3.46
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The Galileo model is an instrument for predicting the
 

relationships between cultural concepts, attitudes, and
 
beliefs. 
The model has also been used to change the relation

ship in a predicted direction relative to a given target. 
The
 
generation of strategiesa for effectively changing behavior has
 

been used in highly competitive marketing situations, in both
 
public and private applications, and with 80-90% effectiveness.
 

The general theory of Galileo responds to a central problem
 

for social sciences--that of multiple frames of reference
 

between producers and users of knowledge. Galileo's usefulness
 

goes beyond the pragmatic scaling of social concepts. It
 

ident.fies theoretical leverage points and demonstrates that if
 
these a)e taken into account, differing conceptions of reality
 
between planner, policymaker, social scientist, and user can be
 

mapped and understood.
 

6.0 APPLICATIONS OF CALIL
 

The Galileo model acan be applied in any situation where a
 
set of objects may be described in terms of the dissimilarities
 

among the members of the setm (Woelfel and Danes, 1980,
 

p. 358). It can be described by some kind of spatial represen

tation. 
The number of communications applications is quite
 

large. 
Whenever reliability of measures of dissimilarity are
 

high, metric MDS is an appropriate procedure.
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Studies are drawn from diverse areas of application. Some
 

gather information from environment in order to design
 

informat.ion structures which can be transmitted back to the
 

environment. They are used to restructure the environment
 

relative to the organization. Others use information to
 

restructure the organization relative to its environment. Some
 

aim to do both.
 

Woelfel and Fink (1980) provide data indicating that the
 

Galileo methods "provide greater absolute magnitudes of precise
 

and reliable information in typical applications without
 

significant increase in cost or respondent burden' (p. 107).
 

Types of problems:
 

1. Physical measures of distance. E.g., is the
 

Intercities distance matrix used on maps to gauge the distance
 

between cities.
 

2. Network-type communication problems, especially when
 

interaction is measured in real time.
 

3. Cognitive and cultural structures and processes. These
 

are sets of objects among which people discriminate, e.g.,
 

voting, linguistics.
 

4. Market and market segments where products, services, 

candidates, etc., may be arrayed among important applications in 

both business and marketing, e.g., an educational clearing house 

reported . . . products (Woelfel and Fink, 1980, p. 206). 

5. Important comparative applications within all these
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domains with rotation algorithm for least-square matching of
 

space, e.g., cross-cultural communications.
 

6. Longitudinal or kinematic studies (multiple times as
 

well as multiple spaces) where ongoing processes are interrupted
 

or modified by some treatment.
 

7. When hypotheses about motion are added to process or
 

kinematic MDS studies, dynamic models emerge with engineering
 

applications in both prediction of future states or processes
 

and activeintervention in those processes. Intervention is
 

accomplished with the aid of the message generation model, with
 

important implications for marketing, political campaigning,
 

dynamics of cultural change, and attitude formation.
 

Limits on applicability of Galileo arise because the
 

corventicns which increase understanding of cognitive or
 

consensual space within the model do not all necessarily operate
 

in the environments where the model is applied. The fact that
 

the model may increase understaAing of relative social values
 

may not be appreciated or applied by key decision makers. This
 

situation is akin to the problem of straight rationality and
 

street rationality defined by Davis (unpublished, Chapter 1,
 

p. 31).
 

More serious manifestations of the theoretical limitations
 

involved are evident in the social change solution posed by
 

Galileo. Manipulation of concepts to move selected targets
 

closer to the mself-pointsO using multidimensional scaling is
 

not new and has been shown to result in changed behavior. The
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Galileo model, however, provides greater R. The social
 

change strategy that results is potentially more powerful and
 

can be more precisely directed, or Omanipulated.0
 

7.0 RELEVANCE OF THE GALILEO MDEL TO THE BRIDGES PROJECT
 

7.1 Introductio
 

The Galileo model is evaluated here in relation to the
 

possibilities it might offer for BRIDGES research and simula

tions model development. We have discussed how Galileo is a
 

means of mapping social reality; how the map will change with
 

regard to problems, economic conditions, and broad social
 

goals. We have suggested that Galileo theory provides an
 

understanding of how measurement conventions can effectively be
 

applied in order to minimize the effect of translation among the
 

proliferation of frames of reference not only between
 

researcher, planner, and school syBtem, but within school
 

systems relative to the whole social system.
 

With respect to planning, Galileo can be used for goal
 

clarification, needs assessment, as a means for identifying
 

social indicators, for uncovering discrepancies in the
 

conceptual frames for different populations and groups, as a
 

means for more effectively establishing a baseline for
 

evaluating change in the social system, for monitoring change,
 

and for cross-checking on goal deflection.
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7.2 iithin BRIDGES Use
 

The BRIDGES project may use Galileo or a tool like Galileo
 

as a projectwide planning, coordinating, monitoring, and
 

evaluation tool as well as including it in the simulation
 

capabilities of planners and policymakers in the third world.
 

BRIDGES researchers can use Galileo to identify research
 

problems "that are sensitive to interventions through
 

educational policyo (McGinn at al., p. 26). The conceptual map
 

produced by interviews and survey of the appropriate population
 

can produce a highly informative array of issues and concerns
 

around the topic of interest. Another map can be constructed
 

using the same techniques for a related population, whether it
 

be the decision makers in that population, or a subgroup or
 

another population on the other side of the globe. Planners can
 

give the BRIDGES researchers a precise map of their concern
 

around access, or the amount of learning taking place, or the
 

appropriateness of certain resource allocations or learning
 

technologies. Because the map precisely portrays the relative
 

concerns of the population, issues are inevitably unearthed.
 

BRIDGES researchers may use Galileo to better coordinate
 

their research through the adoption of a scaling convention
 

inherent in the model. This convention increases capacity for
 

comparing very different cultures, subcultures, etc., on a
 

precise scale. The scaling convention provides a language for
 

comparing access concerns of Somalian planners with those of
 

Guatemalan planners. Whether maps contain the same or different
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elements, comparison of relative 
dissimilarities between
 

concepts can raise important issues.
 

Galileo can enable BRIDGES researchers 
to set realistic
 

social indicators based on the concepts 
that ministers and
 

policymakers, planners, supervisors, 
parents, or teachers have
 

These can be monitored.
identified. 


Planners
rducation
wihin Sim
7.3 rap 

In addition to its use for coordinating 
and conducting
 

research, Galileo aids system 
designers in deciding which
 

information will be most valued 
by target populations, and which
 

would also be valued by other 
countries in the region and
 

There is likely to be considerable 
disagree

between regions. 


ment as to which information 
should be accommodated in these
 

simulation models because there 
are so many viewpoints and so
 

Galileo
 
many levcls of aggregation that 

must be accommodated. 


has baen used as a valuable 
tool for arbitrating such differ

ences by comparing competing 
maps. In some cases overlap exists
 

When this occurs, conflict may 
be
 

that was not anticipated. 


decreased and disculsion focused 
more productively on areas of
 

discrepancy.
 

Galileo provides BRIDGES with 
a tool for involving country
 

Galileo can be used to get an 
early
 

participants in planning. 


reading of country participants' 
views of their educational
 

systems, information and other 
needs, and attitudes toward
 

This process can provide participants 
with m
 

technology. 
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information as well as change the information environment. In
 

the Molokali case, Canan and Hennessey (1985) argue that broad
based participative planning increases data accuracy, increases
 
the consideration of variations in group priorities, gives
 
people in communities the opportunity to fulfill their own moral
 
responsibilities, decreases resistance to change, and decreases
 
conflict while increasing construictive approaches to planning
 

(p.157).
 

Galileo fulfills various requirements specified for BRIDGES
 
simulation models. 
 It is assumed for this discussion that
 
Galileo would not necessarily be made a part of the models, but
 
that services to participating researchers and countries would
 
be made available through BRIDGES. 
This assumption arises out
 
of a concern for ensuring Galileo is not misused in volatile,
 
rapidly changing political environments. Galileo inventors will
 
not ship software unless they feel the perspective of users
 

takes seriously the implications of misuse.
 

Galileo can provide more information, especially social/
 
political information of the sort valued and reviewed by
 

ministers, superintendents, and planners. 
Galileo can be used
 
to answer the questions, "What are people thinking about 
. . .
 
What are people thinking about a whole range of complex and
 
important issues that they have identified in initial inter
views? Galileo satisfies BRIDGES criteria for minmal
 

Information. The interview and survey methods are a way to
 
cift out the issues of primary concern to the population and to
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Results
demonstrate precisely how the concepts are related. 


immediate instead of requiring complicated research
are 


studies. Changes are easily monitored daily, weekly, etc. This
 

is especially easy to do after a baseline map has been
 

generated. Changes in attitudes have been monitored over
 

several months for a student population. Changes in public
 

responsiveness to a product or qualities of the product have
 

been monitored with relatively low cost. Galileo data
 

can be used
collection is also immediate in the sense that it 


easily without depending on language competence.
 

The precise self-referral nature of the conceptual maps
 

For this
lends them considerable weight in the political arena. 


reason, once they are understood, they may be more likely than
 

many other sorts of simulation models to encourage/stimulate
 

planner3 or policymakers to examine trnditional assumptions
 

about effectiveness and cost of various learning technologies

new technologies. and the argniton of educational systems
 

A precise measure of
(McGinn et al., p. 16). The reason: 


perceptions about their education system's performance relative
 

to the population's aspirations gives decision makers and
 

planners a reading they usually obtain only partially through
 

When used
chance, speculation, informants, the press, etc. 


properly, decision makers and planners will recognize that they
 

They can get
are interacting with the pulse of public reality. 


a precise reading of pressures in the environment.
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It is true that decision makers may not want to share such
 

information which, while partial, has also been privileged and
 

often used as a tool of political advantage. Moloka'i residents
 

who attempted to use their newly acquired, comprehensive, and
 

sophisticated knowledge about their own values were dismissed
 

later on in negotiations over another issue as inexpert. Advan

tages of social assessment which uses conceptual relationships
 

generated by the population in a highly precise fashion must be
 

weighed against political implications of use of such informa

tion in environments where information is typically hoarded or
 

bartered for influence.
 

Although the Galileo model is conceptually abstract, it is
 

aimla in several important respects. The data input process
 

involves uncomplicated interview and survey procedures. Inex

perienced interviewers are among the most successful. One or a
 

few questions are asked at the most. The responses are recorded
 

verbatim and entered into the computer. The analysis of these
 

entries is a simple stripping of redundant and irrelevant
 

articles, etc., and a sorting into frequencies. The user inter

action is straightforward and uncomplicated. Generation of the
 

survey also follows mechanically from this process. Survey
 

responses can be taken on the telephone and entered into the
 

computer or entered from forms.
 

Interpratation of survey results is, of course, much more 

demanding conceptually, requiring, according to Canan 

(interview), constant interpretation. The graphic displays of 
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multidimensional scaling are not easy to interpret immediately,
 

but Canan pointed out that the concept can be explained easily.
 

She noted that complexity of interpretation tends to involve the
 

participants. Canan and Hennessey used a plexiglass display of
 

the multidimensional space on Moloka'i, which invited partici

pation. Once the community participants and decision makers
 

knew the meaning of various output, they became much more
 

sophisticated in interpreting outcomes.
 

Galileo will inspire more global concegtions for BRIDGES
 

model builders and users. Use of information in the Galileo
 

model is contextual. Predetermined categories are minimized
 

with the result that consensual views are uncovered that would
 

not be otherwise. Users can develop a *conception of their
 

systems as systems, in which the implementation of policies in
 

one part has effect on other partsw (McGinn at al., p. 20). 

What is suggested here is that Galileo offers the BRIDGES
 

simulation models another source of information that has not
 

been available before. Monitoring of perceptions about educa

tional needs, access, classroom practices materials, and social
 

conditions related to going to school are interrelated conceptu

ally with many other issues in the community. Simulations will
 

incorporate information about learning alternatives and differ

ent ways of achieving access as well as strategies for reporting
 

changes in efficiency and effectiveness of such changes. Social
 

impact information of the kind delivered by Galileo would
 

provide another powerful and empowering information source that
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goes 	beyond existing data bases, global strategies, and
 

encourages thinking about alternatives.
 

7.4 	Simmary
 

The Galileo model fills an important need in planning with
 

the mapping of consensual spece. I have specifically suggested
 

that 	the model or one with similar characteristics can be used
 

by the BRIDGES project to generate and clarify research ideas
 

between researchers and target populations, and between
 

researchers, to coordinate research between multiple regions and
 

within cultures, and to establish appropriate social
 

indicators. Galileo can be used simply to research the value
 

and conceptions of a population and to determine which
 

information is most valuable relative to social goals.
 

As a component with the proposed simulation models, Galileo
 

can be used to reach agreement about information use and to
 

involve participants in planning. Galileo meets BRIDGES
 

requirements for minimal information by providing a tool for
 

sifting out issues of primary concern. Information retrieval is
 

immediate and can be easily updated and retrieved. Galileo maps
 

have particular relevance for evaluating assumptions. They
 

provide decision makers with systematic information which is
 

usually left to change, i.e., what are various constituencies
 

thinking? Galileo also encourages more global conceptions for
 

model builders and users. It addresses a central concern of
 

modelers in that it is contextual. Finally, it encourages
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thinking about alternatives by providing 
another important
 

source of information.
 

Throughout this paper we have encouraged 
the use of Galileo
 

for planning and for BRIDGES with respect 
to measurement of the
 

conceptual space, rather than for 
social change purposes.
 

Galileo is particularly useful because 
of the kind of informa

tion it provides and the power and precision 
with which it does
 

The social change strategies have 
limited applicability in
 

so. 


We feel, however, that consideration 
of
 

a planning context. 


Galileo can also provide BRIDGES 
tool builders with insight into
 

appropriate philosophy of science 
and the moral obligations of
 

theory for broadest, most effective 
use of planning models.
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Introduction 

In responding to the question, "Why model?" Edward B. 
Roberts notes that: 

A computer model differs principally in complexity, 
precision and explicitness from the informal subjective 
explanation or 'mental model" that people ordinarily 
construct to guide their actions toward a goal (- ). 
Like the informal mental model it is derived from a 
variety of data sources including facts, theories and 
educated guesses. Unlike the mental model, it is 
derived from a variety of data iources including facts, 
theories and educated guesses. Unlike the mental 
model, it is comprehensive, unambiguous, flexible and 
subject to rigorous logical manipulation and testing. 1 

In this paper we will examine the field of system 

dynamics - how the field evolved, the philosophy, the 

methodology, applications of system dynamics models. We will 

give particular attention to a new development in the field: the 

application of artificial intelligence to system dynamics modeling, 

which has led to the development of a new system dynamic 

expert system known as STELLA. 

The first section of the paper describes the historical 

influences which gave rise to system dynamics. The evolution of 

the field from its early days as 'industrial dynamics' is outlined 

and the issues facing system dynexnicists in applying their models 

to the field of public policy will be discussed. Particular attention 

is given to the application of system dynamics to problems in 

education. 



The second section of the paper presents a detailed 

investigation of STELLA and its applications, its ease of use, 

strengths and weaknesse,, and potential for future development. 

A general evaluation of STELLA was conducted by: 

a. introducing a group of naive users to STELLA; 

b. interviewing expert users 

c. interviewing a member of the STELLA design team; 

Detailed findings from each of the above will be presented. 

Finally, the paper will consider the implications of this 

new phase in the history of system dynamics brought about by 

the emergence of a system dynamics expert system. 



BACKGROUND TO SYSTEM DYNAMICS 

The field of system dynamnics research arose out of 

developments in three broad areas: 

1. Control Enstineering. Military research and development 

efforts during World War II lo d to advances in the understanding 

and analysis of information feedback systems In complex electronic 

systems. 

2. Crneti. Early pioneers in the field of cybernetics 

drew attention to the continual influence of feedback control 

processes in man and society (Norbert Wiener. 168) and specfically 

in economics and business (Herbert Simon, 1952 and Arnold Tustin, 

1953).2 The computer simulation methods used in engineering 

design were extended to problems of business design, with the 

advent of reliable, high-speed digital computers. Experimental 

changes in industrial settings could be simulated on a computer 

over time-frame of several years, as opposed to the costly 

alterntlve of mounting real-life experimental Innovations. 

3. Orstanizational Theory. During the 1950's there was 

widespread growti of interest in human decision-making processes. 

The field had grown out of military requirements in the area of 

automatic and semi-automatic weapon control. In the post-war 

years, the field came to reflect the conceins and priorities of the 

Industrial sector, and subsequently of business and management 

more generally. 
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System dynamics was founded in 1956/7 when Professor Jay 

of the Computer Division at theheadW. Forrester moved from 

M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory to a professorship in 	 the School of 

M.I.T. Forrester had contributed to significant
Management at 

of three areas outlinedin eachIn understandingdevelopments 
ato the development of 

and applied his expertiseabove, 
what wasand research program for 

philosophy, methodology, 
As the range 

originally termed *the industrial dynamics program." 

dynamics" broadened, the field came 
of Oindustrialof applications 

"system dynamics.to be known as 

Philosophy 

of the three scientists who worked 
Edward B. Roberts, one 

system dynamics, notes that 
closely with Forrester in developing 

on two premises: (1) that 
the system dynamics philosophy is built 

(or time history) of any complex system is principally 
the behavior 

i.e. physical constrainU, 
caused by the system's causal structure 

etc. that cause the units of the 
revards, pressures,social goals, 


system (e.g. educational administrators) to behave the way they
 

do and generate cumulatively the doratnant dynamic tendencies of 

are viewed most effectively
that organizationsthe total system; (2) 

of 
in terms of their common underlying flows rather than in. terrnm 

discrete functions. 
3 

The concept of two-way causation, or feedback, is 	central 

systemto understanding
to the system dynamics approach 

of causal relationships forms 
Each closed chain 	

a 
structure. 

A system dynamics model is typically comprised of 
feedback loop. 

are typically 
many such loops linked together. Variables 
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represented as endogenous to the system, with relatively few being 
represented as exogenous, i.e. Influence the system but are not 
Influenced by it. The notion of variables which are interdependent 
rather than dependent and Indipendent characterizes the system 

dynamics approach. 

Methodology 

System dynanicists adapted the tools of flow diagramming, 
mathematical modeling, and computer simulation to fit the needs 
of their new approach. They borrowed from the signal-flow 
graphs of electrical engineering, and developed the cause-and-effect 
arrow diagramming to visually portray the underlying situation in 
managerial contexts. They created more formal flow diagramming 
and equation writing methods for representing organizational 
relationships according to the categories of 1zyj1 and r=t. Donella 
Meadows (1980) describes a level as "the element In each feedback 
loop that represents the environment surrounding the 
decision-maker (---). Each level Is an accumulation or stock of 
mate al or information." A rate Is "the element representing the 
decision, action, or change (-) A rate Is a flow of material or 
information to or from a level (e.g. birth rate, death rate, 
investment rate, ptc.). "4 

In system dynamics, two kinds of feedback loops are 

distinguished: 

1. Postitive, or self-re nforcing, lo,. - tend to 
amplify any disturbance and to produce exponential gro,. 
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S loops - these tend to2. NegatiVe, or goal-set 

anand to move the system toward 
counteract any disturbance 

equilriumn point or goal. 

formulated 
two k.inds of loops are

of theseThe combination 
a system tonthecs ytheothe structure ofas theorems relating 

g the. 
dynamic behavior tendencies. dela in detn 


ch~aracterisic
ernand emnphasizes th'e - th-- time ls- role ofhighlights the critical 
dy al ic behavior of a system o 	 tiemdelayth Both lagged 

time dela i ortant in 
and consequences Of different typesof 


ar consider
and nonlinearitiesrelationships 


explaining system behavior.
 

ofproble'msthe conslderableaddressIn an effort to 

aaly describing nonlinear, lagged feedback relatiOnlhiPs, 
rateratia s ociates .developed a computer simulation 

---- iHrit izs-' a n'd timred asFores ter an his 

n t 
- Which allows no .. 

is thatlanguage called DYNAMO, A key feature of DYNAMO ' .Seasily.delays to be represeted es. 

S-postures of the syst ern - dy n ayn c s paradigm
wile exiressn fow designed to be easily understood 

trai~g (AtoghDNM
by people with limited mathematica other general purpoe

by system dynanlcists,
is widely used used in writing a 

such as F-languages, 
progra lelsr/ and DYNAMO maudynamics program,

that are: n sysem dynamics mol. 
opm-system mode 



MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

Regarding the actual format of system dynamics models, 
Donella Meadows notes that, as they are typically used eat the 
general understanding stage of decision making (-), they tend to 
be fairly small (20 to 200 endogenous variables) and transparent."5 

The individual relationships in the models are usually derived 
directly from mental models, and thus have an intuitive validity 
and are easily understood. Central features of the model 
development process include: 

1. Considerable emphasis is placed on closely involving the 
clizrin the modeling process; 

2. Careful model documentation is required; 

3. Every eleirent and relationship in a model must have a 
readily identifiable real-world counteriart: nothing should be added 
for mathematical convenience or historical fit. 

Randers (1980) has schematized the process of model 
construction In terms of four stages of development and application 

(See Figure 1).6 
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1": The Four Stales of Model Construction7 

Figure 

lamiliar=-ation with the general problem area 
Conceptualization 

Definition of the question to be addressed -
a given development? or,either. What caused 

What are the likely effects of a given policy? 

Description of the time development of of 

interest (the reference mode) -- defining the 
constantstime horizon and the range of time 

in the model 

Verbal description of the feedback loops that 
caused the referenceare assumed to have 

mode (the basic mechanisms) - deflnirg the 

system boundary and the level of aggregation. 

Development of powerful oriraizing conctpts 

of the basic mechanisms in ct.isaDescription 
diagram form 

of detailed structure -- selcvtinjPostulationFormulation 
levels, selecting rates and describing Uheir 

determinants 

Selection of parameter values 

Testing of the dynamic hypothesis -- Do th 
Testing 

basic mechanisms actually create th 

reference mode? 

Testing of model assumptions - Does th 

include the important variables? Armodel 
the assumbed relationships reasonable? Ar 

parameter values plausible? 

Testing of model behavior and sensitivity
Implementation 

perturbations 

Testing the response to different policies 

Identification of potential users 

Translation of study insights to an accessit 

form 

Diffusion of study insights 



PROBLEMS AND LIMITATIONS OF SYSTEM DYNAMICS 

1. Meadows notes several limitations to DYNAMO: 

(1)The ease of modeling with DYNAMO may give beginners a 
mechanical grasp of system dynamics without necessarily providing 

a full philosophical grounding in the system dynamics paradigm. 

The risk is seen to be that novices are likely to become 

overconfident and to oversell their skills and their models; 

(i) modelers may become caught in the process of playing 

with endless model variations, rather than carefully thinking 

through the experiments they have tried, and the lessons, arising 

from these; 

(iiI) The simplicity of adding new elements and 

relationships to a model can lead modelers to create over complex 

and Incomprehensible structures. 

(Meadows' emphasis on the ease of use of DYNAMb is not 

untoersally shared by system dynamicists. Richmond (1985) has 

argued that the esoteric nature of DYNAMO and the system 

dynamics methodology in general, have served to retard the 

acceptance of system dynamics on a widesprad basis. 8 Richmond's 

response has been to develop a system dynamics expert system 

(STELA) which aims to assist users with little or no computer or 

mathematical expertise to conceptualize and build high quality 

dynamic models. We will examine this system in the following 

section of this paper.) 
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2. The emphasis on simplicity in system dynamics leads 
modelers to try to avoid disaggregation as much as possible, as 

disaggregatlon Into even a few Interacting levels can complicate a 
model substantially. A possible consequence of avoiding 

disaggregation Is that the modeler may discount or not detect 

questions of distr buton. 

3. No rigorous theory or procedure exists in system 
dynamics for performing sensitivity analysis. This is an important 
issue, as detection of a sensitive parameter may be central to 

policy development and planning. In general, system dynamics 

models tend to be less sensitive to precise refinements of parameter 

values. 

4. The issue of model validity is handled qualitatively and 
informally in systeri dynamics. Utility rather than v of 

models tends to be emphasized. 

5. The system dynamics paradigm tends to lead the 

modeler to a long time horizon and wide boundaries in approaching 
any problem. Typically, however, clients have to respond to 

short-term pressures and constraints. 

6. The systems approach leads to the assumption that most 

problems are endogenous to the sys;V~n. Jennifer Robinson notes 

that this leads to conclusions which are "seldom neutral," and to 

recommendations which require structural change as the solution 

to organizational problems. Such recommendations may "be 
difficult and risky for clients to implement.* 9 Meadows, has also 

noted that while not all organizational problems are structural in 
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nature the system dynamics approach predisposes the modeler to 

conceptualize them in structural terms. 

SYSTEM DYNAMICS AND PUBLIC. POLICY 

A survey of policy-related models sponsored by the National 

Science Foundation's Research Applied to National Needs program 

examined 250 non defense modeling efforts dealing with some 

aspect of social policy making. The study found that mat least 

one-third and perhaps as many as two-thrds of the modes failed 

purpose3 in the form of direct applicationto achieve their avowed 

ato policy problems. The authors point to gap between policy 

models and policy makers which leads to limited or non-utilization 

of models: *Under current modes of operation, a number of 

procedura! and institutional factors limit the interaction of 

policymakers and modelers, and thus increase the likelilhoood of 

imperfect communication. .10 

Pu&h, in evaluating Forrester's Urban Dynamics model notes 

four policymaking roles of computer simulation: 

1. 	 Increasing the general understanding of a system in 

support of future policy making; 

2. 	 Developing policy alternatives; 

3. 	 Evaluating propoed policy alternatives; 

4. 	 Verifying results obtained by other models. 

As 	 noted earlier, the system dynarnics approach was 

developed to address industrial needs and w; 3 later developed to fit 

the requirements of business and organizational management. 

Models were developed for specific industrial or corporate needs, 
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usually at the request of the managernent of a particular 

In the public policy arena, where there are multipleorganization. 

ntcracting levels of authority, diffuse organizationalconstituenceis, 

parameters and responsibilities, the situation facing the modeler is 

more complex than in industrial or corporate settings. The system 

dynamics approach has been increasingly applied to the public 

policy arena, both in and outside the U.S., and in the process has 

set 	 and implementationhad to adjust to a new of design 

considerations. 

Stenberg (1980) has characterized the typical differences in 

the policy analysis environment between corporate setting and the 

public policy scene1 1 (Figure 2). Stenberg notes that insights from 

a public policy study must be spread to many 	more people than 

if the study is to
those who participate in the modeling process, 

analyst'shave an impact. A key to this isseen to be the 

way of thinking. Robinson 12 draws awareness of the reader's 

systems dynamics on clientattention to the strong emphasis in 

the value of the system dynamicsparticipation as contributing to 


approach in such settings. Four general principles are outlined:
 

(1) involving the client in conceptualization; 

(2) closer, more frequent modeller-client communication 

throu&hout the modeling process; 

(3) star=n simple; 

(4) including client assumptions In model structure. 

Public policy applications of system dynamics modeling have 

The 1985 conference. of the
increased significantly in -recent years. 


System Dynamics Association saw more than a third of the papers
 



Figure 2: Typical differences in the policy analysis environment 
between corporate setting and the public policy scene 13 

Asbects of anal3MIs 

1. Owners of problem 

2. 
concerned social
 
institutions
 
3. Sources of 

Information 


4. Gl'h and scope*" 

analysis 


5. Policy options 

6. Participation of 
policy-makers in 
7. Nature of resFults 
from analysis 
8. Users of analysis 

9. Evaluation of 
analysis 
10. Implementation of 
policy change 

Corporate settine 

Pew;closely tied up with 
problem 

Yfew; clealihy iid -' 

lntervews with 
employees; corporate 
records 

Limited to the probles 
of a specific company 
assuming the framework 
of the company as given 

Few; clearly defMined 

High-intensity 
participation feasible 

powtiucy 
recommendatla-
A few policy-makers 
and their staff 
Same s users 

Involves a limited 
number of key policy-
makers and can be 
carried through fairly 
rapidly once they have 
made up their minds 

Public =olicv scene-

Large number;each 
Identifies only partly 
with problem 

any; diffuse 

Close to infinite 
number of decision
makers and area 
specialists; historical 
records; research 
'results 
Includes several 
Osectors" of society 
and in each sector 
several organizations/ 
companies; lontime 
horizon forces 
analysis to deal 
with fundamental 
social proc ses, 
viewing the current 
social institutions as 
subject to change 
Many; in the form 
of broad strategies
Only limited 
participation feasible 
FramvworL orbroad 
policy discussions 
Many policy-maers 
&their constituency 
Same as users plus 
research community 
A slow process;, policy 
makers have to solicit 
support from an 
electorate and/or 
members of several 
interest groups; 
Institutions must often 
be changed. 
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which has received little
An area 

addrcssing public policy issues. 


attention until very recently is education.
 

AND EDUCATIONSYSTEM DYNAMICS 

in theoretical work on 
of feedback systemsThe use 

the work of Packer and 
by Nancy Roberts to

is tracededucation 
own work in 1974 is 

1959.14 However, Roberts'
Packer in 

reportedly the first to combine the concepts of educational feedback
 

simulated
 
computer modeling. Roberts' model 

systems with 
Buildingclassroom.in an elementary 

an 
student preeorrnance 

on factorsliteraturekey finding in the 
initial model from 

an elementary school student, 
influencing academic performance of 

oncomputer simulations based 
run a series of

Roberts proceeded to 
of the simulationThe resultof critical variables.manipulation 

model which suggested other arm4s than 
was an enlargedexercises 


as 

those highlighted in the literature aflecting the dynamics of 

studont performance. 

Figure 3 presents the initial model and then the final model 

A comparison of the 
which emerged from the simulation exercise. 

model reveals a greater
and the enlarged

initial systems diagan 
power in the latter

and explanatoryof both complexitydegree 

Roberts urges that similar modeling be undertaken in the 
model. 

use in schools, school dropouts, and family dynamics. 
areas of drug 
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relevant literature and constructing a model around key findings. 
They excpress dissatisfaction with traditional unweighted, 

input-output models of school effectiveness and so on to propose 
that schools are systems that produce multiplier effects, and are 
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thus most appropriately represented by a system dynamics 

approach to modeling. Figure 4 shows the causal model developed
 

by Clauset and Gaynor. The points of nt ntion _r_...OL llCy
 

makers are highlighted in this model by a double asterisk (').
 

Figure 4 

TMe Basic Feedbadt StUctre and P.11 few Mtenwsos Ina Dynammic ibeosy of Sdso.Mn 

GradeUv ts and 

+ + 
dr+-fr 

1 . Teacher Emphasis 

mBehavior of 

Other Groups In 

OtherQOUP60lassO~iijm 
c~naom.t , , Of iducton
 

Spent an Behewlor+
 

T\---he h-ectdve_:. 

1WOR for iiISuCoW 
in Omaroom 

Teacherasr tAA'PAE 
PC& POd"usofchool 

To Iprove LMectvii 

llte ~jOf OW relationships (that Is.direct or 
-in the figue h lsadmnssg an ft Onk ba*@ ver"Ig kj~4a ture 

will also
For giample. a plus sipn between achieveriwni and mofivation measM that as adtlevm-A increases. mortit

WAInvre. The minus 4in between behavior and time Spent On behavior mjeans that 
wganasewa achirnenttdecreases, motton decreases 

must be spent on behavior and as behavior improves, less time isneeded. The arrowheadsan thelinks
0behmorwrsens mor W 

oth plus Of minus signs inside them indicate whether a 
between variables Indkcatv the directimofa causaion The CIrcLU AFT w i 

A loop cuntininl an odd riumber of minus sins isa negative loop and exhibits goal-eeking
feedback loop i3postive or neptw. 

poim pand ahibits saelfrntocang beairsis or a9 positvepsisIsaOIOIbehavior, one contaiig an even number of monu 
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Clauset and Gaynor note that the iterative approach 

employed In the construction of this system dynamics model 

Involves a circular procesm of moving between the knowledge base, 

the theory, and the simulation model. The value of this process is 

that It leads to a deeper understanding of the problem at hand. 

The new system dynamics "expert systemm, STELLA, takes 

a value of this iterative process out of the labs of expert system 

dynamicists and onto the screens of everyday Macintosh users. 

STELLA will be described and evaluated in the sections which 

follow. However, it is interesting to note in this section on System 

Dynamics and Education, that a primary focus of STELLA's 

developers Is the field of education. Two papers presented at the 

1985 Conference of the System Dynamics Awociation described the 

integration of STELLA Into introductory physics and 

microecononics courses. In each instance, STELLA was used to 

allow students to change the relationships between variables in 

equations derived from established theory, and to examine the 

assumptions underlying the various theories presented. The 

authors encouraged the use of a more Interactive approach to the 

teaching of these disciplines. 

The following sections present a detailed outline of STELLA, 

and consideration will also be given to recent and future 

applications in the field of education. 
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INTRODUCTION TO STELLA 

acronym for Structural Thinking. Experiential
STELLA Is an 

4s first attempt at a
Learning Laboratory with Animation. It a 

system dynamics *expert system." 'Expert systems" is a branch 

field of Artillclai Inteigence." 18 

of a newly-emerging 

STELLA is an icon-based modeling language." The program 

includes knowledge of structural and computational Orules," as well 

heuristics. It was created specifically for use on as model-creation 

In fact, Barry Richmond, z student of JayMacintosh computer. 
the program five or six yearsForrester at MIT, had the idea for 

ago and It was only with the introduction of Macintosh to the 

1984 that made STELLA possible. Richmond and a teampublic in 

of four other people created STELLA and introduced it to the public 

in November 1985.19 

for STELLA came from the concern thatRichmond's idea 
He advances thesystem dynamics needed to be more widely used. 

that the field of system dynamics has not gainedhypothesis 

use, even after twenty-five years of practice,wide-spread 
clarity about its purpose. Hebecause there has been a lack of 

value is in education. The "realsuggests that its primary 

lies in its ability to enhance, enrichstrength of system dynamics 


and extend the learning exrerience. Using system dynamics,
 

people can learn faster, achieive a deeper level of understanding,
 

and retain the resulting knowl,2dge for a longer period of time." 20
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It Is the process of the discipline, therefore, that is the most 
valuable item. Widescale transfer of the process is seen to be 
Important In increasing use of the discipline of system dynamics. 
This was the motivation for creating STELLA. STELLA was 

designed to facilitate efforts to bring the system dynamics 
framework to a broad audience. The software Is designed to 
enable those lacking computer experience or a quantitative 
orientation to conceptualize, construct and analyze high-quality 
system dynamics models, while accelerating the development of an 

intuitive facility with a dynamic approach. 
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Description of the STELLA Program 

Structural Components 

In using STELLA, a structural diagram Is constructed by 

selecting structural elements from a tool kit (Figure 5) positioned 

along the left-hand margin of the screen of Apple's Macintosh 

personal computer. 

Figure 5 

d File Define Windows Displag Specs Run
 

untitled
 

-L Ste4k
 
-- r 3. 1Tw a w l atules
 
o -L Coewm'TssxiF
 

-, S-hoeS_..~m!----S. lapot Link 

Each element selected is positioned on the screen and then 

connected to reflect the structural relationship being considered in 

a given problem. Each element represents a computer code 

containing sets of structural and computational rules. 

The program's structural elements include stock, flow and 

flow4 regulator, converter and an input link. 
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1. T represents accumulation processes of net 

inflows minus outflows and is aignified by a rectangle, in keeping 

with longstanding diagramming traditions in engineering and the 

physical sciences. 

2. The Flow ntd flow regulator represent the rate of 

various flows into and out of the stocks. The algebraic drection of 

flow is automatically established as the arrowhead points the 

direction of poasitive flow. It is represented by a pipe, valve and a 

circle. Signals arrive as inputs to the circle which is the "logic 

receptacle" portion of the flow regulator. It translates information 

inputs into outputs that regulate a rate of flow. The valve settings 

regulate the flows into and out of the stocks. 

3. The Converter represented by a circle, is a receptacle 

for logic. It uses the logic to generate outputs. Within this 

framework, constants are seen as circles which have no inputs. 

4. The Input link, represented as a thin arrow, connects 

elements as they are related to each other in the hypothesis 

presented. 

Figure 6 below shows these four structural elements as they 

relate to each other in a simple feedback loop. 

Figure 6 

rkI o SIII 

PvM*i 

L"60.
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The stocks generate signals (pressures) to take actions. 

Actions regulate the flows. As flows change in volume, they in 

turn determine new values for the stocks. Stocks then generate 
new signals. This ongoing, circular control process in which 

conditions lead to actions which return to Influence conditions Is. 

known as the feedback loop. 

mlowabl Inpts1 jjtinsMt' people -7 9 TIME 

STEP 
1 32 PUL.SE 

0 IRRMP 
___ ____ ______ __ hMmy._ 

INITEPeopIC) . RM 

ome;e ,rophl) Cone-

Figure 7 

The dialogue box contains the equation logic for each of the 

structural elements. It is entered by opening" the icon with a 

double-click of the mouse button. Each box contains a rectangle 

that displays the list of allowable inputs as they have been 

indicated in the model. A calculator Is a-upplied for use in entering 

numbers, algebraic operators, and "comments" (,or documenting 

equations). A list of "Built-Ins"is also provided which are 
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designed to generate regular, time-varying behavior patterns used 

in testing the response patterns of a model. A rectangle at the 

bottom of the box prompts for an equation which can be inserted 

by a number or by clicking on the allowable variables as they are 

listed in the box above. 

Graphical Functions 

Graphical functions represent the relationship existing 

between two variables looked at over their full possible operating 

range, against a "fixed" backdrop. They show causal linkages 

between the two variables In isolation. Two types of graphical 

functions can be demonstrated with STELLA. By clicking on the 

"Become Graph" option in the dialogue box, a box will come 

forward showing a gridded axis and two columns labeled "input" 

and "output. To create the graphical function, you can "draw" 

th2 curve cn the axis with the mouse, or you can enter "y" 

values into the "output" column. As the curve is drawn, the 

numerical values associated with "y" are computed automatically 

and appear In the column as the sketching Is taking place. On the 

other hand, if numerical values are entered into the column, the 

corresponding linear curve will be drawn automatically (Figure 8). 

Figure 8 
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The Graph Pad (Figure 9) command brings forward a blank 

axis that allows for plotting one element versus another from the 

list of variables that automatically runs a simulation. 17 

Figure 9 

i'C Graph Pad 
P.p1 vs t.tjhw 
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Current Applications 

In the short time since STELLA was first introduced to the 

public in November 1985, the program has been used by educators, 

researchers and management consultants in a variety of ways. To 

date, circulation of STELLA is limited. 1,000 copies of the program 

have been sold by High-Performance Systems world-wide. We 

located a sampling of ten people in the Boston area and conducted 

hour-long phone interviews with four of these users. It is too soon 

to be able to properly assess the applications in depth, but our 

brief survey revealed that STELLA is being used in a variety of 

ways within and outside the educational community. 

A series of books is being developed by High-Performance 

Systems to dissemaniate STELLA and system dynamics into the 

college educational market. Two texts, "Learning Laboratories in 

Physics" and "Learning Laboratories in Mlcroeconomlcs," have been 

developed thus far. These books center on a "learning laboratoryn 

approach to learning, using STELLA as the basis for an experiential, 

learner-controlled learning process. 

Lesley College and the Technical Education Research Center 

(TERC) have received a grant from the National Science 

Foundation to study the use of computer tools in high school 

curriculum to help students build theories that help them 

unr('.ftnd the natural world in a grameral way. The curriculum is 

organized around four ways of producing graphs: 

- from laboratory measurements; 

- from an algebraic funclon; 

- as a result coming from a system dynamic model; 

- ur from a table or spreadsheet. 
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STELLA will be used for the system dynamics modeling portion and 

EXCEL will be used for spreadsheets. 

The Center for Wetland Resources at Louisiana State 

aUniversity has begun to integrate STELLA into the curriculum in 

systems modeling course and one student Is using It for thesis 

work. 

The management consultant firm of Booz Allen & Hamilton 

has begun to use STELLA to involve their clients more directly in 

management decision making processes. 

The New Management Style Project at M.I.T is using 

STELLA as a primary tool in an Innovstlve program in sytems 

thinking to train corporate executives the effects independent 

decisions have on the whole organization. Corporations participating 

include Polaroid, Cray Research, Holiday Inn Corporation, Analog 

Devices and the San Francisco Foundation. Twice a year 

executives participate In STELLA workshops at MW.I.T. STELLA Is 

also used as a planning tool daily within these organizations. 

the Stord School of Education inoutside the U.S., 

Rommepblt, Norway is using STELLA In their curriculum and has 

applied for a site license. STELLA is also being used with 

government officials Involved in economic development in Taiwan 

to demonstrate the Impact of industrial growth on the 

environment. 



Figure 10: Student Flows Grades 1-3 

STUDENT FLOWS 
GRADES I - 3 
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Source: 1. H. Clauset, Jr. 'Computer Simulation Modeling: Linking
 
Research, TIheor/-Buflding, Ranni"L and Implementaton" Nov. 25, 1985
 



The PopeX Model
 

Thomas Cassidy anti 


1.QA Nt: S2 -e~dsheet Model 
or 


POPEX2
 

*Version: Test Imodel 

A cohort-basd population projection teImPlate 

for use vith LOTUS 1-2-3, Version 2.0 

Require 5IEK RAI.. 

The BRIDEES Project 

Harvard graduate School of Education
 

T. Cassidy 

R. Davie 

Nay 1996 

(Press the TAb-key once] 

Russell G, Davis
 

Teplt
 

The terms "model" and "te,,

plate" mean the same thing,
 

when rafejOin, to smallrom

ponentsproodsheet models.
 

Popex modelwas designed iii
 

a 

by Davis(1980).PoPex 

Lotus by Cassidybased on 


projects total population 

school-age population arid 

the school-age entrant pool, 

using a components method
 

of projection,described in
 

Chapter Two.It works best 

for planning in the national 

education systems of LDCp's,
 

external migration is
where 


at natioiial
not significant 


level.Popex does permit the
 

inclusion of migration datA,
 

is not used in this
but it 


example.
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,INTRODUCTIUNI
 

pofo:e atteiting to use POPE12 you should read the five screens to 
screen to screen simply press thethe riaot of this one. To move from 

Tit-ke. To sove backwards press the Tab-key wile holding the 
N:ft-ke, down. 

This template has been structured around a set of Command envs with 
the intention of making it easier to move about the template, input 

data, view rsuLIts tables and graphs, and print selected results tables. 
It isalso possible to move 

These are presented in the 4th scren. 
andPqOn 

To make this fre-fore movemnt 
easier template cooponents
 

4eys. 

?bout the teplate freely ueing the Tab, Shift L Tab, PgUp, 

htqve laied out at even screen distances from one another startingbeer 
at tte HOPE 

position.
 

Ageneral fanliarity with LOTUS 1-2-39 particularly with the form aWd 

use of this teplate easier. If you are 
use of 1-2-3 enus, will sake 

locate the ESC-key on the keyboard, it can be used 
a new coaer to 1-2-3p 

If ever ESCshouldn't.stany nepcted situation.to escape froi 

Ncr, hclt the CTRL-kmv down, press the Preik-key, release both and 


the ESC-key.

then press 


The template is designed iii
 

a series of screen views
 

shown in the Template Map in
 

Annex A.In general structure
 

the design is:
 

A)A series of Introductions
 

and descriptionushown to
 

the left of these next few
 

pages thC t I t le ser sen,shown 

the previous page;the Inon 


troductionton this page,and
 

the Description Screens and 

Macro M nus,showithe Popex 

on the naxt page.This run 

along the top of t. spread

to Y 20 andsheet from Al 


can be accessed by a stroke
 

on the Tab Key.
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eDESRIPTIONO (Screen I of 3) 

POPEY2 is a program that: Screens 

1.Projects individual cohort and total population fifteen These cover: 

years out from a base year inthree 5-year periods. 

2.Irteroolites age-sex specific populations for ages 0-19 Screen 1-The purpose and une 

for the base year and each five year period. 

3. Calculates the number of 4,5,6,and 7 year olds for use of Popex 

inschool enrollment projections. 

#DESCRIPTIONO (Screen 2 of 3) 

Populations are projected using the following method: 

FUTURE 	 POP x BASE YRPOP + BIRTHS - DEATHS +1- MIGRATION Screwn 2-Basic demographics 

Births, seining survivors of birth, are a function of the
 
nusber of wosen of child-bearing age multiplied by a set of Of Popex
 
fertility rates which are then multiplied by survival ratios a)Basic balance equation:
 
obtained from the UN Model Life Tables.
 

and 	 theYear Population
Deaths re calculated using appropriate suvvival ratios for Base 

UNModel Lifespecific aqe-sex cohorts obtained from the 
emographic compon nts;
 

Tble.three 


cohorts, are distribut-m to b)Description of the main
 
Populations, proiected by age-sex 

specific iges using Spraqut Multipliers. components:Births or Fertil

*DESCRIPTION# (Screen 3 of 3)
 
ity;Deathstor Mortality;and
 

#NGTE: 	 Migration is not a fully integrated component of 

this version of POPEI2. Thus, this template isof Migrationwhich is not ptit 

limited use insituations *here national level migration 

isasignificant factor. in ,in this exercise. 

Screen 3-The Popex Menus:
#FPeEX2 IKNUSo
 

&)The Components Menu;b) 
Revieting the various components of POPE2, inputting 

data, viewing 

mostgraons, printing, and accessing this and other help screens are 
Input Menu;and c) PopulationMenus are 


ea0iv accomplished using one of several selection 
menus. 

invoked by pressing a specified key while holding the ALT-key down. Projection Menu;d)Graphs; ) 

The menus available ani the keys used to invoke th.z are3 
f)Print and g)Help Menus 

ALT-key k C-key
 
1.The 	'Components Menu' 


3.The 	'Pnput Tenu' ALT-key & 1-key Menus shown as they appear
 
3.The 	'Population Tables Menu' ALT-key & T-key
 

on Popex metiu line,Annex Rl.
4.The 	 'Graphs Menu' ALT-Ley & 3-key 
5.The 	 'Print Menu' ALT-key L P-key 
6.The 	 'Help Menu' ALT- if. H-ey 

Use the Space Bar to make selections within menus and the Return-key 
Opn i.oke our sele:tion. 
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The "Components" menu and 

the "Input" menu access theBASE YEAR POPULATION 1990 

same essential datasince
 

4r.E-Sp0UP MALE FEMALE 
...--

TOTAL 
the component data is inptit 

0-4 475291 459374 934665 
5-9 402120 392669 79479 to a components projection. 

10-14 
15-19 

314449 
362190. 

3407;2 
315684 

655191 
617874 Both components and input 

20-24 
25-29 

299000 
269765 

307654 
274567 

606654 
544332 begin with the Base Year 

0-34 
?5-39 

248762 
234543 

256797 
243543 

505555 
478096 Populationwhich is directly 

40-44 2!7L" 229200 447457 
45-4,9 197.5 20132; 370(-99 under the first screen,as 
!0-54 245678 21460 507138 
55-59 21567e 236789 452467 shown in the Template Map. 

(,-64 
.5-69 

191345 
175679 

201 2 
169789 

392567 
365467 A21 to D44.The Base Year 

70-74 92990 122345 221235 
75-79 64599 85673 150277 Population in this Popex 

90+ 28970 46789 779 
example exercise is printed 

TOTAL 3973386 410+216 9139602 
to the left. 

The Compoents and the InutMenu 

accesses fertility rates assumedsurvivalThe Components Menu 


tables,births and survivorsmigration,itIN
rates from model life 


tiplier panels.The Input Menu
Model Life Ta les,and Sprague Mul 


does not directly use the Life Tables and Multipliers.
 

GM22M_@ Menu
 

BIRTHS MIGRATION -LIFE SPRAGlUE
BASE YR FERTILITY MORTALITY 

TABLE MULT


POP 


!INPUT MENU
 

BIRTHS MIGRATIIIN

BASE YR FERTILITY MORTALITY 


POP
 

Nots: See Annex B for sub heading explanations of the men~is
 

\t. \ 
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'.IT, rate! per 1000 wolen) 

4 i.Whvc.othuias? (Ior 2) I (Enter data below inthe 
--- tale of your choice.) For t i I ity 

H.noth#eus I - UnchonqIng Fertility (Enter data for all age cohorts Calling BASE YR POP on the 

ose Yr in the Base year only.) 

AGE 1960 1995 1990 1995 Input or Components menus 

!5-19 9!.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 takes the user to the base 

21-.14 
25-a9 

222.0 
250.P 

222.0 
250.0 

222.0 
250.0 

222.0 
250.0 year population screen in 

34-34.5-3.9 
198.7
I.9.0 

190.7
13 .0 

190.7
(39.0 

199.7
139.0 which the population is 

4A4 64.9 64.9 64.9 64.9 
,549 :5.8 15.9 15.9 15.8 arrayed by sex and five 

year age groupsas the one 

oyoolhesit 2 - Declining Fertility (Enter data for all age cohorts, 
all years.) shown for the Popex example 

AG 1990 1995 1990 1995 
- - - shown on the previous page. 

15-19 84.4 91.3 79.4 75.7 
P'-24 223.3 214.3 206.7 199.4 The Sprague Multiplier 

25-29 
3,--?4 

260.4 
191.7 

251.3 
191.5 

242.2 
184.9 

233.6 
178.3 panelsalso accessible from 

35-39 
hn-14 

139.0 
64.9 

134.0 
62.6 

129.2 
60.4 

124.6 
58.3 the Components menuspreads 

;5-9 15.9 15.2 14.7 14.1 
five year age groupings into 

single years. 

FERTILITY on either of the 

MIPOTLITY 
menus yields the two tables 

Survval Patios (Source - U11Model Life Tables) shown to the left. The first 

PERIOD UN nORTALITY LEVEL assumes constant fert iIi ty 

!920iTO1995 75 over the forecastand the 

195 TO 1990 
1990 TO1995 

80 
85 second assumes the I ates 

(age-specific) decline over 

NOrE: To view the UNModel 
*Coiwonents Penw 

Life Tables use the 
(ALT-key L C-key). the three five-yetar forecast 

per iads. Morta11t ------- shows 

survival rate levels from 

UN Model Life Tables,ini-

MORTALITY proving over the forecast. 

Survival Patios (Source - UK Model Life Tables) 

PEPIOD UN MORTALITY LEVEL 
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Note:The Fertility and Mo. 

tality components shown )n 

the previous pagepermit 

choices based on different 

PiRT6S ANDSURVIVORS 

17P. 1925 

AVGI 
:ECTILE of WNW 5-YR 
-.-'.. in SPP FERTILITY 

BIRTH FRACTION (IFEMALES) * 

TOT 
TOT FEMALE SURVIVAL 

BIRTHS BIRTHS RATIO 

0.4911 

1995 
TOT 

FEMALE 
SURVIVE 

different assumptions.This 

is what 2rolections are.Ty. 

Popew choice points are 

back-lighted to indicate 

that they can be changed n 

15-19 
.-2 
25-29 
IF-.4 
35-39 

'.-" 

45-9 

326270 
309111 
29141 
262921 
247301 
233615 
212011 

0.4250 
1.1100 
1.2500 
0.9935 
0.,950 
0.3245 

0.0790 

139665 
343114 
360177 
26*113 
171875 
75608 
16749 

68099 
169503 
176883 
129233 

94409 
3729 
9225 

0.9036 
0.9036 
0.9036 
0.9036 
0.9036 
0.9036 
0.9036 

61534 
152260 
159931 
115871 
76271 
33640 
7432 

the template as ineutwhere

as other labels and data 

arrays(model tables) are 

cell protected against 

606946 accidental change. 

S,,MS AND SURVIVORS 

.. - --C6 

AVGI 
FERTILE of MI 5-YR 
Ic-SPC4P inGRPFERTILITY 

BIPTH FRACTION I%FEMALES) * 

TOT 
TOT FEMALE SURVIVAL 

BIRTHS BIRTHS RATIO 

0.49 

190.00 
TOT. 

FEMALE 
SURVIVE 

3irths and Survivors are 

shown to the left for the 

three periods.Births are 

estimatmd on tho basis of 

age specific ferttlity rates 

15-19 
2(1-24 
25.3-2 
2 -34 
35-39 
&A-4 
&5-49 

00####& 
.4.4. 
**446 
1---f" 
.*."44 
eff*" 
&**# 

0.4250 
1.1100 
1.2300 
0.9935 
0.6950 
0.3245 
0.0790 

153372 
356798 
379554 
?90924 
178905 

7W374 
17919 

75321 0.92C9 
175224 0.9208 
186399 0.9208 
137913 0.9209 

97960 0.9208 
,1499 0.9209 
800 0.9208 

69356 
161346 
171636 
12690 
80902 
35441 

9103 

multiplied by the average 

number of vomen (betweeTv base 

and forecast periods) 

in the age group;Male/Female 

653780 Birth Fractions are applied, 

and birth survival rates to 

each year,O-4) applied.This 

gives the new numbers in the 
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PP'NS ANDSURVIVOPS 

)-***-

AVI# 
OrEtTILE of WMN 5-VR 

bE-GROUP in SRP FERTILITY 

15-19 ******4 0.4250 
K-24 ***# 1.1100 
?5-?Q 

't*-
"4"#*** 
* ***## 

1.2500 
0.9935 

35-3 9 4..." 0.6950 
-;'-=. "".** 0.3245 

5.40 60# 0 0.0790 

BIRTH FPCTION (%FEMALES) * 

TOT 
TOT FEMLE SURVIVAL 

BIRTHS BIRTHS RATIO 

174662 9577M 0.9209 
395720 194338 0.9208 
3 59 4 
296946 

194453
145811 

0.92080.9209 

193056 94810 0.9208 
816"E 4019e 0.920e 

195WO 9130 0.9E09 

0.49 

1995.00 
TOT 

FEMALE 
SURVIVE 

78983 

178946
 
179052
134262
 

97301 

37014 

8407 

703972 


0-4 age group for the next
 

forecast period.Note that
 

the 653,80 females are put
 

in the 0-4 group for year
 

1990 in the Projection
 

Tables on Page 7.(Recall:a)l
 

the other age groups from 5
 

old and above were
 

derived as survivors from the
 

years 

previous age group in the
 

previous period.)
 

Births are Survivors are
 

projected for the three
 

period of the exercise,
 

1980-19e5;1985-1990;and
 

1990;1995 .This also show t 

that the process is simply
 

iterativ@,and every five
 

years now rates are input,
 

and the procedures is the
 

Same. 
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UAC_1.1o-n 

Mlgrition in this exercise is 

simply a place-holder 

component to indicate that in 

,.EiPFOP FEPTILITY MORTALITY PIPTHS NIGRATION 
ioti required input inthis version of POPE12J. 
P6 SN BI P1 9 8L 

LIFE TABLES 

on 

SPPAUE 
some countries external 

migration is significantiand 

data are available to deal 

! MIGRATION 

22 
.3 
?4 

25 AGE-6ROUP 
26 -

0-4 
.1-9 

21 10-14 
?) 15-19 
?! 20-24 
3 23-3. 
3? 30-34 
34 35-39 

,0.00 
150-14 
15-59 

29 60-64 
2-Aaq-e6 09:51 AM 

FEMALES 

1990.00 
TO 

1.85.00 
-

1.00 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
3.00 
7.00 
9.008.00 

9.00 
1' 
11-0012:0012.00 

13.00 

199.00 1990.00 
TO TO 

1990.00 1991.00 
- -

1.00 1.00 
2.00 2.00 
3.00 3.00 
4.00 4.00 
6.00 6.00 
6.00 6.00 
7.00 7.008.00 8.00 

9.00 
10.00 10.00 
11.00 11.000:2.00 12.0012.00 

13.00 13.00 
CHD CALC 

with it as a comonent.In 

most countries aei ther 0 

these conditions holds. In 

the LIS,and other county ir' , . 

migration is put in as a 

constant and it is aqe aitr1 

sex specific,as shown for 

Femalesincluded as art 

example in this exercise. 

Model Life Tables 

On the following page are 

Survival Rates for Males 

and Femalesexcerpted from 

UN Model Life Tables.Dther 

model tables are Coal* Dem

sny Regional Tables(1966). 

The age-specific survival 

rates are tabled in 7 levels 

based on increasing levels 

of life expectancy at birth. 



mtIME rIFE TABLES (Survival ,itoil
 

'EX A S6E LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL 
60 65 70 75 80 

(AA50.0)(AA !2.1;(Ag 55.O1(AA !7.610A6.4(A 

0.840 0.9557 0.8703 0.0871 0.9070 


0-4 0.9445 0.9518 0.9584 0.11648 0.9709 

C 0.9824 0.9856 0.9876 0.9893 0.9909 

10-14 0.9827 0.9948 0.9867 0.984 0.9900 

11-19 0.9741 0.9772 0.9798 0.9924 0.9848 

20-24 0.9688 0.9725 0M4758 0.9709 0.9919 

?5-?9 0.9673 0.9712 0.974B 0.M711 0.9811 

-0-3 0.9644 0.9696 0.9725 0.9760 0.9792 
?5-.4 0.9590 0.9629 0.9671 0.9711 0.9746 

40-44 0.9467 0.7523 0.Y"M 0.9617 0.9658 
4-40 0.9294 0.9359 0.9419 0.9469 0.9516 

50-S4 0.9045 0.9121 0.9189 0.9250 0.9206 

0.867e 0.e767 0.8847 0.8919 0.09P5 


60-64 0.8141 0.8244 0.933 0.9423 0.4502 


c-0 0.736" 0.7497 0.7598 0.7699 0.7794 


7M-74 0.6334 0.6469 0.6514 0.6708 0.6916 


0.504 0.5:?3 0.5326 0.5449 0.9.66 


90. 0.2988 0.30?! 0.3196 0.3Z72 0.335 


IPIPTHS) 0.8594 0.E739 0.9302 O.T036 0.9208 


0-4 0.9463 0.9537 0.9607 0.9669 0.9731 
5-9 0.9829 0.9052 0.9874 0.9995 0.9914 

10-14 0.9019 0.9943 0.9865 0.9886 0.9906 


1!17- 0.9745 0.9778 0.9809 0.9938 0.9865 


20-24 0.9694 0.9735 0.9771 0,9J07 0.9939 


?!o2F 0.9674 0.9718 0.97b 0.97M2 0.9926 


30-34 0.9654 0.9700 0.9739 0.9777 0.9811 


35-39 0.9632 0.9669 0.97A 0.9749 0.9783 


40-44 
 0.9556 0.960S 0.9650 0.9691 0.9727 


& -, 0.9437 0.9493 0.9143 0.9589 0.9631 


50-!k 0.925? 0.9318 0.9377 0.9433 0.9492 


51-.9 0.349 0.9030 0.91.F 0.9175 0.9238 


R-... 0.8459 0.8559 0.8653 0.8743 0.925 


65-9 0.7710 0.7 2 0.7743 0,8059 0.8162 


70-74 C,6662 0.6804 0.6940 0.7073 0.7197 


"S-7Q 0.5369 0.5523 0.5672 0.5919 0.5955 


90. 0.3211 0.3313 0,3406 0.3495 0.3376 


LEVEL LEVEL
 
95 90
 

63.2)(A"' 65.9' 

0.9262 0.9439
 

0.9765 0.9018
 
0.9924 0.9937
 
0.9914 0.9929
 
0.9871 0.9893
 
0.9847 0.9873
 
0.9940 0.9964
 
0.9922 0.9849
 
0.9779 0.9309
 
0.9696 0.929
 
0.9150 0.9596
 
0.9356 0.9400
 
0.9044 0.9098
 
0.8%73 0.8639
 
0.7881 0.7963
 
0.6917 0.7012
 

.0.5675 0.5779
 
0.3421 0.3493
 

0.9390 0.9535
 

0.9791 0.9944 
0.9932 0.9948 
0.9925 0.9941 
0.9891 0.9914 
0.9969 0.9896 
0.9858 0.9884 
0.9842 0.9868 
0.9914 0.9941
 
0.9759 0.9789
 
0.9668 0.9700
 
0.9529 0.9570
 
0.9298 0.9351
 
0.8903 0.8971
 
0.8259 0.8345
 
0.7316 0.7422
 
0.6088 0.6207
 
0.3652 0.3719
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1T~e:rogecion Results
 

The results of using the projection 
template can be
 

which covers:
called up by monu 


Population Tables (menu)
 

Age/Sex New Entrants
POP-TOT
POP-M POP-TOT
POP-F 

(No Migrat) (w Migrat)
 

to
 
The projection results are:l)The Female 

Population,projected 


1995;2)Male Populationsame years;3)Total 
Popula

1965,1990 and 


tion withotit Migration;4)Total Population(with 
Migration,iti
 

this case dummied in);5)Age/Sax all 
pariods;6)New Entrants
 

nTnirt
 
are age-sex single age for ages 

49,5,6,7,which covef 

which 


possible entry ages in most countries of the world. This 
last
 

as educational
 
isof course,the point of the model,as 

far 


planners go.
 

POPULITIal PRONCTION - FEMALES FEMALE FEALE FEMALE 

pop SURVIVAL POPPOP SURVIVALBASE SURVIVAL 
RATIO 199

195 RATIO 199
1990 RATIOACE-E6OUP 

65370 0.9791 703972
606646 0.9731

0-4 459374 0.9669 
0.92 6401160.9914 5905220.9895 4441695-9 392669 0.9925 590606 

0.9886 328546 0.9906 40349
34074210-14 0.9991 4370460.9865 394994 

15-19 315684 0.9838 336858 
0.9869 320698
0.9939 332310


307654 0.9207 310570
2044 
 0.9858 327957
0.9826 305570

274567 0.9792 301716
25-29 0.942 3012310.11 2964660.97 2856256707 0.9914 291792
ii. 

0.9749 251061 0.9783 263775 
243543
35-39 
 0.9719 259968
0.9727 2456132?9800 0.9691 23743040-44 239693230940 0.9669 
201324 0.9589 222699 0.9631 

45-49 223291214482 0.95290.9433 193050 0.949226146050-54 204379193050 0.92980.9175 246635 0.923923678955-59 
 170200.227942 0.003217254 0.8925
60-64 201222 0.8743 2029470.9162 191727 0.8259 

199789 0.8059 175928
65-69 0.7316 1593470.7197 143593
0.7073 152951
1?2345
7f-7 105052
110079 0.6098
0.5919 86535 0,955
95678
73-79 94020.365266209 0.3576 752090.3495
4679
W0l 


he - 5326459469020445073124166216
TOTAL 




PALE MALE MALE 

09SE SURP.IVAL POP SUPYIVAL POP SURVIVAL POP 

1980 PATIO 1995 PATIO 1990 PATIO 1995 

4"1291 0.q64e 61776910.9709 667316 0.9765 718549 

402120 0.9893 459561 0.9009 599731 0.9924 651634 

2144-9 0.9804 397917 0.9900 454399 0.9914 595173 

15-19 
2,'-? 

3Q.190 
299000 
65-29269765 

0.9OZ4 
0.9789 
0.781 

310801 
2q6871 
292691 

0.984 
0.9919 
0.9011 

393939 
306077 
291498 

0.9871 
0,9847 
0.9940 

450480 
382759 
301394 

?-9748 0.9760 2630,7 0.9792 28715q 0.9922 2e6934 

'5-39 234543 0.9711 242798 0.9746 259369 0.9779 292048 

217657 0.9617 227765 0.9658 236631 0.9696 21259 

189715 0.9469 209321 009516 2199'M5 0.9158 229437 

-6 2 0.9250 179742 0.9306 199190 0.935b 210252 

2-9215678 0.9919 227252 0.9985 1h6337 0.9044 196362 

0-64 191345 0.8423 192363 0.8502 204186 0.87 150435 

17676 0.7698 161170 0.7794 163547 0.7891 175049 

99890 0.6708 135237 0.6816 125616 0.6917 18992 
"s-79 64599 0.5449 66335 0.5566 9217 0.5675 8699 

6 8970 0.3272 44679 0.3352 51299 0.3426 70091 

TisT . 397326 4324030 4717935 5164935 

VITH NO MIGRATION
DWPRIAT;ON PROJECTION - TOTAL (FEr,LE tMHALE) 


BASE
 
1990 1995
aEG-;"p. 1990 1995 


0-4 934665 1224615 1321096 1422520
 

5-9 794789 902729 1190252 1291750
 
994737 1191679
10-14 655191 786363 

15-19 617974 647659 779733 89526 

2fl-24 60U54 607441 639397 769457 

25-29 544332 594407 597069 629351 

34-34 50=. 532)13 593626 5980635 

31-39 479096 493859 ,2214 573930 

40-4 447457 465195 482243 511527 

45-49 390089 432020 450923 469130 

30-54 507139 371791 413671 433533 

55-59 452467 473997 349397 390741 

6(-64 392567 409617 432029 320635 

65-69 365467 337099 355274 377896 

7A-74 221235 298189 269209 297239 

75-79 150277 152970 202256 191941 

P00 757', 110999 IP7106 164573 

ThTA. PUP 9139602 9931342 9609139 10491394
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New ntrants 

New Entrants are ob-

NEU ENTRANTS: 
ASE 5 

FExALE 
PALE 

BASE YEAR 
1990 

93571 
8936 

1995 I0 
***-*year 

?6937 129562 
99502 130192 

1995 

131276 
133924 

tained by splitting the five 

age group 0 4 iiitn 

single years,0-1,1-2.2-3,3-4, 

TOTAL 171609 196439 258744 265200 4-5;and then uplitting the 

5-9 into 5-6,6-7 etc.To the 

NEWENTPANTS: 
A;E 6 

PALE 

BPSE YEAP 
19B0 

8E0944 

84419 

1995 

1947 
94719 

1990 

124174 

125916 

1995 

129493 

131963 

left are shown 

for the 5,6 and 7 

males and females. 

the r PSI 

year old 

t s 

:.Ct TOTAL 165362 196666 249990 261446 The single year age 

groups are obtained by usilig 

NEW ENTPNTSi 
ArE 7 

BASE YEAR 
1990 1965 1990 1995 

Sprague Multipliers to 

split the 0-4.5-9,10-14 aqe 

FEPALE 
MALE 

TCTAL 

78416 
e8540 
-

159956 

97977 
90924 

-

178902 

119900 
120569 

-

239369 

127941 
130243 

259194 

groupings into single years. 

This is shown in the final 

table. 
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!'trE~rD.TONOF NUMBEFS OF FEMALES AGED 0-14 BY SINGLE YEAPS OF
 
AGE IN1980.00 USING SPRAGUE MULTIPLIERS 

E9 '-' 5-9 10-14 13-19 20-24 SUN 

*e*,,.**,e,,, 4*+eo**e ,*H*.**,- FEMALES 

's ('.1616 -0.2760 0.1488 "0.0336 97514 

"C. 0.2640 -0.0960 0.0400 -0.0080 9463 AGEI 
"l.!840 0.0400 -0.0320 0.0080 91853 AGE 2 

"a. 0.1200 0.1360 -0.0720 0.0160 09045 AGE 3 

i.0704 0.1968 -0.0848 0.0176 96279 AGE 4 
check 459374 (AGES 0-4) 

0.A336 0.2272 -0.0752 0.0144 93571 AGE 5
 

,*# nlni ( 0.2320 -0.0480 0.0400 9n944 AGE 6
 

*'. -0.0080 0.2160 -0.0080 0.0000 78416 AGE 7
 
49* -0.016( 0.1840 0.04AA -0.0080 76005 AGE 8
 

-0.0176 0.1408 0.0912 -0.0144 73733 AHE 9
 
check 392669 (AGES 5-9)
 

-0.0128 0.0849 0.1504 -0.0240 0.0016 71582 AGE 10 

**, -.. I!6 0.0144 0.2224 -0.0416 0.0064 69537 AGE 11 
*** 0.0164 -0.0336 0.2544 -0.0336 0.0064 67793 AGE 12 

0.00 -0.0416 0.2224 0.0144 -0.0016 66440 AGE 13
 

0.0016 	 -0.0240 0.IS04 0.0848 -0.0129 65391 AGE 14 
check enn.oo4 (AES 10-14) 

/~
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SummarX Comment on POPEX
 

Annex A shows the Template Map of Popexwith the scTeovis
 

identified by spreadsheot location.Annex B shows the menus
 

designed with the various macros,which are located in the
 

MACRO screens on the Template Map.Annex C shows the design of
 

the Macrosso that the template can be structurally custnntized
 

to fit the needs of any user. Any given userof coursecan
 

a given
restructure the tables and change the data to fit 


planning and projection situation.That is the whole point of
 

template models.
 

Once the model is implemented and the projections modp
 

for any given planning situationa number of spreadsheet fea

to assist planners:
tures can be used 


1)What-If and hypothesis testing can be done by changing any
 

chaTiorof the data values,parameter values or even structural 


terintics to fit the specific country and school system. A
 

planner could for example experiment with changed hypotheses
 

trace
about the demographic components(increased births) and 


in future years.
the consequences for new entrants 


2)Analysts can also develop sensitivity tables,and in Popex
 

some versions have demonstration Sensitivity table areas. 
Ir'
 

more values
sensitivity testingthe analyst can change one or 


degree to which other varioble
of variables,and assess the 


values are senstive to these changes..
 

One feature of Popex should be notedand instructinfis
 

alert users to this:Automatic Recalculation of the spreadsheet
 



values has been turned off,and the Recalc is on manual,as a
 

lighted 
area at the foot of the spreadsheet shows the user.
 

The reason for this is that the spreadsheet is quite large
 

and changes take time to make in a large system. Another rpason,
 

is 
to remind the user that mindless changes--without prior
 

systematic thought 
and policy and program reference--are n
 

small use in planning. Changes in hypothesesand the building
 

of scenarios out of sets of changes and hypotheses should hP
 

carefully thought out beforehand in terms of the real life
 

system that the template model represents. When that is dorip
 

and the changes are introduced and the changes in the results
 

observed,then the planner is doing analysis of value. SprPad

sheet models are suited to this work.
 



POPEX ANNEX A 

*TEIPLATE MAP 

Th to soang 4screens across and up to 5screens dol. 

*ntroduction eDescription *
 #introductlon* 

a a * o Screen1.
 
4 *,.IOCI ,44I~Y20e2O *aIaIeeeaieaa#P20,.HaaaaaoaeaI 

eaIr0 o Iortalitym &
4 LzS * 

n-m1)lon # o Fertilitv # Data &
&# 

4 # Data § ..,.n0e0eeeOO4o• 


# I 

UK Model Lift Tables #
# 


v X3NNV X3dOd 



-. &&4&464&..6#, 	 All 6 4mIaaH A06O466#0#00.4 aHt.44 
*e0criotlon t *Oescription e I POPEX * 4 Data 4 
, crrFen 2 4 * Screen3 * menus # f Entry * 
I~*4444,4444aiAkO aatattt.t.ataAPPO ttaia,,,ttt.AY20 t,.a.t.tatit
 

* a 	 I Birth Data a 
* 4e01 Pop I a lit 5-year #
 
4 Or pectiOn I a Period #
 
* I 	 *,,III~OIIItaaiaBEO 

t441 a4aa.a..a.. 

* Birth Data #
 
* 2nd 5-year * 
# Period f 

6 mile Pop 4
 
, Proection 4 AQ6ltalaalaI,,,aolt
 

* #a Birth Data 0
 
£ * # 3rd 5-year &
 
*aaaaaaaaaa*a*qH9O a Period *
 

* a 	 (Nothing below)
 
* Total Pop a
 
P
Proction §
 

*(no aicratlI
 

* a
 

Tc.41 Pop
 
*Pro;ection I All6lIIIaflii 

' it/ grit) a a All 4 a
 
#a a All periodis
 

AI lBO*aaaaa**a*ao* 

* Age-Six a # All periodic
 

# Pro.etion a tIItiatl B
 

* a AteOOo~axaeaa***na
 
*o#####4#AF20B 	 a Age 6
 

# All periods*
 

& Ace-Sex * AI22Oa.,*amaa*n,, 
* Projection * a Age 7 # 
* FPd of the a * All periods#
 
# lit 5-year a oo**a*oaaoc**cAH22&
 



3.. l4P.IitI~fl* C Note C 

* 

* 1rtO 

C 

* 

#o 

C C 

# InterpQlation 
of Females 

,5Aces 0-19 
UL,o a 
S*rsque 

Multipliers 

* ase Year 

C 

* 
I 

o 

* 

C 

# 

# 

Interpolation 
of Rales 

Ages 0-19 
Using 

Soraque 
Multipliers 

Bnse Ye3r 

# 
# 
& 
# 

a# 

# 
# 

# 

P 
0 
S 

* Mirritionn 

",'4'.4 4,,4 L95 * 

i Interpolation 
# of Females 
* Ages 0-19 
* Using 
* Spraoue 

* Multipliers 

C 

# 
# 
6 
# 
& 
# 

I 

# Interpolation 
# of Males 
# Ages 0-19 

# Uving 
# Soraque 

# Fultipliers 

IC08 

# 
# 
0 
0 
# 
0 

(Nothing beioo; 

, 

• c.Oration* 
I Tntil * 

* End of the 

lit 5-yeir 
Period 

# 
# 

End of the 
lst 5-ytar 
Period 

# 
# 
# 

* C I C I C 

zthinq below) 
# Interpolation 
* of Females 

S Ages 0-19 
4 Using 
# Spraque 

a Fultipliers
I 

I End of the 
# 2nd 5-year 
# Period 

* 
# 

4 
4 
a 
C 

# 

# 

0 Interpolation 
of Males 

a Ages 0-19 
# Using 
& Spraque 
a Multipliers 

# End of the 
# 2nd 5-year 
# Period 

# # 

# 

a 
# 

a 

0 
# 
6 

# 



,t,...*weRtAa 


* Interpolation I 

* cf Fesiles 4 
* Age% 0-19 # 
* Usinq * 

* Sprioue * 
* Multipliers 4 


* End of the 1 
* 3rd 5-year 0 
* Period # 
* * 


W*#~IiItt 

Interpolation 
I of Mills 
4 Ages 0-19 
# Using 
# Sprique 
* Multipliers 
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GENERAL BACKGROUND:
 

HUMAN CAPITAL FORMATION IN LDCS (LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES)
 

Developing countries have tried to imitate and follow the
 

experience of developed ones, where education has contributed to
 

growth. This experience supports the theory of human capital
 

that education is an investment that enhances human capability
 

for production. Education/training not only provided the base
 

for skill formation required for industrialization, education
 

also had an important role in the social and cultural transfor

mation of societies undergoing modernization and development.
 

It is also argued that the greatest obstacle to development
 

was the traditional type of structures, orientation, and
 

behavioral patterns that predominated in tradition-bround
 

societies. To enter the modern world, underdeveloped societies
 

have to overcome traditional norms and structures, thus opening
 

the way for social, economic, and political transformation.
 

Under one interpretation of human capital theory, a high
 

level of effort and resources was channelled to the expansion of
 

secondary and post-secondary education at the expense of primary
 

and basic education. This policy, given limited resources in
 

LDCs, resulted in the distribution of educational resources in
 

benefit of the minority over the mass of population. in some
 

less developed ccuntries there is a rapid growth in product and
 

productivity but slow growth in employment, and increasing
 

numbers of educated unemployed, as a growing surplus of school
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graduates and leavers exceed occupational demands in modern
 

sector industries.
 

The Backaround in Jordan 

Jordan is one of the developing countries that has 

undergone a big change in educational expansion in the 1950s. 

Elementary schools were opened everywhere, in every village, 
big 

or small, and secondary schools were established in towns 
and 

Education seemed to be such a good investment thatcities. 


village people sent their children to secondary schools in
 

With free tuition, the private rate of
neighboring towns. 


return was much higher than the social rate.
 

Jordan expanded, and is still expanding, secondary
 

In the East Bank alone secondary enrolleducation in general. 


ments jumped from 3?,000 to 94,000 in 1976-1985, and high-school
 

These graduates were
graduates reached 27,487 in 1985. 


channeled into two streams:
 

1. Some joined the universities and university colleges.
 

2. The others, the majority, were unable to join higher

education institutions, either because of low scores 
in the
 

general secondary examination, or.because they could 
not pass
 

that examination.
 

This majority of students are now unemployed, although
 

there are opportunities for them in both agriculture and
 

Short of workers to do these
construction as unskilled labor. 


Also, many pieces of
jobs, Jordan imports them from Egypt. 
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land are left unused because of lack of manpower to work the
 

land.
 

Had these unemployed and partly educated high-school
 

graduates been directed to the work market at the age of
 

fifteen, before they went into secondary education, they would
 

have gone to agriculture to work with their families in
 

villages, or to construction. Masonry, plastering, plumbing, or
 

other occupations in small industries might be learned on-the

job, or through apprenticeship, outside vocational schools.
 

It would benefit the economy, and individuals as well, to
 

reduce secondary enrollments, giving this opportunity to
 

students who have the capability of receiving high education, at
 

most the 50% of preparatory-school graduates who do well in the
 

general secondary entrance examination. Yet, for political
 

purposes, the promotion ceiling was raised to more than 80%.
 

Applying the AASCU Paradigm and IFPS Modeling to planning
 

education in Jordan, indicates a policy of reducing secondary
 

education quantitatively, improving the quality of this
 

education, and developing training to meet the manpower
 

requirements of the country.
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STAGE I OF TBE AASCU PARADIGM: 

FUTURE SOCIETAL TRENS 

The conditions which favored a policy of unlimited
 

secondary education in the last two decades have been changing.
 

These social changes will affect our plans 
or planning process,
 

and they should be regarded with care when developing 
our goal
 

and objectives.
 

-an be perceived clearly in
 The following trends of changes 


our society.
 

1. PpuatcD 
The
 

The growth trend of population in Jordan is
clear. 


average annual growth was 4% in the period 
of 1980-85. The
 

now 2,495,0001 the number of
 number in the East Bank is 


secondary students jumped in the same period from 73,500 to
 

94,008;*and high-school graduates increased from 
22,500 to
 

This increase in population will necessitate 
more
 

27,487. 

Secondary


primary schools, agricultural output, and housing. 


education should prepare people to meet these 
production needs.
 

2. IG2W 

Agriculture# the backbone of the economy, needs 
more hands
 

Labor is imported from Egypt
to work on the unused land. 


because villages send their children to secondary 
schools, and
 

Construction
 
after graduation they do not go back to the 

land. 


works and small industries can absorb many 
workers in unskilled
 



work. Skills can be learned on-the-job, or through
 

apprenticeship.
 

3. 	 W.Vak
 

Expansion in small industries, construction works, and
 

agriculture to meet the need of the populntion and the economic
 

growth, will give opportunities to young people to start work
 

after they finish the compulsory education at the age of
 

fifteen before high school.
 

4. 	 External Affairs
 

The open market for white-collar wcrkers in Saudi Arabia
 

and the Gulf oil states is no longer available. Graduates must
 

be absorbed in the local market, which would have to expand to
 

create jobs for high-school graduates. Financial aid from the
 

oil states has been cut down due to the Gulf War, and there are
 

very limited resources to maintain even the existing schools.
 
5. 	Vain
 

The trend of women entering the modern work force is
 

increasing, and will increase more in the future, as the scope
 

of work open to women is enlarged. They now go to light
 

industries, services, and to agriculture in the country. After
 

high 	school they will not work on the farms.
 

Life has become complicated, and the luxuries of the past
 

are necessities nowadays. The standard of living is getting
 

higher and higher. 
The income of the head of the family is no
 

longer sufficient to give all the children secondary education.
 

A
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Parents send the bright children, and let the others start work
 

to help the family income.
 

STAGE II: SOCIETAL VALUE SHIFTS
 

Values change and this accelerates other changes in the
 

society, which brings changes in education. The following
 

values will importantly impact general secondary education.
 

1. 	Chang/Reapect for Manual Work
 

The passive or negative attitude towards manual work which
 

prevailed in the past has been reversed. People no longer
 

despise manual work, as it is now more financially rewarding
 

than some mental works. Many white-collar workers are unem

ployed, unlike blue-collar workers, who are in great demand.
 

2. 	Foresight
 

People in the past rushed to government jobs after high
 

school because they were more secure and promised pensions on
 

retirement. But young people now realize the difference between
 

the limited salaries of civil servants and the opportunities
 

open to workers in the private sector, who can advance in their
 

jobs or start their own businessea.
 

3. 	Re nsonilttX
 

People are also aware of their responsibility to cultivate
 

their land, which has become partly unused because of lack of
 

labor. As this labor disappears landowners will have to depend
 

on members of the family, who should start such work at an 
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earlier age, especially when their school records show they Ca
 

not have a promising future in higher education. Parents will
 

not force their children to go on to high school when they are
 

not capable.
 

4. LiLsure
 

Parents cannot continue to work from sunrise to sunset on
 

their land, so they will encourage their children to work with
 

them. In small farms children must help, to give their parents
 

time to rest, and parents are finding more things to do with
 

their free time.
 

5. Interdepndence and Plnralimu
 

The family in the past depended on the head to earn a
 

living for all. It is no longer the case now, as life is
 

getting more difficult, and it requires more than one earner to
 

ensure decent life for the family.. Therefore, some children
 

will have to go to the labor market after finishing the
 

compulsory stage of education.
 

STAGE If.z
 

POLICY-HAIUG KATRIX FOR TRWRRAS 

The trends identified before will affect the various
 

The sectors
education sectors, as shown in Policy Matrix One. 


affected are:
 

1. academic secondary education,
 

2. nonformal vocational education and apprenticeship,
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3. agricultural works,
 

4. construction works and small industries,
 

5. educated unemployed.
 

Matrix One
 

1 2 3 4 5 

Sector Academic 
Secondary 
Education 

Nonformal 
Voc.Ed.& 
Apprent. 

Construct. 
Agricul. Work/Small 
Works Industry 

Educated 
Unemployed 

National 
Trend 

Population
(P) P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 

Economy 
(E) El E2 E3 E4 E5 

Work (W) Wl W2 W3 W4 W5 

Women (Wo) Wol Wo2 Wo3 Wo4 Wo5 

Lifestyle 
(LS) LSl LS2 LS3 LS4 LS5 

External 
Affairs 
(EF) EFI EF2 EF3 EF4 EF5 

Respect for manual work, Foresight,
National Values: 


Responsibility, Leisure,
 

Interdependence and Pluralism
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P1. Since the population is increasing, Jordan will need
 

more schools. But primary basic education is the priority need
 

rather than schools of general secondary education, especially
 

since resources are limited.
 

P2. As students enter work early, they need some kind of
 

training or apprenticeship. There can be "work and learn'
 

centers, where young men go once or twice a week to learn skills
 

related to their wonk.
 

P3. Growing population needs agricultural products. The
 

demand raises the prices of such goods, which attracts young men
 

to work on the land and produce to the market.
 

P4. People need housing, &A construction absorbs a great
 

deal of unskilled labor, which can also go into small indus

tries, after acquiring basic tool skills.
 

PS. If the policy of expanding secondary education
 

continues, high-school graduates will increase, adding to the
 

army of the educated unemployed, and vice versa.
 

El. It is not good that the national economy depends on
 

thousands of foreign laborers who will transfer hard currency
 

outside the country, while thousands of high-school leavers are
 

idle. General secondary education must change.
 

E2. The transfer of preparatory-school leavers to the
 

labor market as unskilled labor increases the importance of
 

apprenticeship and informal vocational education.
 

E3. Agriculture is an important component of the economy
 

which produces for the local market, and can produce for
 

77i 
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exports and to substitute for imports. If more land is brought
 

under cultivation, corn production can increase and reduce
 

imports, help the country's balance of payments, reduce debt,
 

and increase savings and investment.
 

E4. Materials for construction, such as steel, timber,
 

aluminum, and other commodities, are now imported because they
 

are not available in the country. Unskilled labor is also
 

imported, eveu when it is abundant in the country.
 

ES. There is unmet manpower demand in some sectors, while
 

unrequired supply in other sectors. We must work to match
 

supply and demand by changing the education policy, so.that it
 

trains for needed occupations. But new demand must also be
 

created.
 

Wl. The work market is growing and requires more labor.
 

This has to be drawn from secondary schools or, more precisely,
 

from preparatory-school graduates.
 

W2. The work market welcomes unskilled labor, which will
 

learn the job through apprenticeship and informal vocational
 

education.
 

V3. In agriculture a great deal of basic infrastructural
 

works (irrigation, leveling) are needed to prepare unused land
 

for cultivbtion to produce agricultural products which are in
 

great demand.
 

W4. Construction works are full of Koreans, Pakistanis,
 

and workers of other nationalities. This is because young
 

Jordanians go to secondary schools and seek white-collar jobs,
 



although it is difficult to find a bricklayer, a plasterer, a
 

pointer, or a plumber.
 

W5. As a result of the policy of mass secondary education,
 

high-school graduates and leavers are produced in thousands.
 

Unfortunately, they have no demand in the work market. In spite
 

of that, they are not ready to go to blue-collar jobs or manual
 

work.
 

Wol. Women have proven themselves equal to men in many
 

fields of economic activities. Despite limited opportunities
 

after high school, they will turn increasingly to paid jobs,
 

because social customs encourage it and household budgets
 

require it.
 

Wo2. There are many jobs that require skills that
 

apprenticeship or on-the-job training can provide. There is no
 

need for formal vocational education.
 

Wo3. Villagers need their children--both boys and girls-

to work on the land and on their farms with them. This kind of
 

work should start early before children get accustomed to
 

idleness.
 

Wo4. Light and small industries take women as well as
 

men. There are food and oil factories, cloth and clothing
 

factories, tailor shops and dairy works that give good opportu

nities for women.
 

Wo5. If these alternatives are not taken, and all girls go
 

to the secondary schools after finishing the preparatory stage,
 

they will eventually join the army of educated unemployed.
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Women with good-paying employment can help themselves, 
their
 

parents, their spouses, and their children.
 

Ll. The ceplicatio-s of life and its pressing demands
 

make it uneconomical for the parents to wait for the 
children to
 

finish high school, unless they are sure that they 
will find
 

not now certain, so secondary
work afterwards. This is 


education is no longer attractive to many families.
 

L2. Apprenticeship and vocational training are more
 

secure, as they ensure some kind of work where 
the worker can
 

be productive and earn his living earlier, and 
thus reduce
 

dependency.
 

L3. Life's necessities have become many and expensive, 
not
 

only in towns but also in villages. Peasants need the hands of
 

their children to increase their product and 
add to their
 

income.
 

L4. The same can be said about townspeople who will 
send
 

their children, after compulsory education, to 
workshops and
 

construction works where the pay is high.
 

People cannot afford under these pressing needs 
to
 

L5. 


send all the children to secondary schools, 
on the slight hope
 

that they will be the lucky ones among the educated 
unemployed.
 

People in the past assumed debts to send their
EFI. 


children to high school, and thence to go to 
Saudi Arabia or any
 

other Gulf oil state to work and get money. 
This market no
 

longer exists, which reduces the enthusiasm 
for such kind of
 

education.
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EF2. Therefore, a new course shQuld be taken by
 

preparatory-school graduates, to go to the laDor market earlier
 

and learn jobs through apprenticeship and noniormal vocational
 

education.
 

EF3. Those in the villages will join agricultural works on
 

their farms, or someone else's farm.
 

EF4. In 
towns people send their children to workshops and
 

construction works, to learn occupations which may help them to
 

go outside the country, where skilled workers and craftsmen are
 

more in demand than workers with general education.
 

EFS. The reduction in the outside market for secondary
 

graduates discourages the piople and stops the drive and rush to
 

these schools. 
In the long run, this will reduce the number of
 

educated unemployed.
 

The societal trends will affect education in Jordan by
 

directing students to the labor market after they finish the
 

third preparatory class, leaving the general secondary education
 

to those who have the capability for that sort of education.
 

As a result, reducing the number in secondary schools will
 

free resources to improve quality. 
The fewer and better high

school graduates will be absorbed by higher-education institu

tions instead of being unemployed, and different sectors of the
 

economy will be provided by unskilled labor.
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STAGE IV% 

POLICY-MAKIZG MATRIX FOR VALUE SHIFTS 

Matrix Two shows the impact of value shifts, one by one, on
 

the sectors mentioned in Stage III.
 

Matrix Two
 

1 2 3 4 5 

Sector Academic Ncnformal Construct. 
Secondary 
Education 

Voc.Ed.& 
Apprent. 

Agricul. Work/Small 
Works Industry 

Educated 
Unemployed 

National 
Value 

Respect
(R) R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 

Manual w. 
Foresight 
(F) F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 

Responsi
bility (Ry) Ryl Ry2 Ry3 Ry4 Ry5 

Leisure (L) Li L2 L3 L4 L5 

Interdepen
dence & P1. 
(I) Ii 12 13 14 15 

National Population Economy Work
 

Trends Women Lifestyle External Affairs
 

'13I
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Rl. People in the past did not respect manual work, so
 

they rushed to secondary schools in order to prepare themselves
 

Now, secondary education is not so much in
for mental work. 


demand, because it does not lead to employment and increased
 

more desirable.
earnings. Skilled manual work does, so it is 

R2. As a result of this change of attitude, manual work is 

sought through apprenticeship with informal vocational
 

education, which will prepare people for a craft or occupation.
 

R3. Those in villages will go into agriculture and farm on
 

This work does not need great skill, and can
their family land. 


be learned through father-son work/learning arrangements.
 

R4. Construction works and small industries attract a
 

number of school leavers, who want to start earning a living.
 

R5. In this way there will be no addition to the great
 

number of unemployed high-school graduates. On the contrary,
 

some of them may go to manual work earlier.
 

Fl. People used to prefer government jobs where they felt
 

secure, as they gave them pension. They rushed into secondary
 

Now, they have
education, which was the path to these jobs. 


realized that the private sector has many good opportunities,
 

The rush to secondary education is
especially in crafts. 


slackened.
 

F2. The alternative is apprenticeship and informal
 

vocational education, to qualify for an occupation or a trade.
 

F3. Villagers will not permit their lands to lie unused,
 

either completely or partly, while they see their children go
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and finish high school and sit around. They must encourage the
 

children to share farm work and the income. 
There is a demand
 

for market garden produce.
 

F4. Wise people consider the situation of the market
 

around them. 
If the high school does not give children the
 

chance to have a job, why spend three years foL nothing.
 

Construction works and small industries are open.
 

F5. No one with vision wants his child to sit idle after
 

finishing school, so less education with a craft is better than
 

full education with no trade.
 

Ryl. Responsible people do not forca their children to go
 

to high school when these children are :aot capable of success in
 

academic education.
 

Ry2. Parents send children to search for crafts through
 

apprenticeship and nonformal education. 
In this way young men
 

become productive and satisfy their interests.
 

Ry3. Responsible people do not leave the land idle because
 

their is no labor to work on it. They must encourage their
 

childien to work there. Holdtng on to family land is 
one of the
 

strongest social values, and it will not change in the future
 

with population growing and landholdings shrinking.
 

Ry4. Construction works and workshops are another kind of
 

place of learning for young men to work and learn in after they
 

finish preparatory schools.
 

Ry5. Responsible people will not allow their children to
 

join the force of educated unemployed.
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Parents want to enjoy some leisure time, and children
Li. 


must work and contribute to family income.
 

L2. As a result, youth enter the labor market and 
seek a
 

trade through apprenticeship.
 

In the village children will go to the land 
to help


L3. 


their parentc, and become good farmers.
 

L4. Construction works and smLll industries will 
receive
 

these newcomers who want to earn their living.
 

In this way, the number of high-school graduates 
will
 

L5. 


Only capable students will go to higher education.
be reduced. 


If. The father as the head of the family can 
no longer
 

Other members of the family must
 provide alone for the family. 


share this burden with him as early as possible. 
In secondary
 

schools, as the quantity is reduced, the quality 
will be
 

improved.
 

12. Those who will not go to high school will go 
to the
 

labor market and qualify for a craft.
 

13. Village way of life should center on the land.
 

In small towns and villages there are also
14. 


construction works and small industries.
 

With the smaller number of high-school graduates
15. 


absorbed by higher-education institutions, dropouts 
will be
 

Waste will be reduce.
minimized. 
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St~muarv! Value Effects 

New values will influence general secondary education to
 

reduce enrollments, graduates, and dropouts. Preparatory-school
 

graduates will go to the labor market to supply the demand of
 

industries.
 

STAGE V:
 

FORMULATION OF THE NATIONAL GOAL An OBJECTIVES
 

The changes in the nation will bring changes in secondary
 

education. The policy of expansion of secondary education must
 

end.
 

The alternative will be a moderate policy where academic
 

secondary education will be limited to those capable of
 

finishing and succeeding in college afterwards. This will
 

improve the quality of secondary and higher education, and
 

provide the economy with the number of workers who are needed in
 

agriculture, construction works, and small industries.
 

GOAL: Improve the life of the people of Jordan, and the
 

national economy, through improved basic and intermediate
 

education and more job-relevant training.
 

OBJECTIVES:
 

1. 	Reduce general secondary education, and improve its
 

quality.
 

2. 	Focus attention on literacy programs and primary
 

education.
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3. 	Provide labor for agriculture, construction works, and
 

small industries.
 

4. 	Reduce the number of educated unemployed.
 

STAGE VI:
 

DETERMINING THE COMPATIBILITY OF OBJECTIVES
 

WITH OTHER OBJECTIVES AMR VALUE SHIFTS
 

Matrix Three
 

Testing Compatibility of Objectives with Other Objectives
 

U 	 UW 

41 WWU 
V 0 0Da 

1-44 

Wi Uih: .. .0 
0- ai W3F0.Obetieu 	 : 41 hi 41 

Objeciprov its quaVityWAVA
 

2. Focus attention on primary ed. and A C
 
literacy pro rams
 

3. Provido labor for agriculture#
 
construction works, and small A
 

industries
 
4. Reduce the number of educated
 

unemployed
 
Code: A. Compatible; B. Neutral; C. Incompatible
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Matrix Four
 

Testing Compatibility of Objectives with Valu!e Shifts
 

U U 

4&0 410' 

objectives
 

1. Reduce general secondary education A A A A A
 
and improve its quality
 

2. Focus attention on primary ed. and AAA
 
literacy programs
 

3. Provide labor for agriculture, A
construction works# and small A A A 


industries
 

4. Reduce the number on educated A A A A
 
unemployed
 

Code: A. Compatible; B. Neutral; C. Incompatible
 

a. abJectve comiatnlitX matrix All the objectives
 

are compatible with one another except one which calls for
 

focus on primary education and literacy, with reducing the
 

enumber of These objectives are incomeducated unemployed. 


patible when primary education leads more students to go
 

on to secondary education, and some of them will become
 

unemployed. But under the new policy, limited numbers will go
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to secondary education to satisfy the needs for higher educa

tion, taking into consideration that educated unemployed will be
 

brought to a minimum.
 

b. Oblectives-value shifts compatibility matrix: All are
 

compatible except the objective emphasizing focus on primary
 

education and literacy programs, which is unrelated to the value
 

of respect for manual work and leisure.
 

STAGZ VII:
 

FUTURE SCENARIOS 

Future scenarios are projected, using the IFPS Model, in
 

Annex A. 

fltimistic Scenario 

The ministry of education has realized the need for a major
 

change in the education policy at the secondary stage, because
 

thousands are graduated each year and the number is increasing
 

year after year. At the same time educated unemployed are
 

becoming a problem. One promising step taken by the ministry is
 

diversification of the secondary education, especially giving
 

more attention to vocational branches within the means of the
 

country.
 

A second step expected is to put a ceiling on promotion
 

from the third preparatory class to the first secondary class.
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This will not exceed 50%. IFPS Model results are shown in
 

Table 1.
 

Under this policy, academic secondary school population
 

will stop growing and start decreasing, from 94,008 this year
 

(1986) to 88,188 in 1990. High-school graduates will be 24.9
 

thousand, down from 27.5 thousand. Most of them can find places
 

at the higher-education institutions in Jordan, where community
 

colleges have places at present for 14,440 freshmen (in1990
 

they will have 15,626 places), and the two universities in the
 

East Bank have places for 6,061 (in1990 they will have 6,198
 

places). Remaining graduates will join foreign institutions.
 

In this scenario there is less pressure on hicher-education
 

institutions, and universities will be able to use their
 

resources to develop needed research and post-graduate studies
 

instead of horizontal expansion to accommodate mone high-school
 

graduates.
 

A reduced number of secondary students will facilitate
 

better education qualitatively. There will be surplus in the
 

budget of JD 1,146,943, as expenditure will be less than the
 

present-day allocations. This can go to needed salary
 

increases. The additional allocations of the budget, which are
 

increasing every year, will help to make improvements in the
 

equipment and facilities needed for the secondary schools. A
 

part would go to consolidate primary education, and literacy
 

programs.
 

"1L
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Table 1 

IFPS Secondary Student Enrollment (New Scheme)
 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
 

1st level sec. 35,310 27,171 28,204 30,000 32,427
 

2nd level sec. 29,142 34,067 26,562 27,308 29,017
 

3rd level sec. 29,556 28,566 33t274 26,166 26,739
 

Total secondary 94,008 89,804 88,039 83,474 88,183
 

Secondary grads. 27,487 26,566 30,944 24,334 24v867
 

Table 2
 

Teacher, Expenditure Forecasts
 

I98-- 1987 1988 19eg 19T7
 

SCTOTTMACH jotal. Teachers) 4595 4394 4707 4084 47141 
SCTOTINC (Total Income) 18515061 ie515081 18515021 18515081 1i515,Qe i 
SCTOTEXPED (qotal Expend) 151570 17687"54 1739767 16440E75 17781
 
SCBALANCE -289.5 827727 1175314 2074506 .1146943
 

Note 	 Decrease In expenditure 

Poistive Balanca is achieved from second period on 
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Table 3
 
Statistical Summary of Enrollment Projection (New Scheme)


Year
 
Grade 85/86 87 
 88 8990
 

3rd 
 51517 
 54235 
 57746
PreD.d 2TfT - " 
62456 65459d2MT-
 d 2'§g
 d 2T T d 2MW514 

1st p 25759+ p 27117+
r 1412 p 28873+ p 31228+
r 1108 
 r 1128
sec. r 1200
35310 
 27171 
 28204 
 30001 
 32428
d706 
 d 543 
 d 56F4 
 d 600 
 d 649
 

p 33191+ 
 p 25541+ 
p 26512+
2nd p 28201+
 r 874 
 r 1022 
 r 797
sec. 29142 34066 r 819
26563 
 27309 
 29020
d 291 
 d 341 
 d 266 
 d 273 
 d 290
 

p 27976+ p 32703+
3rd p 25500
r 591 r p 26217
571
see. 29556 r 665 r 523
28567 
 33274 
 26166 
 26740
d-147 8 3 '1428 
 d 16" 4 d 8 d13037 

g 27487 g 26566 g 30944t.sc/enr.94008 g 24334 g 24867
89804 
 88039 
 83474 
 88183
 

Ppromotion r.repetition d.dropouts g.graduates

3/prep 
 50% 
 5% 
 45%
1/seC _
94% 

2/sec 96% 

4% 2% _
 
3/sec -

3% 1% .
2% 
 5% 
 93%
 

Note: Enrollments Projected Using EDMODEL(Davismainframe 
variant,1984)
Promotion/Repetition/Drop-out 

tables not shown to conserve space
 

'V
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Table 4
 

Freshmen Seats at Community Colleges and Universities
 

(New Scheme)
 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

GRADSC 12,371 11,957 13,927 10,952 11,192 

TOTCOSCFR 5,504 5,779 6,068 6,372 6,690 

TOTUSCFR 2,577 2,611 2,644 2,679 2,714 

GRADART 15,116 14,610 17,017 13,382 13,675 

TOTCOARTFR 8,936 8,936 8,936 8,936 8,936 

TOTUARFR 3,484 3,484 3,484 3,484 3,484 

SECGRAD 27,487 26,566 30,944 24,334 24,867 

TOTHIGHSFR 20,501 20,810 21,153 21,470 21,824 

TOTCOFR 14,440 14,715 15,004 15,308 15,626 

TOTUNFR 6,061 6,095 6,128 6,163 6,198 

Teachers, Income, Expenditures, Balance
 

1969 i99C,i986 1987 19e2 


9376-79
 
TCOE PFR: S6640o 6629120 9002496 9164541 97756SE
 
TOTCOEXPFR 	 91'00 919344 9251272 9Z11914 


AINC 	 474400 Z64320 24876 12773 -50.56
 
UCX 	 6156900 6166950 6177131 6187445 6197eq2
 

601000 6094501 6128432 6162815 6197640
TOTUEXPp 

24629 5. 1


UBALINCE 	 9590,0 72449 4694 
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Students who will finish the third preparatory clase and
 

not be promoted to the first secondary class, will go to the
 

labor market. Village students will work with their parents on
 

their land. They can also work at agricultural development
 

projects in the Jordan River Valley, where there are big
 

corporate forms. Town students will join construction works and
 

amall industries. They will become productive members of the
 

society as soon as they leave school and join the labor force.
 

In spite og the policy of restricting general secondary
 

education, the average enrollment ratio will be 38% of the total
 

population at the age of 15-19 in 1990 (shown in Tables 5A,
 

5B). (Note: School-age Population Tables shown in Annex B.)
 

Pessimintic Scenario 

If things go off the track and the ministry of education
 

sticks to the old policy of expanding secondary education,
 

following the classical pattern and promoting 85% of
 

preparatory-school graduates.to high sc!kol, the future will 

look worse than the present. Every year will bring increasing
 

numbers of high-school graduates. The number of secondary

school population will jump from 94,008 to 157,089 in 1990.
 

High-school
The enrollment ratio will climb to .67 (Table 5B). 

graduates will be about 49,000 (Table 6). 



Table 5 

Secondary Enrollment Ratio 

New Scheme and Old Scheme Compared 

27 

5A: New Scheme (Optimistic) 

SCTOTENRL 

POPSCAGE 

POPRATE 

SCENRLRATIO 

1986 

94,008 

200,000 

1.040 

.4700 

1987 

89,804 

108,000 

1.040 

.4317 

1988 

88,039 

216,320 

1.040 

.4070 

1989 

83,474 

224,973 

1.040 

.3710 

1990 

88,183 

233,972 

1.040 

.3769 

5B: 01d Scheme (Pessimistic) 

SCTOTENRL 

POPSCAGE 

POPRATE 

SCENRLRATIO 

1986 

94,008 

200,000 

1.040 

.4700 

1987 

107,830 

208,000 

1.040 

.5184 

1988 

126,8 3 

216,320 

1.040 

.5866 

1989 

144,445 

224,973 

1.040 

.6421 

1990 

157,089 

233,972 

1.040 

.6714 
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Table 6
 

Secondary Student Enrollment (Old Scheme)
 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

FSTSCENRL 35,310 45,200 50,096 53,612 57,939 

SNDSCENRL 29,142 34,064 43,513 48,396 51,841 

TRDSCENRL 29,556 28,566 33,274 42,437 47,309 

SCTOTENRL 94,008 107,830 126,883 144,445 157,089 

SECGRAD 27,478 26,566 30,944 39,466 43,997 

Secondary Leval Teachers,Income,Expenditure,Balance
 

Teachers, Income, Expenditures, Balance
 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

SCTOTTEACH (Total Teachers) 4599 5275 620e 7067 7685 
SCTOTINC " INCOME 1515081 16515061 16515061 185150611 e515021 
SCTOTEXPEND 18515370 21237743 24990180 28449196 30939509 
SCBALANCE Bala -289.5 -272266 2 -6475099 -99Z4115-12424428 

01 
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COmUliCAtionf- Of This Policy 

1. To accommodate for this great number of secondary
 

population requires an extra amount of JD 12,424,428. Total
 

expenditure will be 30,939,509; while the ministry can allocate
 

only 18,515,081 (Table 6).
 

2. If we impose tuition fees, each student has to pay JD
 

79.10 in order to make total income equal to total expenditure
 

This could cause unrest, as people are
(Goal Seeking, Table 7). 


not used to paying fees at public schools. The money may have
 

to come at the expense of other responsibilities.
 

no place for this number of graduates at
3. There is 


universities and community colleges, and the number of graduates
 

will far exceed demand for university-educated manpower.
 

4. If, in spite of these disadvantages, the growth of
 

community colleges and universities is vastly increased to take
 

in these numbers, we would need in 1990 about 24,496 places for
 

freshmen at community colleges, and 10,445 places for university
 

This meanz 12,000 additional places over
freshmen (Table 9). 


Table 4 totals. Since the government cannot increase subsidies,
 

tuition will be increased from JD 200 to 344.8 at the community
 

colleges, and from 300 to 584.6 at the universities (Table 10),
 

increases of 74% and 95% respectively.
 

5. This means quantity, without quality, college students
 

so poorly equipped that they are graduates on paper only.
 

6. Consequently, the army of the educated unemployed will
 

become bigger and bigger, to the detriment of the national
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Table 7 

Goal Seeking Tuition Necessary in Secondary Education
 

to Cover Expenditure
 

Enter Name of Variable(s) to be adjusted to achieve Performance
 

.actuition (secondary tuition)
 

Enter 1 Computational Statement(S) for Peformance
 

.sctotinc a sctotexpend (secondary total income equals total expenditure
 

* * * ** * * ** Goal Seek.ing Case 9* * 

1990
1986 1987 1988 1989 


68.77 79.09
.0031 25.25 51.03
SCTUITION 


(Secondary tuition fee) 
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Table 8
 

Statistical Summary of Enrollment Projection (Old Scheme)
 

Year
 
Grade 85/86 87 
 88 89 
 90
 

3rd 51517 56811 60715 65641 
 68900

prep.d 2576 
 d 284= d 3036 d 3282 d 3445"
 

p 43789+ p 48289+ p 51608, p 55794+

1st r 1412 r 1808 
 r 2004 r 2144
sg. 35310 45202 50097 53612 57939
d 706 d 904 d 1002 d 1072 d 1159
 

p 33191+ p 42490+ p 47091+ p 50395+
 
r 874 r 1022 r 1305 r 1452
2nd 29142 34066 
 43512 48397 
 51847
 see. d---1 4 d -Ti44 r-"I"8 

p 27976+ P 32703+ p 41771+ p 46481+
3rd 
 r 591 r 571 r 665 
 r 849
 sea. 29556 28567 33274 
 42437 47310

d 1478 
 d 1428 d 1-664 d 2122 d 2365
 

g. 27487 g.26568 g. 30945 g. 39466 g. 43998
t.se/enr.94008 107830 126885 
 144445 157089
 

p. promotion r. repetition d. dropouts g. graduates
 

3/prep 85% 
 10% 5% 
 -1/8ee 94% 
 4% 2%

2/sea 96% 
 3% 1 . 3/sec 
 2% 
 5% 93%
 

* Projected using Davis EDMODEL(mainframe variant,1984)
 

V7 
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Table 9
 

Freshmen Seats at Community Colleges
 

and Universities (Old Schemes)
 

1990
1962 1989
1986 1987 


19802
13927 17763
12371 11957

GRADSC 9511 11413
5504 6605 7926 4453 5344
TOTCOSCFR 3711
3092
2577


TOTUSCFR 

21704 24195


15116 14610 17017 

GRADART 10813 11894 13083
8936 9830
TOTCOARTFR 5101
4637
4216
3484 3832 05 4399741
39466
30944
TOTCARFR 27487 26566
SECGRAD
TOTUARFR 
 Z494126665 3049540501 2359 
TOTHIGHSFR 24496
18738 :1405 
TOTCOFR (Entering cohort Corn Co114440 164 4 

104456925 7927 9090 
cohort universitY 6061TOTUNFrntrant 

Co.unity College Balance Sheet 

19ee 1989 


9998064 105-1346 11149658
 

1996 1997 


9138400 9537280 

14697775


9860640 11242992 12842SZ7
eT0XF
8664000 
 -22311491 -35A8I17
-323360 -12449,
474400
TOTCOEXPFR 7471977
6716556 7 06567B
6156900 6416040

COBA-ANCE 


6924800 7926520 9090260 104A 4592
 
6061000
U ENC -2972614.

95900 -508760 -1209964 -20245e2 
TOTUEPFR

UBALANCE
 

1990 
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Table 10
 

Goal Seeking Tuition -- Community Colleges
 

and Universities (Old Scheme)
 

Enter Name of Variable to be Adjusted to Achieve Performance 

.cotuition (commnuity college tuition)
 

Enter 1 Computational Statement for Performance 

.coninc - totcoexpfr (community college income - total conunity college expensasF 

888Goal Seeking Case 12 88888 

1990
1986 1987 1988 1989
COTUITION 

167.1 219.7 266.4 308.0 344.8
 

Enter Name of Variable to be Adjusted to Achieve Performance 

.utution (university tuition)
 

Enter 1 Computational Statement for Performance 

.uinc - totuexpfr (university income equal total university expenditure 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
 
UTUITION 284.2 373.5 452.6 522.7 584.6
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economy, and the frustration of the young men and their
 

families, who were looking forward to seeing them start work and
 

earn their living. Many parents will be burdened with debt in
 

order to send their children to the secondary school, hoping to
 

repay that debt as soon as their children finish high school or
 

college. The high-school graduates, unwilling to go to manual
 

work after being conditioned physically and psychologically to
 

academic and white-collar work, will avoid Odemeaningm jobs. A
 

recent study made by the ministry of agriculture finds that one
 

of the great problems facing this sector is lack of manpower.
 

This has already led to rising wages.
 

7. Agricultural work on development projects, or small
 

private plots, either cannot expand or must depend on foreign
 

labor. There are now 39,744 paid workers from outside Jordan
 

(Table 11).
 

8. Construction works suffer a shortage in unskilled
 

labor, so the shortage is made up for by Egyptians, Pakistanis, 

and Koreans. About 6,500 non-Jordanians work in this sector. 

9. The loss is then doubled. There are thousands of
 

unemployed, despite jobs available for those who are qualified
 

or ready to do them. The nation depends on foreign labor, which
 

transfers part of the money outside the country. With 39,744
 

agricultural laborers receiving JD 90 a month and transferring
 

70% of their pay; 6,500 construction workers earning JD 120 and
 

trasnferring 60% of their wages; and 3,500 laborers in small
 

industries earning JD 150 an, transferring 50% of their pay, the
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total annual wages will be JD 58,583,520; while annual transfers
 

are 38,812,464. Wages in 1990 will be 70,493,792, while the
 

transfers will be 46,776,645 (Table 11).
 

Table 11
 

Foreign Labor in Jordan -- Wages and Transfers
 

1986 1987 1988 
 1989 1990
 
PREPDR.POUTS 23182 24573 26047 27610Q 29267

FAGRLAB CN A A L97-4 41731 43616 46009 
 48309
FCONLAS MtMN 1e- 6500 6760 7030 7312 7604
 
FINDLAB CINDTMAL WIY~ ? _3500 3640 :786 3937 4095TITFWAGES " vt"L WA,. 4661960 5113006 5355086 5608726 5874483
TTTRANS 534372 :6676 355062e 3720258 396054
 
ANTCTFWAGES frAL W reS;) 585865 _2061356096 64261037 67304710 70493792 
ANTOTTRANG CTO.+Crl. T¥~ja12464 40665427 42607532 44643096 46776645TOTUNSKLAB /Y166000 174400 18244 192555 202=60 

'1)'
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STAGE VIII
 

STRATEGIES AND POLICIES
 

Trends and value shifts have helped to frame our
 

objectives, which center on reducing the number of educated
 

unemployed. To attain this end, means reducing the general
 

secondary-education population. This will provide labor for
 

agriculture, construction works, and small industries, because
 

preparatory-school graduates not promoted to the secondary
 

school will go to the labor market. The money saved will help
 

to give a better secondary education, and will go to consolidate
 

primary education, or literacy projects.
 

The scenario comparisons show the benefits from the new
 

policy of putting an end to expanding secondary education, and
 

the disadvantages of sticking to the old unwise policy.
 

a. The Strate 

Four years under the *new* alternative will bring a stable 

situation. The number of high-school graduates will match the 

needs of the country and the seats available in higher-education 

institutions. Agriculture, construction works, and small
 

industries will receive preparatory-school graduates to fill 

needed jobs.
 

In 1990 there will be 24,867 high-school graduates instead 

of 43,997 (Table 6). The number will be moderate and reason

able, so that most of the students will be absorbed by higher

education institutions (in 1986 places for 20,501, and in 1990 
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about 21,824 freshmen)i and the rest will go to some jobs that
 

do not necessitate special skills.
 

On the other hand, from preparatory school 23,182 graduates
 

will go to the labor market instead of 2,576. They will go to
 

work in agriculture, construction works, and small industries
 

and workshops. They will first replace foreign labor of 49,744
 

at agriculture, construction works, and small industries. They 

will also join the unskilled labor of 166,030 which will grow to
 

202,360 in 1990 (Table 12) to meet the needs of the five-year
 

plan as the table shows. This plan has provided for many
 

projects in different sectors of the economy where skilled,
 

semiskilled, and unskilled labor are needed.
 

Table 12
 

Unskilled Labor in Jordan (Five-Year Plan Data)
 

Economic Activity 	 1986 1990
 

Agriculture 60,000 	 72,930
 

25,250
Industry 20,000 

6,312
Mining 5,000 


Electricity and water 1,000 1,262
 

44,187
Construction 35,000 


Trade, restaurants, hotels 15,000 18,233
 

Transports, communications 9,000 10,940
 

Financial services, insurance 1,000 1,170
 
2 07
Administration, defense, others 20.00. ,
 

Total 166,000 202,360
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a. Forestry, JD 7 million.
 

b. Agricultural projects, 214.8 m.
 

c. Pastures, 4 m.
 

d. Roads and transport, 545 m.
 

e. Housing, 118 m.
 

f. Municipality projects, 156 m.
 

g. Cooperative societies, 20 m.
 

The plan aims to achieve an annual rate of increase in
 

gross domestic product by the attainment of the following annual
 

sectoral growth rates:
 

Table 13
 

Plan Growth Rates, Key Sectors
 

Agriculture 5%
 

Mining and manufacturing 6%
 

Electricity and water 6%
 

Construction 6%
 

Trade 5%
 

Transport and communication 5%
 

Administration and defense 2.5%
 

Finance and insurance 4%
 

The table of development in labor productivity shows that
 

it was JD 1,865 in 1981, while in 1985 it became 2,536, and the
 

percent change in average productivity is 35.9 (Table 15).
 

141 
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Table 14
 

Labor Force in Jordan
 

1981 1985 Increase Unskilled
Economic activitZ 


60,000
Agriculture 62,012 66,341 7% 


Industry 33,440 41,984 25% 20,000
 

Mining 3,982 8,966 125% 5.000
 
5,545 71 1,000
Electricity and water 5,176 


Construction 44,151 47,788 8% 35,000
 
15,000
Trade, restaurants 37,123 39,634 6% 


and hotels
 
Transport and 33,048 36,522 10% 9,000
 

communications
 
Financial services 9,556 10.409 9% 1,000
 

and insurance
 
2% 20,000
Administration, 168,177 171,083 


defense, & others
 

166,000
396,671 428,772 


Table 15
 

"ovelopment in Labor Productivity (JD m/81 
price, 1981-1985)
 

1985
1981 

N4product Av/pro.% change in
 Economic activity net product product- JD av/producti.
Evity/w.JD 


131 1975 66.6
1185
73.5
Agriculture 167.4 3987 27.6
3124
104.5
Industry 4896 -36.1
34.9
7659
30.5
Mining 3590 65.9
19.9
2163
11.2
Electricity/water 1806 24.9
86.3
1445
63.8
Construction 28.4
180.8 4564 

Trde,rest.hhotelS 131.9 3554 

120.4 3296 56
 
Transport/ccmmuni. 69.8 2112 

123.8 11902 12 3
10590
Financial s/iusur101.2 32.2
203.5 1190
900
151.3
Administration, 

35.9
1865 1077 2536 


Total real prod. 737.7 


http:Evity/w.JD
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The ministry of education will no longer be under pressure
 

to find places in secodary schools for the growing numbers of
 

preparatory-school graduates, or places in universities and
 

community colleges for increasing numbers of high-school
 

graduates, already beyond its means. On the contrary, it can
 

concentrate on general primary education, literacy projects, and
 

improving the quality of secondary education to produce well

informed students who will perform in higher education easily
 

and efficiently.
 

The national economy will benefit. Now, there are
 

thousands of educated unemployed while thousands of jobs are
 

waiting for people to take them, so that unskilled labor has to
 

be imported from outside.
 

b. Thn..ePolic 

In order to facilitate the strategy that will help the
 

attainment of our objectives, we have to follow a policy which
 

will go into effect after three years. As the secondary cycle
 

lasts three years, enrollment in the first year of secondary can
 

only be changed next year. The second and third classes will
 

not be influenced by the new policy, which will put a ceiling of
 

50% of those taking the secondary entrance examination, instead
 

of 85%.
 

With 51,517 students at the third preparatory class, 25,759
 

of them will go to the first secondary next year instead of
 

43,789 under the old system. Next year, the first secondary
 

class will be affected by the new policy, making the total
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enrollment at the secondary stage 89,804 instead of 107,830.
 

Graduates of the third secondary will not be affected by the new
 

policy. In the following year, the first and second secondary
 

classes only will be affected, making the general enrollment
 

88,039 instead of 126,883. In the third year, all the three
 

classes will be affected (the graduates included). In 1990 the
 

intake at the first secondary class will be 31,228, while the
 

graduates of the third secondary class will be 24,867, and a
 

total enrollment of 88,183 students.
 

STAGE Ix
 

FORESIGHT
 

After deciding to implement the new policy of limiting the
 

promotion in the secondary entrance examination to 50%, let us
 

assess the impact of such policy on our objectives by asking the
 

following question:
 

Matrix Four
 

0 IV 

Ho will the h 
UU a 

policy Affect Id 

Objectives in the U 6)0 
0 U a C = 

44so 

. M CaiMatrix 

Effects: "4 i 

Reduction Increase Increase Reduction
 

.!.mprovementat tention.
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We see that the impact on the different objectives will be
 

positive, and this will be clarified by referring to the
 

effects, consequences, and results of the policy.
 

a. Ufe=
 

The primary and direct effects will be shown by the number
 

of adults directed to agriculture and other sectors of the
 

economy immediately after the application of the policy.
 

Instead of 2,576, we will have 23,182 going to the labor market
 

next year (Table 11). There will be no effect on high-school
 

graduates in the first year, as intakes of first secondary will
 

affect the third secondary after two years. Besides, there will
 

be partial effect on the total number of secondary-school
 

students.
 

b. CoVA~ ennes
 

In three years the policy will have clear-cut
 

consequences: the intakes of the three secondary classes will
 

have been affected by the new policy. The number of secondary
 

students will be reduced considerablyl instead of 157,089, we
 

shall have 88,183 (Table 1), which means a good impact on the
 

budget, where the surplus of JD 1,146,943 (Table 2) will be
 

available for improvements, and giving more attention to primary
 

education and literacy projects.
 

c. Runlk 

The immediate effects mean providing labor to different
 

sectors of the economy, especially agriculture and construction
 

works; while the medium-term consequences mean a real reduction
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Finally, the far-reaching
in the secondary-school population. 


drastic reduction, if not elimination, of
results will be a 


educated unemployed, as the numben of high-school graduates will
 

be limited, leading to a limited number of college graduates to
 

meet the needs of the market.
 

In addition, there will be stability in the secondary

school population, which will have an annual increase of 5-6%,
 

not far from the growth of the population in the country.
 

STAGE X
 

FEASIBILITY
 

It is time to examine the feasibility of the policy and
 

what constraints might hinder its implementation.
 

Matrix Five
 

a. 0 0 

o, , o u e 

o a. 0 I 00 0 

U 0 U U a. 
0 WO 0 aU- * 

. C0 CL z .4 

0U .0 0 C .a 0,4 
a s U U@ Ad . . . __ 

Change in population structure P p, P2 P3 P4
 

ontinuing aspiration,
 

xpectatior of social equity A Al A2 A3 _ A4 

6revailing value system among
 

population groups V Vi V2 V3 V4 

Pational legislation L Li L2 L3 J L4 
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P1. Any change in total population will be reflected on
 

the secondary-school population. We have seen that three years
 

after implementing the policy there will be stability, anI the
 

increase in the secondary students will be similar to the growth
 

of the population.
 

P2, 3, 4. The change in population will not hinder any
 

parts of the policy, whether improving the secondary education,
 

reducing the educated unemployed, or providing labor for
 

agriculture.
 

There may be some conflicts:
 

Al. Some people aspire to see their children doctors or
 

engineers, even i they do not show any sign of academic
 

excellence. They believe that since they have the money, they
 

can support them even in foreign institutions, if they have no
 

place in local schools or colleges.
 

A2* These people put the blame on poor education if their
 

children fail, so they support better secondary education.
 

A3. They encourage getting rid of educated unemployed
 

without knowing how.
 

A4. They may not mind providing labor for agriculture, but
 

not their children.
 

VI. There are some groups that will still prefer white

collar jobs for their children, even if they get low wages.
 

V2. They want better secondary education.
 

V3. They would like to have all the educated get
 

employment, including themselves.
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V4. They do not want their children to go to blue-collar
 

jobs.
 

Ll. Some legislators and members of the government may
 

think a great deal before they take a stap to reduce the
 

secondary-education opportunities. There is need for brave
 

members to bear the responsibility.
 

L2. They may prefer to keep the status quo.
 

L3. They resort to the policy of giving the chance of
 

employment to graduates of previous years, as a kind of
 

superficial solution for the problem of educated unemployed, but
 

without reducing the number.
 

L4. They may encourage high-school graduates to go to
 

agricultural and construction works.
 

We see that in spite of the encouraging circumstances-

trends and values that support a change in the policy of
 

secondary education, to make it realistic and meet the needs of
 

the society and the national economy--there are some constraints
 

on such a policy. Two kinds of people may oppose this new
 

system: rich people whose children are not good at school, who
 

may drop out; and some traditional groups that prefer mental
 

work of the lowest level to manual work. Government officials
 

may be influenced by reaction of these groups, to an extent that
 

they prefer to keep the status quo and leave the conflict for
 

others to deal with.
 

These constraints may be dealt with wisely, and with
 

patience:
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1. It must be explained to the public how much enrollment
 

is required in each education cycle.
 

2. The education system cannot be improved at any stage
 

without getting rid of excess expenditure on unnecessary things.
 

3. Labor offices must be very active in getting
 

information about available jobs, and recruiting for them from
 

among third preparatory classes in the school vacation.
 

4. It should be made clear that all will have a fair
 

chance at the best education they are capable of utilizing.
 

We have a start toward implementing the policy, just like
 

the boy who found a horseshoe and said: *All I need now is
 

three more horseshoes and a horse, to be a horsemon.0 Someone
 

must make the first move to implement a sensible but unpopular
 

policy, but it is like the mice who decided that it would be a
 

good idea to hang a bell on the cat, so they could hear him
 

coming. They can all agree on the goal of the policy, but it is
 

harder to decide who will make the sacrifice to implement it.
 

I hope that politics will be realistic, and not only based
 

on emotions and trying to please the people irrespective of what
 

is hidden-in the future. There is nothing better than facts,
 

But they say, "You must be
although sometimes they are bitter. 


cruel to be kind.0
 

Mohammad Omar Yousef
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MODEL EDJORDAN VEFRSIDN OF 04/26/66 09:34
 
1 COLUMNS 1936,1987.1983,1989.1990
 
2 FSTSCENRL=350 D,PR.VIOUS FSTSCENRL*FSTSCRATE 1st secondary enrollment
 

SNDSCENRL=2914.,REVIOUS SNDSCENRL*SNDSCRATE 2nd
 
3rd 1"
4 TRDSCENRL=29Z56.PREVIOUS TRDSCENRL*TRDSCRATE 

5 GRADSC=12Z71,PREVIOUS GRADSC*GRADSCRATE sec. graduates /science 
6 GRADART=15116.PREVIOUS GRADART*GRADARATE " arts 
7 FSTSCRATE=L.0,0.7695.1.038.1.0637.1.08O9
 
S SNDSCRATE=1.O.1.169.0.7797.1.02808,4.0626
 
9 TRDSCRATE=1.0O.9665.1.1648.0.7e636.1.0:19
 
10 GRADSCRATE=1.0).0.966'.1.1646.0.7638, 1.0219
 
11 SRADSARATE=1.),0.9665,.164S.0.78638,1.0219
 
12 SCTOTENRL=FSTSCENRL+SNDSCENRL+TRDSCENRL sec. toal enrollment
 
13 SECGRAD=GRADSC+GRADART " graduates
 
14 SCTEACHLOAD=20.44 ' teacher' load
 
15 SCTOTTEACH=SCTOTENRL/SCTEACHLOAD " total teachers
 
lb SCTEACHSAL= 1 " teacher salary
 
17 SCTOTSAL=SCTEACHSAL*SCTOTTEACH " total salaries
 
18 FUR=SCTOTENRL*5 furniture
 
19 STA=SCTOTENRL*Z stationary
 
=0 LIB=SCTOTENRL-3 library
 
:1 LAB=SCTOTENRL*5 laboratory
 
:7 ART=SCTOTENRL*2 art 
23 SPOR-SCTOTENRL*2 sport 
24 TAID=SCTOTENRL*2 teaching aids 
25 SCCAPITOUTL=FUR+STA+LIB+LAB4ART+SPOR+TAID sec. capital outlay 
26 SCADMEXPEND=SCTOTENRL*1C.74 " administrative expenditui 
27 SCSPACE=SCTOTENRL*100 " " 
28 SCTOTEXPEND=SCTOTSAL+SCCAPITOUTL+SCADMEXPEND+SCSPACE sec. total 
29 SCTUITION= " tuition 
70 SCTOTTUIT=SCTUITION*SCTOTENRL " total tuition 
31 SESUBSID=165150al " subsidy 
3: SCTOTINC=SCTOTTUIT+SESUSSID " total income 
= SCBALANCE=SCTOTINC-SCTOTEXPEND " balance 
34 COEDART=3Z55,PREVIOUS COEDART*COEARATE community college education art 
35 COSOS=581.PREVIOUS COSOS*COSOSRATE " social studies 
3 COCOMART=500O.PREVIOUS COCOMART*COCOMARATE . " commercial stud. art 
37 COEDS=1SO0.PREVIOUS COEDS*COEDSRATE . " education sciences 
38 COCOMS=1150,PREVIOUS COCOMS*COCOMSRATE " Commercial studies sciences 
39 COENG=2051.PREVIOUS COENG*COENGRATE " college engineering profession 
40 COMED=786,PREVIOUS COMED*COMEDRATE " " medical 
41 COAGR=I7,PREVIOUS COAGR*COAGRATE - agriculture 
42 COEARATE=1 
43 COSOSRATEIL 
44 COCOMARATEal 
45 COEDSRATE=I.O5 
46 COCOMSRATE-1.05 
47 COENGRATE=I.05 
48 COMEDRATE-1.05 
49 COAGRATE-1.05 
50 TOTCOARTFR=COEDART+COSOS+COCOMART total commu. college arts freshmen 
51 TOTCOSCFR=COEDS+COCDMS+COENG+COAGR+COMED- - " scinces 
52 TOTCOFR=TOTCOARTFR+TOTCOSCFR freshmen 
5Z ULAN=800.PREVIOUS ULAN*ULANRATE university languages 
54 USOS=415,PREVIOUS USOS*USOSRATE social studies 
55 UEPS=289,PREVIOUS UEPS*UEPSRATE 
56 UAD=945,PREVIOUS UAD*UADRATE education & psychology
57 UREL=L9.PREVIOUS UREL*UREL.ATE ,, administratio
 

58 ULAW=9.FPREVIOUS ULAW*ULAWRATE ,, religion 
,,=I9o hsical education
'r P EVIOUS UPE*UPERATE ylaw 


http:COAGRATE-1.05
http:COMEDRATE-1.05
http:COENGRATE=I.05
http:COCOMSRATE-1.05
http:COEDSRATE=I.O5
http:SCADMEXPEND=SCTOTENRL*1C.74
http:SCTEACHLOAD=20.44


. . , - . rr. % -.- . .' , , -r 1 14 1, 1 ., , 1 Q u n i v e r s i t y f i n e a r t s 
" Private studies.UFR=4i6.,F.EIOL (FR*U[:RTE 

62 ULANRATE= 
*' USOSRATE=1 
64 UEPSRATE=I 
65 UADRATE=I 
66 URELRATE=1 
67 ULAWRATE=I 
68 UFERATE=! 
69 UFINRATE=1 
70 UF'RATE=I 

arts/freshman
71 TOTUARFR=ULANUSOS+UEPS4UAD+UREL+ULAW+UPE+UFIN UPR total uni. 
" natural sciences72 UNAT=13"6.PREVIOUS UNAT*UNATRATE 

77 UNUR=215.PREVIOUS UNUR*UNURATE nursing 

74 UAGR=2S6.PREVIOUS UAGR*UAGRATE " agriculture 
75 UMED=55,PREVIOUS UMED*UMEDRATE " medicine 

" sciences
76 UMES-62.PREVIOUS UMES*UMESRATE 
77 UENG=654,PREVIOUS UENG*UENGRATE " engineering 

78 UNATRATE=I.01 
79 UNURATE=1.013 
80 UAGRkTE=1. 01 
e1 UMEDRATE=l.01Z 
a2 UMESRATE=1.017 
23 UENGRATE=1.013 

total uni. freshmen sciences
84 TOTUSCFR=UNAT+UNUr +U AI2R+UMED4UMC:4UC N G 

" "
 85 TOTUNFR=TOTUARFR+TOTUSCFR 

" higher education freshmen
86 TOTHIGHSFR=TOTUNFR+TOTCOFR 


67 PREPDROPCUTS=:2186:. PREVIOUS PREPDROPOUTS*DROPRATE preparatory dropouts
 

Be DROFRATE=1.06
 
foreign labor in agriculture
89 FAGRLAB=39744.PREVIOUS FAGRLAS*FAGRATE 


" " " construction works
90 FCONLAB=6500,PREVIOUS FCONLAB*FCONRATE 

" " small industries
91 FINDLAB=3500.FREV1OUS FINDLAB#FINDRATE 


92 FAGRATE=1.05
 
9Z FCONRATE=1.04
 
94 FINDRATE=L.04
 

wages/labor in agri.
95 WAGAGR=90 

" " " const. works
96 WAGCON=12=0 

" I " small indust.97 WAGIND=i5C 


foreign wages/agri.
98 FWAGAGR=WAGA(R*FAGRLAZ 

99 FWAGCON=WAGCON*FCONLAE 
 " const. 

" small indus.100 FWAGIND=WAIND*FNDLA" 

101 TRANAGRATE=0.70
 
102 TRANCONRATE-O. 6,
 
103 TRANINDRATE=0.50
 
104 TOTTRAAGRiFWAGAGR*TRANAGRATE total transfers of foreign labor/agri.
 

" const.
105 TOTTRANCON=FWAGCON*TRANCONRATE 

" " small indust.106 TOTTRANIND-FWAGIND*TRANINDRATE " 


107 TOTFWAGES=FWAGAGR+FWAGCON+FWAGIND" foreign wages
 
total transfers
108 TOTTRANS=TOTTRANAGR TOTTRANCON TOTTRANIND 


109 ANTOTFWAGES-TOTFWAGES*12 annual total foreing wages
 

11o ANTOTTRANSTOTTRANS* " " transfers
 
111 AGLAB=6OOOPREVIOUS AGLAB*AGRATE unskilled labor inagriculture
 

" " Industry112 INDLAB=20000PREVIOUS INDLAB*INDRATE 

II3 MINLAB=50O0 PREVIOUS MIN;AB*MINRATE " " " mining
 

114 EWLABI000.PREVIOUS EWLAB*EWRATE " " electricity & water
 
" " construction
115 CONLAB=35000.PREVIOUS CONLAB*CONRATE 


" trade,rest. hotels
116 TRLAB=15000.PREVIOUS TRLAB*TRATE 

117 TCLAB=OOOO.PREVIOUS TCLAB*TCRATE " " " transport & communica.
 

" " " finance & insurance118 FLAB=100O.PREVIOUS FLAB*FRATE 

119 DSLAB=2000.PREVIOUS DSLAE*DSRATE 
 " " defense and services 

120 AGRATE=I.05 
121 INDRATE=I-06 
122 MINRATE-I.06 
I=Z EWRATE=I.06 
124 CONRATE=1.06 
125 TRATE=1.05 

http:TRATE=1.05
http:CONRATE=1.06
http:EWRATE=I.06
http:MINRATE-I.06
http:AGRATE=I.05
http:TRANINDRATE=0.50
http:TRANAGRATE=0.70
http:FINDRATE=L.04
http:FCONRATE=1.04
http:FAGRATE=1.05
http:DROFRATE=1.06
http:UNATRATE=I.01


2::7.,RATE=I."d 
total/unsk:
122 D RATE=1.025 

INJDLA£ NLA EWLA +CONLAB+T .LA- TCLABFLAB+DELA -ed labort29 TOTUNSKLAB=AGLAB' 

1 Z0 COTUITrZON=20t:: community collegestuition
 

171 TOTCOTUIT=TOTCOFR*CDTUITION total /freshmen
 
"I endowmentI7 COEIJDOWMENT=2C0Q':J 

1 =COSUBSID=42504603C subsidy 
1Z4 COINC=TOTCCTUIT+COU4BSIDCOENDOWMENT income 
1 5 CCS ALFR=TOTCOFR. Z0 " " salaries/freshmen 
1Z6 COADMEXPFR=TOTCOFR*10" " Administr. expend/freshmar 
1'7 COCAPITOUTFR=TOTCOFR2o00 " capital outlay/ freshmen 
13 TOTCOEXPFR=COSALFR+COADMEXPFR+COCAPITOUTFR - " total expenditure/freshmar 
179 COBALANCE=COINC-TOTCOEXPFR " balance 
140 UTUITION=T00 "iniversities tuition 
141 TOTUTUIT=TOTUNFR*UTUITION total " 

142 USUBSID=2G600 subsidy 
147 UENDOWMENT=2000000 endowment 
144 UINC=TOTUTUIT+USUBSID+UENDOWMENT income 
145 USALFR=TOTUNFR*500 salaries/freshmen 
146 UADMEXPFR=TOTUNFR*2b0 " administrative expenditure! 

147 UCAPITOUTFR=TOTUNFR O "C) capital outlay/freshmen 
140 TOTUEXPFR=USALFR-UADMEXPFR+UCAPITOUTFR total " expenditure/freshmen 

14q UBALANCE=UINC-TOTUEXPFR " balance 
15C HIGHSUBSID=COSUBSID+USUB higher education subsidySID 

151 GOVSUBSID=SESUSID4HIGHSUBSID Government subsidy
 
152 INFLATION=1.C'
 
15: POF'SCAGE=2OOO)').PR:VIOUS POPSCAGE*POPRATE population secondary age groups 

154 POPRATE"1.04 
155 SCENRLRArTIO=SCTOTENRL/POrSC A-GE secondary enrollment ratio 

END OF MODEL 
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NEW SCHEME
 

ENTER SCLVC CFTIO!".:5 

1Y, i907 1980 	 1989 199f. 

Z7171 2-C-4 70006 	 32427 
SNDSCENRL 9142 34067 	 26562 27308 Z917 

33274 26166 26739 

FST21*NF... 

TRDSCENRL 	 29556 28566 

13927 	 10952 11192
GRADSC 	 1P71 11957 

13382 	 13675
GRADART 15116 14610 17017 


FSTSCRATE 1 .7695 1.038 1.064 1.021
 
I 1.169 .7797 1.028 i.2067
SNDSCRATE 

1 .9665 1.165 .7e64 1.022
TRDSCRATE 


GRADSCRATE 
 1 .9665 1.165 .7864 1.022
 
1 .9665 1.165 .7864 1.022
GRADARATE 


SCTOTENRL 
 94008 29804 88039 	 83474 22183
 
24334 24867
SECGRAD 	 :7487 26566 30944 

20.44 	 2Q*.44
SCTEACHLOAD 20.44 :0.44 20.44 

SCTOTTEACH 4579 4394 4307 4084 4Z14 
1SCTEACHSAL 	 13:3 13..133 

SCTCTSAL 6130757 5856566 5741494 5443756 57508e 

FUR 470040 449020 440196 417368 440916 

STA 188016 179608 176078 166947 	 176366
 
264549
LIB 222024 269412 	 264117 .50421 


LAB 
 470040 449020 440196 417368 440916
 

ART 
 16601& 179608 176078 166947 176366 

188016 179606 176078 166947 176366SPOR 
168016 179602 17607e 166947 176366TAID 


1851246
SCCAPITOUTL 	 1974168 1885882 1248821 1752947 

1009646 964494 945540 296507 9470E7


SCADMEXPEND 

SCSPACE 
 9400800 892039: 8803911 8347365 8818Z16
 

10515370 17687354 17339767 16440575 1736813e
SCTOTEXPEND 
SCTUITION 0 0 0 0 0 

0 	 0 ('
0 0
SCTOTTUIT 

SESUESID 
 18515081 18515081 L8515081 12515081 12515061 

18515081 18515081 12515081 18515081 11115CS1SCTOTINC 

-29.5 	 827727 1175314 2074506 1146943SCBALANCE 


COEDART 	 3355 355 3355 3355 3355 
521 	 521
581 	 521 581
COSOS 


5000 socp 5000 500s 500
COCOMART 

COEDS 1500 1575 1654 1736 1823
 

COCOMS 1150 1202 1268 1331 1398
 
2374 	 2493
2051 	 2154 2261
COENG 


955.4
786 825.3 866.6 	 909.9
COMED 

17 17.25 18.74 19.68 20.66
COAGR 

I 1 1 1 1


COEARATE 
1 1 1 1 1

COSOSRATE 

I 1 1 	 1 1COCOMARATE 


1.050
1.050 1.050 1.050 	 1.050
COEDSRATE 

1.050
1.050 1.050 1.050 1.050 


COENGRATE 

COCOMSRATE 


1.050 1.050 1.050 1.050 1.050 

COMEDRATE 1.050 1.050 1.050 1.050 1.050 
1.050 	 1.050
1.050 	 1.050 1.050
COAGRATE 

8936 	 2936
6936 	 8936 6936
TOTCOARTFR 


6690
5504 5779 606e 6372 


14440 14715 15004 15308 15626

TOTCOSCFR 

TOTCOFR 


200ULAN 200 800 800 900 

415 415 415 415 415
USaS 


289 209
289 	 289 289
UEPS 
 945 	 945
945 	 945 945

UAD 
 192 	 192
19: 	 19: 192 

UREL 


o.Y. 	 9! 



*UF I IN' 
UPP 

ULAN',,"TE 

USOSrATE 

UEPSRATE 
UADRATE 

URELRATE 

ULAWRATE 

UPERATE 

UFINRATE 

UPRATE 

TOTUARFR 

UNAT 

UNUR 

UAGR 

UMED 

UMES 

UENG 

UNATRATE 

UNURATE 

UAGRATE 

UMEDRATC 

UMESRATE 

UENGRATE 

TOTUSCFR 

TOTUNFR 

TOTHIGHSFR 

PREPDROPOUTS 

DROPRATE 

FAGRLAB 

FCONLAE 

FINDLAD 

FAGRATE 

FCONRATZ: 
FINDFATE 
WAGAGR 

WAGCON 

WAGIND 

FWAGAGR 

FWAGCON 

FWAGIND 

TRANAGRATE 

TRANCONRATE 

TRANINDRATE 

TOTTRANAGR 

TOTTRANCON 

TOTTRANIND 

TOTFWAGES 

TOTTRANS 

ANTOTFWAGES 

ANTOTTRANS 

AGLAB 

INDLAB

MINLAB 


NEW SCHEME 


Q 5,1 1C' :I 
46 466 4&= 4c6 46
 

1
1 1 	 1 


1
1 1 

1 1 I 1 1
 
1 1 1 1
 
1 1 1 1
 
1 1 	 1 1 1
 
1 1 1 1 1
 
1 1 1 1 1
 
1 1 1 1 1
 

3484 34S4 3464 34S4 3464
 
1161 1396
1326 1343 1376 


215 217.6 220 6 223.5 2=6.4
 

265 268.4 271.9 275.5 279.1
 
55 M5.72 56.44 57.17 57.92
 

62 62.61 63.62 64.45 65.29
 

654 662.5 671.1 679.6 688.7
 

1.013 1.013 1.013 1.013 1.013
 
1.013
1.013 1.013 	 1.013 1.013 

1.013
1.013 1.013 	 1.013 1.013 


1.013 1.01:
1.013 1.013 1.013 

1.0C) 1.013 1.013 1.013 1.017
 

1.013 1.013 	 1.01Z 1.013 1.013
 

2577 	 2611 2644 2679 2714
 
6128 619e
6061 6095 	 616Z 


21470 2182A
20501 24810 	 21133 

292 7
21a2 24573 	 26047 27610 


1.060 1.060 1.060 1.060 1.060
 

37744 41731 43818 46009 46309
 
7030 	 76-'06500 6760 	 731: 


3937 4095
3500 3640 3786 

I 050 1.050 1.050 1.0501 1.050
 

1.040 1.040 1.040 1.040 1.040 

!. 040 1. 040 1 . 040 1. 040 1 .040 
O0 90 90 90
 

120 120 120 120 120
 
150 15.) 150 150 150
 

3576960 3755608 3943598 4140778 4347617
 
9124 0
760000 811200 843648 877394 


525000 546000 567640 590554 614176
 
.7000 .7000
.7000 .7000 	 .7000 


.6000
.6000 .6000 .6000 .6000 


.5000 .5000 .5000 .5000 .5000
 
289545 3043472
2503872 2629066 2760519 


468000 486720 506189 526436 547494
 

262500 273000 	 283920 295277 307086
 
58744e3
4661960 5113006 	 5355086 5608726 


3234372 388786 3550628 3720258 3898054
 

58583320 61336096 64261037 67304710 70493792
 

38812464 40665427 42607532 44643096 46776645
 

60000 63000 	 66150 69458 72930
 

20000 21200 	 22472 23820 25250
 
5000 5300 	 5618 5955 6312
 

1191 1262
1000 1060 	 1124
EWLA6 

41686 44187
35000 37100 	 39326
CONLAB 

17364 1s2S15000 15750 	 16536
TRLAB 


9923 10419 10940
9000 9450
TCLAB 

1062 1125 	 117",
1000 1040
FLAB 

20000 20500 21013 21538 Z2076
 
DSLAB 


1.050 1.050 	 1.050 1.050 1.05!
 
AGRATE 
 1. pbQ1.060 1.060 	 1.060 1.060 
INDRATE 
 1.060 . 0601.060 1.060 	 1. .'c,:1.060 	 1 . 060 1.060MINRATE 	 060 1.1 060WRATE 

I 06') 1 . 060 1. 060 1.060 



,uso: 4' 1 vw 456. 5 5"0z. Z 55.4.. z 
UEPS 2E,9Z1.T :49.7 :.84.7 4_.. 
U945 11:,401147 125 -4 
UREL 192 21 . 5 

ULAW 93 12.3 112.5 1-3.. 
UFE OLD SCHEME 179 196.9 216.6 2. 
UFIN 105 115.5 17.1 139.8 15-. 7 
UF'R 466 5!:Z. 6 563.9 620.2 -.-

ULAN R.TE 1. 1001. 41 io.100 1.100 1I 
U SOZRATE 
UEPSRATE 

1.100 
1.100 

I. 100 
1.100 

1. 100 
1.100 

1. 10)
.100l, 

±. i'c. 
1. .(: 

UADRATE
URELRATE 

1.100
1. 100 

1. 100
1.100 

1.100
1. 100 

1.100
1.100 

1.1001. 10C. 

ULAWRATE 1.100 1.100 1.100 1.100 1.100 
UPERATE 1.100 1.100 1.100 1.100 1.10C. 
UFINRATE 1.100 1.100 1.100 1.100 i. 10" 
UPRATE 1.100 1.100 1.100 1.100 i. i:1(., 
TOTUARFR 3484 3832 4216 4637 5101 
UNAT 1326 1591 1909 .29 1 275C 
UNUR 215 258 309.6 371.5 445.6 
UAGR 265 318 381 .6 457.9 549.5 
UMED 55 66 79.20 95.04 114.C 
UMES 62 74. 40 89.28 107. 1 12e. 6 
UENG 654 784.2 941.6 !130 1u 
UNATRATE 1. 200 1 . 200 1 . 200 1 . 200 .' 

UNURATE 
UAGRATE 

1. 200 
1. 200 

1.200 
. 200 

1 .200 
1 . 200 

1. 200 
1. 20, 

i • 
1. TQ.*$ 

UMCDRATE 1.200 . 200 1. 200 1. 200 1. ZC.,, 
UMESRATE 1. 200 1. 200 I. 200 1. 200 . 

UENGRATE 1.200 1.200 1.200 1.200 i..200 
TOTUECFR 2577 3092 3711 4453 5-44 
TOTUNFn 6061 6925 7927 9090 C^5 
TOTHIGHSFR 20501 23359 2666950495 Z4.41 
PREFDROPOUTS =576 257 2576 -576 
DROPRATE 1. :oCI 1.100 1. 100 1.•IO00 i. 1 
PAGRLAE" 39744 41731 43818 46009 4 
FCONLA B 6500 6760 7030 7!1 
FINDLAB 3500 3640 Z786 97 
FAG1#,TL 1 050 1 . 050 1 . 050 1. 05C' 1• 05C 
FCONRATE 1. 040 1. 040 1.040 1. 040 • :-4i:, 
F INDRATE 1. 040 1. 040 1 .040 1. 04C, 1. 1:":.* 
WAGAGR 90 90 90 90 9. 
WAGCON 120 120 120 120 120 
WAGIND 150 150 150( 150 150 
FWAGAGR 3576960 z755806 3943598 4140778 4347817 
FWASCON 780000 211200 643648 277394 912490 
FWAGIND 525000 546000 567840 590554 61417L 

TRANAGRATE . 7000 .7000 .7000 . 7000 .7000 
TRANCONRATE .6000 .6000 .6000 . 6000 .6000 
TRANINDRATE .5000 .5000 .5000 .3000 .5000 
TOTTRANAGR 2503872 2629066 2760519 2898545 3043472 
TOTTRANCON 468000 486720 506189 526436 547494 
TOTTRANIND 262500 273000 283920 295277 30708 
TOTFWAGES 4221960 5113006 5355086 5608726 5874483 
TOTTRANS 3234372 3386786 3550628 3720256 3696054 
ANTOTFWAGCS 5573520 61356096 64261037 67304710 70493792 
ANTOTTRANS 68812464 40665427 4d607572 44643096 467764f 
AGLAD 60000 63000 66150 69458 7293 
I NDLAB 20000 21200 22472 23E '25=50 
MINLAB 5000 5300 5618 5955 6Z31 
EWLAB I00 1060 1124 1191 126-
CONLAB 35000 37100 39326 41686 44197 

TRLA- 15C:'v 15750 16578 17364 1 E 
TCLAP 9000 9450 992 11 141-7 
FLAS 1000 1040 102 I I: :- 117C 



3RP TE 1	.15c 1 . 05c, 1 . 050 1 * 050 1 . 05t.
. 1. 060 1.060 1. 060 .. 061:INDRT-	 1 060 

1.060 1.6MINR TL OLD SCHEME ±.060 1. 1:160 1. 060 

I EWRATr 1.060 1. 060 1. 060 1 t.•6 1. 06v:' 

CN0 Ti. 060! 1.060 1.060 	 1.060 1. U60 
1..050 1.05C,I. 050 1.050 1.050TRATE 


1.050 1. 050 1• 050 	 1.• 050 1 .050TCRATE 
1.040 1.040 1.040 	 1.040 1.04.)FRATE 

1. 025DSRATE 	 1.01-5 1.025 1.025 1. 0:25 
183244 	 202"Z0TOTUNSKLAB 166000 174400 192555 


COTUITION 
 200 200 200 200 200
 
4899258
TOTCOTUIT 2888000 3286880 3747664 4280946 


COENDOWMENT 
 2000000 2000000 2000000 	2000000 2000000
 
4250400 4250400
COSUBSID 	 4250400 4250400 4250400 


9132400 9537280 999e064 10531346 11149658
COINC 

432000 4930320 5621496 6421418 734882
COSALFR 


2140473 2449629
COADMEXPFR 	 1444000 1643440 1873232 4220946 4899258
288000 3226880 3747664
COCAFT8UTFR 


8664000 9e60640 11242992 12842837 14697775
 

474400 -323360 -1244922 -2311491 -3548117
 
TOTCOEXPFR 

COBALANCE 


300
300 300 300 	 300
UTUITION 

TOTUTUIT 
 1818300 2077440 2Z77956 2727078 	71777
 

237F8600
USUBSID 2=38600 2.33600 2338600 2331600 


UENDOWMENT 
 2000000 2000000 2000000 2000000 2000000 

UINC 6156900 6416040 6716556 7065678 7471977 
5""::96
3030500 3462400 3963260 4545130 


1384960 1525304 1818052 208a910
 
USALFR 

UADMEXPFR 	 121220C, 

2727078 3173377
1616300 2077440 2:77956 

6061000 6924200 7926520 9090260 10444592
 

UCAPITOUTFR 

TOTUEXPFR 


95900 -508760 -1209964 -2024582 -2972614
UBALANCE 

6589000
HIGHSUSSID 	 6589000 6529000 6589000 6589000 

25104081 25104081 25104081 	25104021 25104021
GOVSUBSID 

1 1 1 1 1
INFLATION 


200000 208000 216320 	 224973 23972
POPSCAGE 

POPRATE 
 1.040 	 1.040 1.040 1.040 1.040
 

.6714
.4700 .5184 .5866 	 .6421
SCENRLRATIO 


ENTER SOLVE OPTIONS
 



TRATE,TCRA'E 

FRATE 
DSRATE NEW SCHEME 
TOTUNSK*LAE 

COTUITION 
TOTCOTUIT 

COENDOWMENT 

COSUBSID 

COINC 

COSALFR 

COADMEXPFR 

COCAPITOUTFR 

TOTCOEXPFR 

COBALANCE 

UTUITION 

TOTUTUIT 

USUBSID 

UENDOWMENT 

UINC 

USALFR 

UADMEXPFR 

UCAPITOUTFR 

TOTUEXPFR 

UBALANCE 

HIGHSUBSID 

GDVSUBSID 

INFLATION 

POPSCAGE 

POPRATE 

SCENRLRATID 


ENTER SOLVE OPTIONS
 

.•5:I•050 

I . Oa 
I. i:25 

1660uC 
200 

7882000 

2000000 

4250400 
9138400 

4332000 

1444000 

288000 

8664000 

474400 


300 

1818300 

2338600 
2000000 

6156900 
3030500 

1212200 

1818300 

6061000 

95900 

6529000 


25104021 

1 

200000 

1.040 

.4700 


i. i'5" 15 5 5 .0< 

I. 040 1 . 040 1 . 040 1.04. 
1. 0 1.025 1. 025 1 .025 

174400 183244 19:555 :0:c2' 
200 200 200 200 

294Z040 .'0008.S Z06151 A 12529 
2000000 20000ot00:,10 200000000 
4250400 4250400 4250400 4250400 
9193440 92512Z2 9311914 9375629 
4414560 4501248 4592270 4687844 
1471520 1500416 1530757 1562615 
2943040 3000832 3061514 31252:9 
8829120 9002496 9184541 9375666 
364320 248736 127373 -58.56
 

300 300 300 300c
 
182850 1836531 1848645 1859292 
2"386o0 233600 233F600 236860 
2000000 2000000 2000000 2000000 
6166950 6177131 6187445 6197892
 
3047251 3064219 3081406 309662C' 
1218900 12.5688 122563 1295ZE 
1822350 1836531 1848845 1859292 
6094501 6128436 6162615 619764C 
72449 48694 24629 :252 i 

6589000 658900t 6589000 658900C' 
25104081 25104081 25104061 25104061 

1 1 1 i 
208000 216320 224973 2 397Z 
1.040 1.040 1.040 1.040 
.4317 .4070 .3710 Z7t9 



OLD SCHEME
 

ENTER SOLVE OFTIONS
 
.all 

***** WHAT IF CASE 3 **** 

31 WHAT IF STATEMENTS PROCESSED
 

1988 1989 199i'
1986 1987 


5310 45200 50096 53612 57979
 
FSTSCENRL 
 51241
43513 48396
29142 34064
SNDSCENRL 


29556 28566 33274 42437 47309

TRDSCENRL 


12371 11957 13927 17763 19802
 
GRADSC 


21704 24195
15116 14610 17017
GRADART 
 1.091
1 1.280 1.108 1.070
FSTSCRATE 
 1.1.71
1 1.169 1.277 1.112

SNDSCRATE 


1.275 1.115
1 .9665 1.165
TRDSCRATE 

..9665 1.165 1.275 1.115
 

GRADSCRATE 
 1.1:5
± .9665 1.165 1.275
GRADARATE 

94008 107830 12688 144445 157089
 

SCTOTENRL 

274e7 26566 30944 79466 43997
 

SECGRAD 
 2,o.44
20.44 20.44 20.44 20.44

SCTEACHLOAD 
 7685
6208 7067
4599 5275
SCTOTTEACH 


133z 1333 1333 133
SCTEACHSAL 

94200 16 10244602
6130757 7032181 8274677
SCTOTSAL 
 725445
634417 722225
470040 539151FUR 

28890 314178
18016 215661 25Z765
STA 

43335 471267
282024 323491 390648
LID 


634413 7222225 785445
470040 539151
LAB 

ART 122016 215661 253765 	 222290 31417E
 

28889 314178
128016 215661 253765
SPOR 
 314178
253765 28eG90

TAID 

1974168 2264436 2664533 Z033344 329S869
 
122016 215661 


SCCAF'ITOUTL 
 16S7136
1009646 1158097 1362718 155139
SCADMEXPEND 

9400800 10723029 12688252 14444496 i5708902
SCSPACE 

18515370 2127743 24990180 28449196 30939509
SCTOTEXPEND 


0 0 C) c)
0
SCTUITION 

'
 0 0 0 0
SCTOTTUIT 


1515081 18515081 18515081 18515081 12515061
 
SESUBSID 


18515021 18515081
18515081 18515081 18515081
SCTOTINC 

-289.5 -2722662 -6475099 -9934115-12424428
SCBALANCE 


4466 4912
3355 3691 4060
COEDART 
 850.6
501 639.1 703.0 773.3

COSOS 


5000 5500 6050 6655 7321
 
COCOMART 
 3110
1500 1800 2160 2592

COEDS 
 2385
1656 1987
1150 1380
COCOMS 


2051 2461 2953 3544 4253
 
COENG 


1356 1630
786 943.2 1132
COMED 
 3.5
17 20.40 24.48 29.38

COAGR 


1.100 1.100 1.100 1.100 1.10.
 
COEARATE 
 1.100
1.100 1.1.00 1. 100 1.100
COSOSRATE 


1.100 I.:100 1.100 1.100 1. 10c 
COCOMARATE 


1.200 1. 200 1.2.2001.200 1.200COEDSRATE 

1.200 1. 200 1.200 1.200 1.200

COCOMSRATE 1. ZOO1.200 1. 200 1.200 1 . 200
COENGRATE 1. 20C'1 •20: 1. 200 1.200 1 . 20,
COMEDRATE 

1.200 1. 200 1.20c 1. 200 1. 200 
COAGRATE 13083
1O81: 118948936 9830
TOTCOARTFR. 
 11413
550 6605 7926 9511 
TOTCOSCFR 
 24496
18732 21405
14440 16434
TOTCOPrF 



